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“Contested Peripheries” in World Systems
Theory: Megiddo and the Jezreel Valley as a
Test Case*
Eric H. Cline

T

he term “contested periphery” was recently coined by Mitchell Allen for
use in his 1997 UCLA dissertation concerned with Philistia, the NeoAssyrians, and World systems theory (Allen 1997: 49-51, 320-21, Fig. 1.4;
cf. also Berquist 1995a, 1995b). Allen identified “contested peripheries” as
“border zones where different systems intersect” (Allen 1997: 320). Chase-Dunn
and Hall immediately adopted this term and defined it more formally as “a
peripheral region for which one or more core regions compete” (Chase-Dunn and
Hall 1997: 37).
We may consider the term “contested periphery” as having geographical,
political, and economic implications, since the affected region lies between
two larger empires, kingdoms, or polities established to either side of it.
For example, Allen convincingly argues that the area of Philistia in SyriaPalestine is an excellent example of a “contested periphery” during the NeoAssyrian period in the early first millennium BCE, for at that time Philistia
was a region on the edge of the Egyptian world-system as well as on the
fringe of the Assyrian world-system, and was an area desired by both the
Egyptians and the Neo-Assyrians.

* I am grateful to Thomas Hall, Mitchell Allen, Nick Kardulias, Ian Morris,
and Michael Sugerman for their valuable insights and feedback regarding this article,
and to Louise Hitchcock for the opportunity to present a preliminary version in the
“Theoretical Approaches to Near Eastern Archaeology” session at the 1999 annual
meetings of the American Schools of Oriental Research, held in Cambridge, MA. Much
of the hard data on the battles fought in the Jezreel Valley, presented as background
evidence in this article, is taken from Cline 2000 (passim); a more popularizing version
of this article will be published in Near Eastern Archaeology. The map was drawn by
Robert Hagerty of Raymond Walters College at the University of Cincinnati.
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Figure 1: Syria-Palestine in the Bronze and Early Iron Ages (Second
and early first millennia BC

I would propose that “contested peripheries” are also likely to be areas of
intense military activity, precisely because of their geographical locations and
constantly-changing political affiliations. Thus, Allen’s newly-coined phrase
may be especially usefully applied to the area of Megiddo and the Jezreel
Valley in northern Israel. This region has been a “contested periphery” for
more than half of its bloody history. Of the 34 battles which have been
fought at Megiddo or in the Jezreel Valley during the past 4,000 years by
Canaanite, Egyptian, Greek, Roman, Byzantine, Islamic, Crusader, Mongol,
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Mamluke, Ottoman, Palestinian, French, and Allied forces, at least seventeen have been fought because this valuable and strategic area was in an
unwelcome geographical predicament—a contested region situated on the
periphery of two different and more-powerful world systems.
Megiddo is located in the Jezreel Valley, almost exactly halfway between
Haifa on the Mediterranean coast to the west and Tiberias on the Sea of
Galilee to the east, and between Egypt to the south and Mesopotamia to the
north. The valley, also known as the Plain of Esdraelon (Esdraelon being the
Greek modification of Jezreel), is shaped approximately like a triangle lying
on its side, with its tip touching the Plain of Acco at the west and its bottom
facing the Jordan River to the east. It runs nearly across the breadth of Israel,
connecting the coastal region with the Jordan Valley, and lies at the juncture of several major military and trade routes, including one of the most
important roads in the ancient world, the Via Maris. This was an international highway running between Egypt in the south and Syria, Phoenicia,
Anatolia and Mesopotamia in the north and east. Sitting astride this chief
north-south trade route, as it came through the Musmus Pass (Wadi ‘Ara)
and meandered through the Jezreel Valley, Megiddo had great strategic significance, for whoever controlled the city and maintained an army there
would dominate this vital international route. It is not surprising, therefore,
that nearly every force invading this area of Syria-Palestine from ca. 2350
BC to AD 2000 has fought a battle in the Jezreel Valley.
Designating Megiddo and the Jezreel Valley as a “contested periphery”
finally provides a concise name for an observation that historians have been
making about the region of Israel/Palestine as a whole, and this area in particular, for more than a century. Fisher, one of the excavators of Megiddo,
perhaps said it best back in 1929:
“It has long been obvious to all historians that Palestine is a middle ground, a kind of
ancient ‘No-Man’s Land,’ lying between the great military powers encamped on either
side of it—in Africa the great civilization of the Egyptian Pharaohs; in Asia the kings
of Babylonia, the mighty armies of the Assyrian military empire, or the Macedonian
rulers of the East. The armies of these great powers, whether marching from Asia
into Africa or the reverse, passed up and down the valleys of Palestine ... The famous
plain...taking its name from Megiddo (Armageddon) or from Esdraelon (Jezreel), thus
became a battlefield where the great powers of neighboring Africa and Asia met in one
long struggle after another for thousands of years, to dispute the political supremacy
of the Near East. It was inevitable that there should grow up here a stronghold which
would command the pass and the plain” (Fisher 1929: vii-viii).
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Now, with the application of Allen’s term “contested periphery” to this
region, Fisher’s lengthy description may be reduced to a single sentence:
“Megiddo, and the Jezreel Valley as a whole, was a ‘contested periphery’ throughout
much of its history.”
The Jezreel Valley region does not qualify as a “contested periphery”
during the third, second, or even the very early first millennia BC, for during
these periods the region does not meet the necessary criteria: namely, there
are not two empires, kingdoms, or polities contesting the area, both of which
claim the region as lying on its real or imagined periphery, but neither of
which has people actually living in the area under dispute. During the second
millennium BC, the flanking rival empires which were competing for military, economic, and political control of Syria-Palestine were the Egyptians
and the Hittites, but they consistently fought further north, in the region
of Kadesh and even as far as Ugarit in northern Syria. This is primarily
because Egypt was in fairly firm control of southern Syria-Palestine during
the second millennium, at least up until the time of Ramses II and perhaps
beyond. Even with the advent of the Israelites and their quest for control
of Canaan in the late second and early first millennia BC, the Jezreel Valley
does not yet become a “contested periphery,” because the Canaanites, and
then the Philistines, can be considered local inhabitants fighting to retain
control of their land against the invading Israelites.
I would propose that Megiddo and the Jezreel Valley first became a “contested periphery” in the mid-first millennium BC, during the Neo-Assyrian
period and on through the ensuing Neo-Babylonian and Persian periods,
when the region was criss-crossed time and again by armies intent on invading Egypt. This both complements and augments Allen’s original use of
the term in his discussion of Philistia as a “contested periphery” on the
edges of the Egyptian and Neo-Assyrian world-systems. The Neo-Assyrian
king Esarhaddon probably marched right past Megiddo during his successful campaign against Egypt in 671 BC. The dreaded Neo-Babylonian king
Nebuchadnezzar, who had marched by the Jezreel Valley in 597 and 586
BC, probably came through the area again during his attempted invasion of
Egypt in 569 BC. The Persian king Cambyses undoubtedly also marched
through the region while on his way to conquer Egypt in 526 BC. However,
it is the meeting between Josiah, King of Judah, and the Egyptian Pharaoh
Necho II in 609 BC, just before the end of the Kingdom of Judah and the
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beginning of the Babylonian Exile, which might perhaps be seen as the very
first example of a conflict in which blood was actually spilled because the
Jezreel Valley was a “contested periphery.” Josiah was King of Judah, not of
Israel, and Necho II’s meeting with Josiah at Megiddo was essentially incidental to the Egyptians’ real destination of Carchemish in North Syria,
where they were heading to assist the Assyrians in a campaign against the
Babylonians.
The coming of the Greeks in 332 BC changed the nationality of the
invading armies, but little else, for Megiddo and the Jezreel Valley remained
a “contested periphery.” Alexander the Great and his army almost certainly
passed right by Megiddo, apparently without needing to fight a battle, while
conquering Syria-Palestine and Egypt. Following Alexander’s death in 323
BC, the lands which he had conquered were split up among several of his
generals. This gave rise to the Antigonid, Seleucid, and Ptolemaic empires
during the ensuing Hellenistic period from 323 to 30 BC. The Seleucids in
Syria and the Ptolemies in Egypt were almost constantly at war with each
other, for each had their eye on the other’s territory. It is during this period,
in the time of Antiochus III and Ptolemy IV, that the Jezreel Valley once
again saw bloodshed as a result of its status as a “contested periphery,” during
the battle at Mount Tabor which occurred in 218 BC.
Blood was again spilled in this “contested periphery” during the battles
fought in the Jezreel Valley between rival Islamic forces, such as when the
Ikhshidids of Egypt fought the Abbasids of Mesopotamia at Lejjun by
Megiddo in AD 940, and then took on the Hamdanids of Northern Syria
and Mesopotamia in the same area just six years later, in AD 946. The same
goes as well for the Byzantine invasion of the Jezreel Valley in AD 975, when
it was held by Fatimid forces from Egypt, and for Saladin and the Crusaders, who were fighting to extend the Islamic Empire and the holdings of
Christian Europe respectively when they met in the Jezreel Valley in AD
1182, 1183, and again in 1187. When the Mamlukes from Egypt and the
Mongols from Asia fought at ‘Ayn Jalut in the Jezreel Valley in AD 1260,
both sides were fighting to extend their empires to include this contested
region, as was Napoleon when his French forces took on those of the Ottoman Empire at the Battle of Mount Tabor in AD 1799. During World
War I, the Jezreel Valley became a “contested periphery” for both the British Empire (actually the Allies as a whole) and the Ottoman Empire, culmi-
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nating in Allenby’s famous battle at Megiddo in September 1918 which so
deliberately and successfully mimicked Thutmose III’s tactics in the same
area 3,400 years previously.
In short, if one looks at the battles fought at Megiddo and in the Jezreel
Valley from the mid-first millennium BC, when the kingdoms of Israel and
Judah were in their last years of existence, up until AD 1948, when the State
of Israel was established and the Israelis began actively defending their territory, it is clear that most of the conflicts were fought by rival empires from
outside the area, each of which claimed or wanted the region for its own.
Apart from a brief period during the first centuries BC and AD, when the
local Jewish population rose up several times against late Hellenistic and
Roman rulers, we are looking at a period of more than two and half millennia during which at least seventeen different battles were fought because
Megiddo and the Jezreel Valley fell into the category of a “contested periphery.”
The Jezreel Valley can be compared to the meeting place of two tectonic plates, where the stress and strain frequently result in cataclysmic,
earth-shaking events of immense magnitude, whose reverberations are felt
far away, both geographically and temporally. Why is this? What is it about
this region that attracts battles and has prompted such a continuous state of
warfare over the past 4,000 years? Although Megiddo and the Jezreel Valley
were valuable in their own right, of course, what made them even more
desirable was the fact that they were literally always in the way of anyone
or anything wishing to proceed from north to south or from south to north
in Syria-Palestine, regardless of the period or era in question. The Jezreel
Valley was, in short, always a major crossroads, commanding also routes
leading from east to west and west to east. Thus, whosoever controlled the
Jezreel Valley militarily, whether it was through occupation of Megiddo, Jezreel, Mount Tabor, or any of the other prominent cities and towns which
rose and fell through the millennia in this valley, by default also controlled it
economically and politically, vis á vis the trade and traffic through the area,
be it of warriors or merchants. It is not difficult to see why this region was
so desirable for so many centuries to so many different peoples.
However, there is also something about the Jezreel Valley, a geographical “je ne sais quoi,” which seems to bring great conquerors together through
time and space in a way that no other circumstance has or can. Napoleon
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supposedly once said, “There is no place in the whole world more suited for war
than this...all the armies of the world could maneuver for battle here... [It is] the most
natural battleground of the whole earth.” Indeed, few other areas of the world
can claim to have seen so many different armies, and so many famous leaders, march through their lands over such a continuous period of time. One
might well paraphrase the immortal words of Sir Winston Churchill; “Never
in the field of human conflict have so many fought so often over so little space.”
It may be that a continuous stream of armies should actually be expected
as a natural occurrence in a region such as the Jezreel Valley, which sits
astride a important route where different geographical, economic and political world-systems came into frequent contact, and which may have grown
wealthy in part by exploiting its international connections. In World systems theory, one might say that, like any prosperous city on a busy military
and mercantile route, such a desirable peripheral region would likely gain
the covetous gaze of rulers in one or more neighboring cores and thus would
be highly contested. Apparently, Megiddo had insufficient hinterland and
natural resources to become a core on its own, but it certainly became a
major entrepôt and an important periphery, waxing and waning in a complex series of cycles with the nearby major players and world-systems who
competed for control of this lucrative region each time they pulsed outward
and bumped into each other (Hall, personal communication; 1999: 9-10).
If an area is truly a “contested periphery,” one might well expect to find
frequent shifts in key trading partners, if the region regularly changed hands
or political affiliations. The battles fought in the area might serve as markers of change in this core orientation or, alternatively, as markers for a lack of
change if the existing core power was successful in retaining control (Allen,
personal communication). Such shifts may show up archaeologically, given
that local elites frequently mimic their core counterparts. Archaeological
indicators might include types of elite goods imported (Schortman and
Urban 1994; Urban and Schortman 1999), changes in writing and weight
systems, and reorganization of palaces or even whole cities (such as happened in Stratum III at Megiddo, when the Neo-Assyrian conquerors laid
out a new set of palaces and administrative buildings). These shifts, however, will only be assessable if these kinds of distinctive features are left as
extant evidence in the archaeological record, which is frequently not the
case.
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Moreover, such changes can also take place without the region changing
hands or political affiliations, particularly if the area, like the Jezreel Valley,
is located on a major trade route and generally evinces a mixing of competing core cultures in terms of the elite goods found at key settlements such as
Megiddo. Indeed, Megiddo and the Jezreel Valley also fit the definition of an
entrêpot or a crossroads area, providing a zone of cross-fertilization for the
ideas, technology, and material goods which came into and crossed through
the region (Hall, personal communication; cf. Teggart 1918, 1925; Bronson
1978; Bentley 1993). If, however, the area is not located along a major trade
route, this is a moot point, for it is unlikely to give rise to a major trading
center such as Megiddo, Tyre, Ugarit, or even the cities located along the
Silk Route.
In the case of Megiddo, though, its prime location as a choke point
along the main geographical highway connecting two core regions not only
allowed it to serve as an entrêpot and a crossroads area, but in the process
also caused it to become a major focus for conflicts and a bone of contention for the core regions on either side. As a result, for much of its history
the Jezreel Valley was quite literally the perfect example of a geographical
and political “contested periphery” in every sense of the phrase. However, if
this idea of a “contested periphery,” as defined originally by Allen and refined
herein, is to become a viable part of World systems theory, it must be able to
explain more than a single case.
Indeed, there are any number of additional examples of cores in the
ancient world which were in competition for the same peripheries. For
example, the Trojan plain and the neighboring regions bordering the Hellespont on the Aegean coast of Turkey could be seen as a “contested periphery”
between Mesopotamia and the Mediterranean at a number of different times
during antiquity. Other potential suggestions could encompass Dilmun in
the Persian Gulf region, areas in the North American Midwest or Southwest, and perhaps various regions in Mesoamerica.
It is the Kephissos River Valley, and the nearby plains commanded by
Boeotian Thebes, in central Greece which springs most readily to mind,
however, at least to this historian of the ancient Greek and Eastern Mediterranean worlds. This valley saw any number of battles fought in and around
the important settlement of Thebes from the time of the Mycenaeans in the
second millennium BC, through the total destruction of the city by Alexan-
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der the Great in the fourth century BC, right up until the modern era and
the German invasion during World War II. The “contested periphery” model
can be used to explain Boeotian Thebes and the Kephissos Valley at various
times in history, in much the same way as it has been used above to discuss
Megiddo and the Jezreel Valley. Like the Jezreel Valley in Israel, the Kephissos Valley in Greece was literally a natural geographical highway which
was often the only practical choice for both warriors and merchants to use
when traveling from north to south or south to north in Greece. It lay
on the periphery of Thessaly and Macedonia to the north and Attica and
the Peloponnese to the south, as well as Italy to the west and Byzantium/
Constantinople to the east, and was an area both claimed and contested on
and off throughout history by the powers in these core regions lying to each
side. Additional research currently underway by the present author should
determine just how well the term “contested periphery” may be applied to
this area of Boeotian Thebes and the Kephissos River Valley in central
Greece at particular times during its history.
A key question which remains to be asked is exactly what is to be gained
by acknowledging that Megiddo and the Jezreel Valley, and seemingly other
areas of the ancient and modern world as well, served as a “contested periphery” throughout much of its history? First and foremost, we can expand the
definitions of a “contested periphery” previously suggested by Allen and by
Hall and Chase-Dunn to include the additional criterion that such a region
is likely to have been a ripe battle zone. If the area does not have sufficient
hinterland, as was the case with Megiddo and the Jezreel Valley, it cannot
become a core in its own right, and probably cannot even become a semiperiphery (Hall, personal communication). What keeps such an area a “contested periphery,” rather than being permanently incorporated by one of
the flanking cores, is that for whatever reason(s) neither of the neighboring
core regions is able to fully incorporate it as its own periphery. No empty
buffer region is thus able to develop between the two cores, due to insufficient distance, and thus the area in question remains both enticing and contested, despite repeated attempts to incorporate it. As stated above, there are
undoubtedly other areas in the world which fit this expanded definition of
a “contested periphery;” it will be of interest to see if other scholars are willing or able to make use of this concept and incorporate it further into World
systems theory.
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Solidarity in a Global Age–Seattle and
Beyond
Peter Wilkin

introduction: whose wto is it anyway?
'In human social systems, the most complex systems in the universe, therefore the
hardest to analyse, the struggle for the good society is a continuing one. Furthermore, it is precisely in periods of transition from one historical system to another
one (whose nature we cannot know in advance) that human struggle takes on the
most meaning. Or to put it another way, it is only in such times of transition that
what we call free will outweighs equilibria. Thus, fundamental change is possible,
albeit never certain and this fact makes moral claims on our responsibility to act
rationally, in good faith, and with strength to seek a better historical system.'
–Immanuel Wallerstein, 'Uncertainty and Creativity' (1998:3)

T

here are good grounds for taking seriously Wallerstein's dictum that
the world system has entered what he describes as an interregnum. By
this he means two important things: First, that the world is moving between
two forms of world system, from a capitalist world system to something
new; Second, that in such an interregnum questions of structure become
less significant than those of agency. The world system is one that has been
produced, reproduced and will ultimately be transformed by human actors.
The direction that it takes will be the result of the political struggles that
ensue in the interregnum. In this paper I examine some of these claims in
the context of a series of events that have taken place over the past decade
and in the run up to the protests that occurred in December 1999 at the
World Trade Organization (WTO) summit in Seattle. In so doing I hope
to put some empirical flesh on the bones of the idea that Wallerstein has
suggestively offered us. While I am critical of important aspects of Wallerstein's work and that of his cohorts at the Fernand Braudel Center I would
equally argue that they have presented us with the most powerful and coherent framework for making sense of, I hesitate to use the term given Waller-
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stein's ontological assumptions, international relations. Thus, this paper is
informed by sympathy with Wallerstein's ideas and an acknowledgement
that they offer us a rich source of insight into the emergence of the modern
world order.1
The aims of any critical social science are four-fold:
• first and foremost to aspire to provide us with an accurate description
of the events at hand.
• second, to provide us with a plausible explanation for the events.
• third, to offer us a counter-factual analysis where appropriate, setting
out what alternatives might be possible given existing conditions.
• finally, to offer a normative analysis of the events and to defend a normative position in a reasoned manner.
An explanation of events is a causal analysis and interpretation that
must focus upon a range of factors. In this sense events are the product of
the (often complex) relationship between different social structures, causal
mechanisms and actors in the world order. These can take the form of the
relations between systemic features such as capitalism and the inter-state
system as well as such complex interacting causal mechanisms and agents as
political parties, financial speculators, scientists, the structure of ideas and
so on.2 This should not, however, be mistaken for a chronic indeterminism.
1.

At the risk of being accused of conceptual slippage by more sophisticated
theorists I am quite happy to use the terms world system and world order to signify
the same thing, a totality of global social relations structured through the organising
principles of the inter-state system and of global capitalism.
2.
It seems that whenever I begin to write something for an international relations
journal I am condemned to repeat a familiar list of mantra's about causality and systems
that should really be common sense by now. However, as they are not I will discuss them
later in the article. For those of an empiricist bent (not the worst sin that one can commit)
it is the Humean model of causality that has dominated the international relations
literature, as set out most famously by Waltz's work in neo-realism. The barrenness and
inapplicability of such a mechanistic and idealised conception of causality for not only
the social sciences but much of the natural sciences is something that is largely ignored in
the literature. Even, err, enlightened writers within international relations such as Steve
Smith still cannot get away from the idea that an interest in causality means that you are
somehow a 'positivist', or Satanist, whichever is worse. Again, I shall clarify what I mean
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The current world order is patterned in a number of important ways which
suggest that some causal factors outweigh others: global poverty; the continuing 'interventionism' of the imperialist powers under U.S. hegemony;
the erosion of the rights and interests of working people. These are all,
in important senses, outcomes of the interaction of the system, structures,
agents and causal mechanisms of world order. They are certainly not simply
contingent or chance occurrences. In a world awash with resources, wealth
and technology, global poverty is certainly not the product of bad luck.
In order to make sense of these problems there remains no alternative,
as Ernest Gellner somewhat ruefully noted, to a rational analysis of these
issues (Gellner: 1992). We need to understand the causes of these problems
in order to change them.
The paper will proceed as follows. In the remainder of this introductory
section I will discuss a little of what Wallerstein, Arrighi and others mean by
the idea of anti-systemic movements and why, despite their limitations thus
far, they remain the only potentially viable source of a new form of global
solidarity that might seek to challenge the existing world order on progressive lines.3 I will elaborate on and defend this claim in more depth shortly.

by causality when I turn to the section on systemic analysis. For an example of these
debates in international relations see David Dessler (1999).
3.
Clearly, I am tying my colours to the mast here when I say that anti-systemic
movements are potentially part of a progressive agenda in global politics. I am not sure
that Wallerstein would use such a loaded term as 'progressive', he is suspiciously soft on
postmodernism of late for my liking. Given that a critical social science has to render
explicit its normative assumptions then these are mine. While the descriptive/empirical
part of a critical social science is a question of facts, inherently fallible, liable to empirical
challenge and open to revision, the positive/normative aspect of critical social science is
a concern with the plausibility and coherence of arguments that are explicitly evaluative.
The relationship between the two is not entirely divorced, as empiricism would have us
believe. All social theory is underpinned, for example, by a conception of human nature.
Nor is the gap between facts about human nature and the values that we should adhere
to simply open to the logical leaps beloved of Western analytic philosophers such as
Anthony Quinton (1973). As a consequence this means that most such philosophers
have nothing of practical utility to say about such matters. For those of us living in the
real world we are faced with this conundrum on a daily basis and we have to find ways
of making those leaps between what we think the world is like (facts of the matter)
and how we think it both could be (counter-factual hypotheses) and how it should be
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I will then turn to the question of systemic analysis that encourages us to
think in terms of world order as a totality of global social relations. Now,
this really is an unpopular idea in contemporary social theory. I can understand the reasons for this, and many of the criticisms made by postmodernists of what they call Grand Narratives are worthy of consideration.4
However, there is simply no alternative for anti-systemic movements other
than to have a coherent account of the totalising structure of world order:
both global capitalism and the inter-state system are totalising forces! They
cannot be wished away by their critics and so they must be understood if
they are to be transformed. This does not mean that we should mistake our
analysis for some kind of infallible truth about how the world is, which I
think is what such critics of totality are trying to get at. On the contrary,
our knowledge about systems is always partial, liable to correction and so
on. I will comment more on this subsequently. Following this I will place
the events at Seattle in historical context. I interpret the interregnum that
Wallerstein talks of as arising with the end of the bi-polar aspect of the Cold
War and the move towards a system of so-called 'global governance', organised under U. S. hegemony and the international institutional structure that
(normative hypotheses). These leaps may rest on intuition, accounts of human nature,
communitarianism, and so on. This is a vast area of debate in the relatively arid environs
of academic philosophy, most of which is practically useless (pace Nietzsche, 1973) and
only ever comes to life when it is transformed into something meaningful by those writers
actually concerned with the world as it is and its problems. I am thinking here of people
like Richard Falk, Wallerstein, Amartya Sen, and so on.
4.
Sokal and Jean Bricmont (1998). Interestingly, Wallerstein has argued that Sokal
and Bricmont's response was a poor one because they should have been prepared to
debate and discuss with the various postmodern writers who had sought to appropriate
physics, maths and the like in their work. Wallerstein says, 'To take a simple example, would
it not really have been more useful for someone like Alan Sokal to enter into co-operative discussion
with those who have been asking real questions about the structures of knowledge, instead of deflating
foolish excesses, and thereby making the discussion of the underlying issues more, rather than less,
difficult?', in his 'Liberalism and Democracy', (1998: 101). Again, I think that Wallerstein has
gotten things the wrong way around here, it is the writers that Sokal and Bricmont have
criticised who have sought to needlessly (and pretentiously) render analysis of the social
world obscure. Given the completely inappropriate and incoherent use of the natural
sciences by these writers one has to wonder exactly what kind of discussion would be
possible or fruitful. As ever, social theory can either clarify or obscure the nature of social
relations, that, among others, is the point that Sokal and Bricmont make.
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conforms to the political-economic interests of, broadly speaking, the G7
core capitalist states and their corporations. The events at Seattle need to be
situated in both a long-term and short-term historical context that reflects
this movement from Cold War bi-polarity to global governance. I will follow
this by drawing out the key aspects of continuity and change in world order
in this period of transition from Cold War to global governance. In conclusion I will comment briefly on the normative implications of these developments and how they have called into question a number of the key concepts
that have grounded Western political theory since the Enlightenment. Just
to clarify this point, my intention here is to examine these tendencies as
part of a possible continuation of Enlightenment thought which sought to
provide reasoned grounds for political practices and institutions. Concepts
such as solidarity, citizenship, political identity and obligation remain central to any anti-systemic challenge to the existing world order. I want to turn
now to brief synopsis of Seattle and the events surrounding it to explain
why it is of significance to developments in world order.
Background
'It is hard to know which was worse—watching the militants dress parade their
ignorance through the streets of Seattle, or listening to their lame-brained governments respond to the 'arguments'. No, take that back, the second was worse.
Let them explain that trade is first and foremost a matter of freedom—that
if a government forbids its citizens to buy goods from another country it has
infringed their liberty. (Why were there no 'anarchists' among all those anarchists
by the way?). Let them explain that trade makes people better off, especially the
poorest people in the poorest countries. Let them explain that trade improves
the environment, because it raises incomes. And the richer people are, the more
willing people are to devote resources to clean up their living space. Let them
explain that the WTO is not a global government, but merely a place where
governments make agreements, and then subject themselves to arbitration in the
event of a dispute.'
–The Economist editorial, 'Clueless in Seattle', 6-12-99
According to the myth, the 'ultra-secretive' WTO has become a sort of supergovernmental body that forces nations to bow to the wishes of MNCs. It destroys
local cultures,…, it rides roughshod over democracy, forcing governments to
remove laws that conflict with its sinister purposes…The raw fact is that every
successful example of economic development this past century—every case of
a poor nation that worked its way up to a more or less decent, or at least
dramatically better standard of living—has taken place via globalisation; that is
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by producing for the world market rather than trying for self-sufficiency.'
–Paul Krugman, 'Enemies of the WTO', Slate, 23-11-99
'Second, remember universal brotherhood? You know—concern for the world's
poor and downtrodden? As Paul Krugman recently noted in Slate, free trade
gives millions of people a step up the ladder. Yes, that may mean working in a
sweatshop. But these people manifestly prefer that to their prior condition.'
–Robin Wright, 'We're all one-worlder's now', Slate, 23-12-99

To understand the importance of the events at Seattle it is instructive
to turn one's attention to the world's business press.5 The above quotes are
not unrepresentative of the kind of response that the protests at Seattle elicited, spanning the spectrum from hysteria (Wright, who I will turn to at
the end of this piece) to righteous indignation (just about everyone else!).
Krugman's somewhat misleading claim that the only successful developing
states have been trading states working in accord with free market principles
is but one snapshot of the way in which intelligent people can deny history
with barely a shrug of the shoulders. Needless to say he does not mention
which states are the examples of 'successful' development, and for good reasons. There aren't any. Outside of city-states (i. e. not real states) such as
Hong Kong and Singapore, there are no examples that appear to offer much
by way of empirical support to neo-liberal theory. I appreciate that with
the kind of idealisations beloved of econometrics that empirical reality has
a nasty habit of getting in the way of parsimonious theory and abstract
hypotheses but there you are, the world does have a way of forcing us to face
up to facts (Lawson, 1997; Fleetwood, 1999). It is conceivable that Krugman
means trading states like Japan, Taiwan, and South Korea (I am trying to
be generous here) but a cursory glance at the historical record shows that
they are nothing like models of free market principles. On the contrary, they

5.

The Business press tends to be staffed by what we might reasonably call, trying to
keep in the spirit of Wallerstein, ideological system managers, those who have to propose
ways to either make the system work (only in theory, of course!) or explain why it has
temporarily broken down. The underlying theme is either an optimistic one (normal
service will be resumed as soon as possible), which is always bad news for those on the
receiving end; or apocalyptic (the end of capitalism is the end of civilisation, when in fact
if we are lucky it might just be the beginning).
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represent state-led and directed models of development!(Amsden, 1989;
Harris, 1986). The question remains then, as to why the business press
responded with such vehemence to the Seattle protests? After all, isn't it just
another little protest of a kind we have seen on countless occasions before?
Perhaps, and yet as I will argue there may well be more to Seattle as part of
a wider series of anti-systemic protests than might initially be suspected.
In order to understand this and as I will subsequently show, Seattle
is part of a longer series of protests and the development of anti-systemic
movements since their emergence in the late 1960s, largely in response to
what Wallerstein describes as the failures of older statist political ideologies: conservatism, liberalism and socialism. The World Trade Organisation
(WTO) as the successor institution to the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GATT) is both a symbolic and practical manifestation of the
way in which power has shifted in the era of global governance, or the 'New
World Order' as it is often described. As the world's foremost institution
concerned with the rules and regulations of international trade the WTO
is the crucial site of global trade policy formation and decision-making in
the new millennium. Established in 1995, the WTO is an effective international organisation, unusually so. Its procedures for settling trade disputes
are binding on all parties and it is in the process of dealing with over 100
cases. The disciplinary mechanisms that the WTO possesses to use against
those members guilty of breaking its rules are geared towards protecting the
interests of the most powerful members, the group of Japan, the EU, Canada
and the USA. In truth it is the USA that benefits most from these rules and
this has been illustrated in some of its trade disputes with the EU in the
past few years. The rules of the WTO enable the injured party to retaliate
against the guilty member by imposing punitive sanctions of their own, even
in an area of trade unrelated to the specific case brought before the WTO.
Thus, the USA can retaliate against the EU's banana agreement with the
ACP countries by imposing tariffs on Scottish cashmere! Such a system is
fine if you are a powerful member of the WTO, with plenty of potential
weapons at your disposal. It is less helpful if your economy is less diverse.
In theory, then, the WTO is an institution which as Clare Short, the
UK minister for Trade and Overseas Development noted, 'provides the first
forum for trade negotiations where developing countries are in a majority. This gives
them a chance to negotiate fairer trading arrangements. Those who want to tear down
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the WTO diminish that chance.' (Short, 1999). In practice, it is an institution
that is unsurprisingly dominated by the USA, the EU, Japan and Canada. It
is not that Clare Short's comment is wilfully misleading. Alright, perhaps it
is a little, but what is most significant is that it fails to recognise the way in
which social power is exercised in these institutions. This is itself a familiar
failure of the kind of pluralist view of power that links the analysis of both
Paul Krugman and Clare Short. In practice, trade negotiation, like global
capitalism itself, is akin to a form of warfare (Kanth, 1999: 194). The consensus that emerges is a product of the exercise of various forms of power
by the dominant parties. As Vandana Shiva has written, 'trade ministers from
Asia, Africa, Latin America and the Caribbean were responding politically when they
refused to join hands to provide support to a 'contrived' consensus since they had been
excluded from the negotiations being undertaken in the 'green room' process behind
closed doors' (Shiva, 2000). This does not mean that the WTO is a 'secret
government', as Krugman seems to think that its critics are saying. (Some
might be, he doesn't name anyone, so it is hard to tell). On the contrary, what
it does reveal is something familiar to any undergraduate student of politics,
that international negotiations tend to favour the powerful states and their
representatives who have the most resources and greatest levers to bring to
bear on potential opponents. The 'Green Door' facility of the WTO exists
so that 'key' actors can meet to resolve trade disputes, sometimes as few as
two or three states' representatives. Krugman and other commentators have
to face up to the reality of politics in the current world order and have some
account of the fact that political processes are invariably struggles about
power and ideas between groups opposed on diverse social faultlines: class,
gender, ethnicity, and so on. In the power-free world of neo-liberal ideology
such issues are expunged from analysis where they only serve to muddy the
picture of how best to reach a technical agreement on making sure that
capitalism works as smoothly as a well-oiled machine.6 The fact that antisystemic groups do not share this vision of the good society, that they don't

6.

To be fair to Paul Krugman he is a Keynesian although the extent to which
this means he is outside of the framework of neo-liberalism is problematic. If he simply
means that trade per se is a route to economic growth/development, then that is perfectly
reasonable, so long as we remember that trade is never free and is about the power
of states and corporations to construct and run the system in their interests. For an
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necessarily think that global capitalism and the inter-state system are simply
machines that need to be modified, is a form of analysis so far removed
from the reified reality of the 'Washington Consensus' that it is safer for the
latter to ignore rather than respond to such arguments. The reason that I
am making these points is to illustrate that the disagreement between antisystemic movements and the institutions that serve to structure world order
takes place on four levels: descriptive, explanatory, counter-factual, and normative
The WTO is a crucial institution because it is both symbolically and
practically representative of the ways in which global capitalism and the
inter-state system have become intertwined. Thus, it is seen as perfectly
'normal' that private corporate interests should quite literally be able to buy

account of Krugman's work as a 'gadfly' challenging the common-sense complacency of
mainstream economic theory see Edward S. Herman (2000). As for Clare Short, she is
part of a social-democratic government that have consistently espoused a commitment
to key aspects of neo-liberal ideology for some time. Robin Ramsey (1998). I think that
this argument is a little too deterministic (heh! heh!) and that there is plenty of evidence
to suggest that important sections of the Labour government hierarchy actually believe
in these ideas, which is probably an even worse admission. Just to show what an impartial
social scientist I am I have to disagree with Wallerstein (1995; 'Social science and
contemporary society', 1998) here and his claims that liberalism has had its day and that
neo-liberalism has little conceptual clarity. Neo-liberalism is a series of ideas that has its
roots in liberal thought but which deviates in crucial and important ways. See Kenneth
Hoover and Raymond Plant (1985). Ian Gilmour (1992). Given the limits of space, neoliberalism can be condensed (hard-boiled) to a few simple premises and policies: a mix
of policies of privatisation, liberalisation, deregulation and protectionism that work to
serve the interests of powerful states and companies wherever possible, although there is
always the potential for contradictions and conflicts of interest here, which is where the
anti-systemic movements have some leverage. The embedding of the principle of public
subsidy for private profit is a central premise of the normal workings of actually existing
capitalism. Actually existing capitalists do not want free trade, of course, what they want
is a war that they can win. The core capitalist states support their major corporate actors
in myriad ways and through various policy devices. Finally, neo-liberalism is quite simply
class war on a global scale, an attempt by the dominant economic and political classes,
though often for quite different reasons, to try to defend the interests of core state
corporations against the demands of labour. So Wallerstein is wrong, liberalism is not on
the way out just yet and nor is neo-liberalism a meaningless concept!
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seats at the negotiating table with trade ministers and the like, presumably
on the assumption that whatever is in the interest of these private companies is somehow akin to the public interest. How we have arrived at such a
situation is another story that has been developed by a number of important
writers such as Stephen Gill (1991) and Kees Van Der Pijl (1998). There
is a welter of information on the WTO and how it works in theory and in
practice and I would refer interested readers to the following sources (Khor,
1999).7 In closing the introductory section we need to consider the question
of who these so-called anti-systemic movements really are.
Wallerstein, Arrighi and Hopkins first coined the term anti-systemic
movements in their eponymous work of 1989, an apposite moment to be
writing about challenges to world order. Historically anti-systemic move-

7.
For more on the nature of negotiating principles such as the ‘necessary’ use of
the ‘Green room’ to secure consensus at the WTO see its unintentionally hilariously
titled web-site article, ‘Whose WTO is it anyway?’, http://www.wto.org/wto/about/
organsm1.htm. Some interesting facts that give some sense of the balance of power at the
WTO:
i. The USA has over 250 negotiators at the WTO in Geneva. 30 of the remaining
134 members of the WTO cant afford to base anyone at the WTO in Geneva, let
alone afford the costs of expensive trade lawyers to help set out and defend their
position on global trade.
ii. The USA has filed 30% of all disputes with the WTO, winning 90% of them. 3/4
of the membership have filed 1/5 of the complaints.
iii. Decision-making at the WTO is dominated by the quad countries: The USA, the
European Union, Japan and Canada, all of whose trade representatives work closely
with their respective corporate representatives.
iv. Corporate sponsorship of the Seattle summit gained access to various ministers
and meetings for private companies, with a sliding scale in accord with the size of
your donations.
For more details see the World Development Movement, ( 1999); Russell Mokhiber
and Robert Weissmann (26-10-99) who note that corporations paid $9-10 million (US)
of the costs of funding the Seattle summit.
This does not mean that racism and sexism, for example, are simply created under the
twin structures of the modern world order (global capitalism and the inter-state system).
Merely that the modern world order has been built in part through the perpetuation and
deepening of these forms of oppression.
Wallerstein has recently written that we should abandon the ‘quest for universals’.
See ‘The heritage of sociology, the promise of social science’, Wallerstein, 1998). On new
ideas about solidarity see NACLA (March/April 1994/95).
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ments are located in the world wide revolutionary movements of the late
1960s (1968 to be over precise) and the issues that they brought to the
forefront of political concern. For Wallerstein, et al, these movements represent more than the arrival of new concerns onto the political agenda.
More deeply, the issues of sexism and racism have been crucial ideological
tools in the perpetuation of the world order, dividing potential opposition
forces against each other: men/women, black/white, when in fact all have
an interest in transforming existing global social relations.8 Anti-systemic
movements have sought to construct new forms of social and political
organisation that would challenge both the existing order and previous
forms of political organisation that were inherently statist and had proven
unable to deal with the problems of what is a world system (to use Wallerstein's term). Thus, according to Wallerstein, social democracy and Bolshevism alike were flawed anti-systemic forces that could offer us no route to
the good society, based as they were around either national consciousness
(social democrats) or privileged consciousness (we know best! Bolshevism)
(Arrighi, Hopkins, Wallerstein, 'Dilemmas of Anti-systemic movements',
1989). However fragmented and problematic for Wallerstein and his colleagues, an alternative world order remains dependent upon the outcomes of
anti-systemic movements. These groups have clearly developed apace since
the 1960s, in Europe through the peace movements and anti-nuclear protests, as well as through a variety of what are now called New Social Movements. Tentatively, these groups have sought to link up with others around
the world and the development of these links can be seen in a number of
events in the 1980s and 1990s that I will turn to later. In general terms I am
in agreement with the claim of Wallerstein and World Systems analysis that
anti-systemic movements represent challenges to the existing world order.
However, they also raise a number of ethical and political problems that
cannot easily be brushed aside and these issues too will need to be addressed
later. Encouragingly, events at Seattle actually gave many practical examples
of the ways in which protesters sought to overcome their varied differences.

8.

This does not mean that racism and sexism, for example, are simply created
under the twin structures of the modern world order (global capitalism and the interstate system). Merely that the modern world order has been built in part through the
perpetuation and deepening of these forms of oppression.
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I am tempted to say eureka! here in the face of those who have argued that
solidarity breaks down upon the unbridgeable boundaries of culture, civilisation, or some such thing. What Seattle tentatively suggests is that contrary
to the claims of those who would decry Enlightenment ideas of universality and solidarity, in practise it is possible for people to communicate shared
and differing concerns, perhaps even to discuss ways in which organisation
might occur around them,9 as in this quote from one of the topless Santa
Cruz Lesbian Avengers at the Seattle protests: 'When we got here, the steelworkers weren't very queer-friendly. As the week wore on, they got more comfortable
with us. My nipples stand in solidarity with the steelworkers and the Teamsters and
all the labouring peoples (Henwood, 3-12-99). Interestingly, Wallerstein himself is more than a little sniffy about the Enlightenment (eurocentrism) and
its legacy, something that he shares with postmodernists, poststructuralists
and the like. I think that the reasons for these views are flawed and that it
is entirely wrong to junk the Enlightenment and its commitment to progress, concepts of the good society and the like. Without them anti-systemic
movements are depriving themselves of the intellectual and conceptual tools
needed to understand the systemic properties of world order and are also
denying themselves a rich and varied series of normative writings about the
good society. The libertarian potential of the Enlightenment is a rich stream
and one which anti-systemic movements have often illustrated a practical
if not theoretical commitment to. This will suffice for the moment by way
of introducing anti-systemic movements. What they share in common is a
desire to challenge fundamental oppressive properties of the existing world
order. What is needed now is clarification of what is meant by a systemic
analysis of world order and what this means in practical terms. In so doing
we can offer an explanation as to why the events at Seattle took place.
i. systemic analysis and world order
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is often described as postmodernism or poststructuralism. Although those
writers often associated with these approaches to social theory often deny
that there is a coherent post-modern/structuralist approach, it is reasonable to note that one thing that such writers do share in common is a hostility to what are described as either 'Grand Narratives' or 'totalising theory'
(Lawson and Appignanesi, 1989; Eagleton, 2-3-2000; Herman, 1-96). By
this is meant hostility to social theories that provide us with a 'theory of
everything'. Such hostility is based upon the track record of Marxism, Liberalism, Science, or any other of a number of theories that have helped to
shape the rise of the modern world. More generally, such critical approaches
hold varying levels of hostility to the Enlightenment and its aspiration to
establish universal grounds for understanding both the natural and the
social world which are based on reasoned analysis (Henwood, 1-96).10 In
practical terms the acceptance of such a critique presents major problems
for those seeking to defend a systemic analysis of world order. The idea that
social relations can be viewed in systemic terms is associated with the idea of
a science of society and the kind of social engineering that postmodernists
and the like are so hostile to.11
The problem with these developments in social theory and the impact
that they are having on both international relations as a discipline and the
practical problems that they present to anti-systemic movements is that
in some sense systemic analysis is unavoidable for those wishing to gain an
understanding of world order. If we accept that both capitalism and the
inter-state system are the dominant forces that have shaped the modern
world order then we have to study them as they manifest themselves, that is,
as systems. Capitalism and the inter-state system are 'totalising' forces that
have been central to the construction of the modern world order and any
analysis that does not attempt to understand these systems will be lacking in
explanatory power. So what does this mean in practical terms? Capitalism

'I distrust all systematisers—they lack integrity!'
–Nietzsche, Twilight of the Idols

One of the legacies of the revolutions of 1968 has been the rise of what
9.

Wallerstein has recently written that we should abandon the 'quest for universals'.
See 'The heritage of sociology, the promise of social science', Wallerstein, 1998). On new
ideas about solidarity see NACLA (March/April 1994/95).

10.

See Terry Eagleton on what he calls 'bad universalism' and 'bad particularism',
'Op. Cit.'
11.
The biggest problem for such critiques of totalising theory is that they tend
in practice to move between a false dichotomy of either methodological individualism
or a form of structuralism which reduces the subject to the effect of regimes of truth,
language games, discourses, and the like.
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and the inter-state system are just that, historical systems, with a beginning
and subsequent development and presumably, at some point in time, as with
all hitherto historical systems, an ending. As systems they possess organising principles and structures that have to be understood. It is the principles
and practises that make capitalism the system that it is, the specific properties that distinguish it from other forms of social and economic organisation. Likewise for the inter-state system. Taken together they can be seen
as the organising frameworks for the global social relations that compose
world order. By social relations I mean the institutions and relations that
serve to structure and pattern social life: from the family and the household
through to the state and corporations. All of these institutions help to structure and organise the ways in which we live and the ideas that come to
form the common sense understanding of how we should live. For example,
the idea that markets are somehow a natural phenomena is a good illustration of the way in which common sense ideas form to underpin an existing
set of social relations that connect peoples at a local, national, regional and
global level. Thus, a systemic analysis is a qualitative analysis that attempts
to understand the organising principles of particular historical systems, that
is, the properties and practices that make them one thing rather than something else. Capitalism, for example, is not feudalism, precisely because it
involves different forms of social and economic organisation, different rules,
principles and practices. Without wishing to go into a lengthy treatise here
on the history of capitalism, it is sufficient to note the following qualities
that can be seen as being intrinsic to both capitalism and the inter-state
system:
(a) Capitalism
A socio-economic system organised around the endless accumulation of
capital/profit; the private ownership of the means of production; a global
division of labour; and the establishment of social relations organised primarily but not exclusively around distinct classes (thus important divisions
in a capitalist world order also includes those of gender and ethnicity).
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cal identity; inter-state relations built around a hierarchy of power that we
can realistically describe as imperialism; and the state as the legitimate user
of force over a given territory. Taken together they provide the framework
within which and against anti-systemic movements have developed.
While these are systems that can be described in an indeterminate
number of ways, the same as any other aspect of empirical inquiry, it is also
the case that not all descriptions are equally persuasive. The task is to establish the best description and explanation of what these systems are and how
they work. An analysis of historical systems has to be able to move from
abstract theorising about systemic properties to concrete analysis which
illustrates the way in which these properties manifest themselves in practice.
While there are, no doubt, endless stories to be told about capitalism and
the inter-state-system, it would be a serious error to assume that all stories
are equally plausible. They are not, simply, because they are checked by the
objective quality of existing social relations. Facts about the social world do
act as a check on the plausibility of theories. As I mentioned earlier, the persistence of global poverty in a world of material abundance is a fact that can
be explained in terms of the relations between systemic properties, institutions and agents in concrete situations, or it could be explained as being an
example of existential bad luck. Surely no one seeking to address such problems would want to deny the superiority of the former position?
Ultimately, then, these are historical systems with rules, regulations,
institutions and mechanisms that attempt to impose some conception of
both order and 'normality' upon the world. By order I am referring to the
patterns of social, economic and political life. By normality I am referring to
the values and beliefs that underpin such order.12 To talk in terms of systems
is to recognise, with Wallerstein, that we are talking about historical systems
that have been produced, reproduced and transformed by people over time
and space. This is a fluid and dynamic system that has evolved and which
changes in response to the struggles between conflicting groups within
it—e.g. From Keynesianism to Neo-Liberalism is an important shift in the
post-war world order affecting political ideology, the functions and forma-

(b) The Inter-State System
A system organised around state sovereignty; the state as the highest
source of legally recognised political authority in a given territory and over
a given population (the nation/s); the (nation)-state as the basis for politi-

12.

This does not mean that everyone shares those values, simply that the major
structuring institutions in world order defend them.
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tions of states, capital-labour relations, gender and race relations, and so on.
As such these are real historical systems that have a partially enduring quality and stability over time. For example, the UK State has institutional and
procedural qualities that date back over many decades and connect the past
with the present. At the same time it also has properties and practices that
are new and quite different from properties and practices of both decades
ago and from more recent times. To illustrate, 100 years ago the UK State
did not fund free higher education for those qualified to attend such institutions. Twenty years ago it did. Today it does not. It is still recognisable as the
UK State but many of its specific practices have changed and continue to
do so, often in a reactionary manner. There is both continuity and change
in such social institutions. The point that I am making here is ultimately a
simple one, historical systems such as capitalism and the inter-state system
cannot simply be wished or described away any more than hunger, poverty
or ill health can. Again, to illustrate, describing poverty as 'social exclusion'
does little to alter the immediate material circumstances facing those on the
receiving end of poverty. Those anti-systemic movements moved to organise
the protests at Seattle have sought to address these systemic properties at
both the macro and the micro level, which seems to be a wholly sensible and
necessary manoeuvre given the nature of the systems they confront.13
Of course, there is always a danger of reifying systems, institutions and
social relations as Marxists, feminists, postmodernist, critical theorists, and
the like quite rightly observe. But in some respects it is almost impossible to
avoid a degree of reification when analysing systems as it requires, in part,
a commitment to some form of abstract analysis (Tilly, 'Cities and states in

13.

One of the foremost advocates of what is often termed 'methodological
individualism', the idea that all explanations of social phenomena can ultimately be
explained by being reduced to the sum of individual actions, actually gives quite good
grounds for a systemic analysis in a debate with the neuroscientist John Eccles. Karl
Popper said, ‘…, occur without any conspiracy's being responsible for them, and even when everyone
involved does not want them to happen.' In Fons Elders (1974: 72). This is precisely the reason
why anti-systemic movements need both a macro and micro level analysis - to focus on
the systems that generate unwanted outcomes, overproduction and underconsumption in
a capitalist world order, for example, as well as the specific institutions and agents who are
responsible for particular decision, polices, problems, and so on. The macro-micro debate
in social science is surely a dead issue if anything is. I would hope.
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world history', 1997). The key is to attempt to locate these abstract systemic
properties in their concrete manifestations, as events at Seattle illustrate so
starkly. In dealing with historical systems we are dealing with systems that
have evolved over time, been developed and changed by both human agency
and the institutions that order social relations, and which ultimately transform the way we live.
For those anti-systemic movements concerned with the hierarchies of
social power that shape world order the task is to attempt to understand
the ways in which capitalism and the inter-state system have benefited from
and helped to perpetuate the racist and sexist ideologies that have been
instrumental to the rise of the modern world order. More fundamentally
still, I would suggest, anti-systemic movements need to understand the ways
in which class alliances among political, economic and military elites have
evolved and transformed in the course of the C20. This has led to the current situation which sees an intra-class conflict among the world's elites,
broadly separated into those with a more transnational outlook to global
governance and those who root themselves more firmly in nationally based
institutions. The latter groups can be viewed as being those interested in the
politics of cultural nationalism and this can take many forms in response
to changes in the global political economy. The success of the anti-systemic
movements depends upon their ability to co-ordinate their activities at a
number of levels: local, national, regional and global. Cultural nationalist
groups can often be viewed as those political and cultural groups appealing
to an idealised past of social harmony and certainty and are often hostile to
the anti-systemic movements.14 For example, the Women's movement and
the Peace movement have both been vilified by reactionary institutions and
social movements for being the progenitors of much of the ills of contemporary society (Franco, 1996: 6-9; Vargas, 1992). More broadly, for cultural
nationalists the 1960s are often held up as a decade that pitched the world
into a moral decline from which it has yet to recover. It is this issue that I
want now to turn as I address the significance of the WTO protests at Seattle in an historical context. A failure to recognise the relationship between
systemic properties and concrete outcomes can lead anti-systemic move14.

In Britain the emergence in the past three years of 'The Countryside Alliance'
reflects just this kind of cultural nationalist ideology.
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ments to focus their critique upon the wrong targets. Thus, for example,
since the Seattle protests the AFL-CIO has been arguing for the protection of 'American' jobs. At the same time in Europe there has been a recent
upturn in hostility to some sections of the immigrant community. Neither
protectionism nor anti-immigration racist legislation will do anything to
alter the systems themselves and thus the deeper causes of the crises that
have afflicted the global economy and the inter-state system will remain.
ii. seattle in historical context
The question of historical understanding that I want to set out here
draws upon ideas from both Braudel and subsequently Wallerstein on the
nature of short-term and long-term historical change. In this respect there
are two key events that are important in any understanding of Seattle and
its significance. The first of these is the legacy of the revolutions of 1968;
the second is the meaning of the end of the Cold War and the movement
towards a system of 'global governance'. Braudel and Wallerstein present
us with different understandings of social time, and I want to contrast
here what can be called diachronic and synchronic understandings of historical change (Braudel, 1980, 1993; Smith, 1991). To be concerned with diachronic change is to focus upon long-term structural continuity and change
and the evolution of particular historical systems while to focus upon the
synchronic is to be concerned with the world of immediate events. A meaningful analysis of Seattle will attempt to situate it in both contexts: it is an
immediate event but one tied to a series of developments in world order that
can only be understood through a longer historical perspective. As with so
many examples, the spontaneity of Seattle was a long time coming. I want to
begin by turning to the diachronic context in which Seattle emerges.
The Legacy of 1968
Understanding global social change in diachronic terms means an
attempt to describe and trace the structures, practices, institutions and
mechanisms of particular historical systems that, in turn, generate the social
relations that persist over time and space. These connect local, national,
regional and global social relations. There are two features of such an analysis that are of particular importance for an understanding of Seattle and
its significance for global social change. The first of these is the legacy of
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the 1968 revolutions that brought a range of previously underexamined or
secondary forms of oppression to the forefront of politics. The second is
the apparent 'end of the Cold War', or at least, certain aspects of the Cold
War, and the movement in the 1990s towards what is described as an era of
'global governance.'
Dealing with the 1968 legacy first we can note that the anti-systemic
movements that emerged in the wake of the 1968 revolutions brought direct
challenges to the norms and institutions that have served to structure world
order and sought to challenge the divisions that have shaped world order
around both gender and race. These movements have developed over the
subsequent decades, often in fragmented and diverse forms. As Wallerstein,
Arrighi and Hopkins have noted, these movements have been central to the
possibility of new forms of global solidarity in opposition to the workings
of the current world order. In practice, their strengths have also been their
weaknesses: in bringing previously excluded or marginal issues of oppression to the fore of political concerns they have widened the reach of oppositional movements and brought a dynamism to the anti-systemic movement.
At the same time, the concentration on what are often single issues has narrowed the ambition and vision of many of these groups away from wider
political concerns that focus upon questions of the good society. What Seattle has given glimpses of, as I shall turn to shortly, is the possibility of these
groups being able to communicate and discuss issues that might potentially
lead to a common agenda for social change. In short, for a new and meaningful form of solidarity around issues concerned with struggling for a better
society. The impact of anti-systemic movements can only be evaluated over
the whole period since they burst onto the scene. As the 1980s and 1990s
have seen a political backlash against the 'decadence' of the 1960s by rightwing political coalitions so these anti-systemic movements have been forced
to organise their activities in a range of extra-parliamentary forms. Seattle is
part of a series of events that have been building up around the world as part
of wider anti-systemic opposition to global capitalism and the current workings of the inter-state system: the 1980s Peace movements and dissident
movements in Eastern Europe, South America, and elsewhere; opposition
to the Uruguay Round of the GATT; opposition to the North American
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA); protests at successive UN conferences
since UNCED in 1993; the Jubilee 2000 campaign; the July 4th anti capi-
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talist protests of 1999; protests over the Multilateral Agreement on Investment; the World Bank 50th anniversary campaign; the 500th anniversary
protests over the 'discovery of the America's'; all of these and others are part
of a stream of events within which Seattle has to be situated. It is hard to
imagine that the spontaneity of Seattle would have occurred without this
lineage of previous activism. So how should we evaluate the 1968 legacy for
anti-systemic movements? I think that it can be usefully summarised as follows:
The idea that no single group has a privileged access to the idea of
how social change will occur and what it will lead to is one aspect of the
1968 legacy. At Seattle disparate groups who might initially be seen to have
sharply contrasting agendas and norms managed over the course of a week
to begin to draw out some common points of interest and cooperation
(Henwood, 12-99).
Related to the first point is a rejection of what we might call political
absolutism, the idea that any single political group can claim to speak with
authority for and on behalf of society as a whole. In political terms such
a thesis has been most commonly associated with Marxist political parties
who claim to have the authority to speak on behalf of the working classes. In
practice, as should be clear to all by now, such a position has tended historically to lead to perverse and terrible political outcomes.
The 1968 legacy brings to the fore an expanded notion of the meaning
of oppression, drawing out the concerns and experiences of groups who historically have struggled to have their voices heard, most obviously women
and non-white peoples. The challenges to patriarchy, sexism and racism
have all been important and ongoing legacies of the 1968 revolutions.
An important issue that has arisen out of this period for anti-systemic
movements is the need to promote social change through democratic means.
Again, there are many historical examples of political movements who have
been at the best suspicious of democracy as a bourgeois concept and which
have sought to use a variety of tactical and organisational strategies to get
around this. The well-known 'democratic centralism' of organised Marxist
parties of various hues is a familiar example of this attempt to pay lip service
to democracy and dissent. It is seems inconceivable that global social change
promoted through anti-systemic movements can be built on anything other
than democratic principles if it is to be genuinely emancipatory.
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However, the legacy of the 1968 revolutions is far from straightforward
as many of its critics will note. It has also brought to the forefront of political
organisation the following problems: a fractured opposition, a lack of humility, an overemphasis on the personal, and a tendency toward rejecting rationality.
The emergence of New Social Movements (NSM) as they are usually
described has served to fracture anti-systemic forces that were once at least
theoretically united in their criticism or opposition to much of the current
inter-state system and global capitalism. One does not have to search too far
to find fairly open hostility between many groups among the green, feminist,
socialist, anarchist and anti-racist movements that have sprung up around
the world. For the existing institutions and agents who benefit from the
hierarchies of power under the current world order there is nothing more
satisfying than a divided opposition, which in part is why Seattle is potentially of more than simply symbolic importance for anti-systemic movements. It provides a snapshot of the possibility of global solidarity and how
it might be built by anti-systemic movements of apparently quite disparate
interests.
Somewhat perversely the challenge to the authority of largely Marxist
political parties to speak on behalf of the working class has also had its negative effects. So-called single-issue groups have developed their own forms of
epistemological hierarchies that has seen new forms of political absolutism
emerge. Within Greens, feminists, anti-racist and separatist movements, it
is again not difficult to find examples of groups who claim epistemic privilege for their own interests.
The phrase 'the personal is the political' entered the political lexicon in
the 1960s and it has brought many problems for those seeking to address
the real nature of the systemic forces that structure world order and the
appropriate level of political response required to challenge them. In practice the idea that the personal is the political can lead to an unhealthy form
of political solipsism in which the political can be defined in terms of whatever it is that affects one's personal life. This kind of 'identity politics' is an
inadequate basis for the kind of global solidarity that anti-systemic movements need in their struggles. Politics is a concern with common issues and
principles underpinning our accounts of the good society, not simply with
the idiosyncrasies of my own personal grief or anxiety. A successful anti-
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systemic movement has to develop a political lexicon that seeks to overcome
the differences that animate different anti-systemic movements, enabling
them to work together in order to achieve their particular ends. There are
examples at Seattle of the way in which this is at least a possible development in the anti-systemic movement. Seattle gave anti-systemic groups with
specific objectives and concerns the opportunity to discuss and communicate their particular interests, with a growing sense of the possibility of solidarity emerging over the course of the week.
Equally, some groups within the anti-systemic movements that have
emerged in the wake of the 1968 revolutions have adopted a hostility to
rational inquiry, science, technology and any kind of systemic analysis of
world order. Such a tendency is, in my view, a severely retrograde step.
Science and technology are potentially tools that can be used to liberate
human beings from a great deal of the drudgery of life and are central to
any humane, ordered society. They are not, in themselves, inherently flawed
products of Western culture, or some such thing. As for the issue of rational analysis, I would paraphrase Noam Chomsky here who has commented
that 'I know of no good arguments for irrationality.' In part such tendencies
have been influenced, I suspect, by some of the insights of postmodernist
attempts to reverse the Enlightenment idea that knowledge is power, potentially a tool for liberation. The power/knowledge equation associated with
Foucault presents a more Nietzschean and insidious view of knowledge as
an endless power struggle with one 'regime of truth' ultimately replacing
another in a circular process of domination (Wilkin, 1999). Suffice to say
this seems a very narrow view of progress and social change which can only
make sense if we ignore the very real forms of progress that have occurred
in the world. Issues such as women's rights, human rights, anti-racism, antisexism, gay rights are all developments that represent a movement towards
a better world order where meaningful rather than simply formal equality
might yet emerge among all peoples. Knowledge may raise important issues
of power but this is not to say that all knowledge is simply a form of domination. On the contrary, knowledge can give us the power to improve social
relations, as the above examples suggest. The extent to which these ideas
can be found in some sections of the anti-systemic movements reflects worryisome tendencies that will ultimately do little to foster a world where solidarity is the bedrock for a good society, rather than power and hierarchy.
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Wallerstein, et al, in their work on the anti-systemic movements and the
1968 revolutions can certainly be criticised for, if not romanticising, then
underestimating the problems that emerge from this legacy. For a more critical account of 1968 from someone who wants to defend Enlightenment
ideals from irrationalist critics it is worth reading Murray Bookchin's recent
collection of interviews on the 1968 revolutions (Bookchin 1999). I want to
turn now to the impact of the end of the Cold War and the rise of global
governance.
The second major long-term development that needs to be considered
here is the movement from the end of the Cold War through to the emergence of an era of what is increasingly referred to as global governance. The
latter is more accurately referred to as one of 'neo-liberal global governance'
and is an attempt to construct a form of world order based upon neo-liberal
political economic premises. In practical terms the apparent end of the EastWest aspect of the Cold War conflict has enabled the G7 core capitalist
states to bring Russia and Eastern Europe firmly into line with their own
political economic agendas for 'good governance'. This has resulted in the
largely unopposed extension of market principles into ever-wider areas of
social and economic life.15 The idea of neo-liberal global governance is
a complex array of policies and institutional developments that serve to
defend and promote the interests of a coalition of political and economic
elites against a worldwide series of protests and opposition movements.
However, it is important to note here that the movement towards a neoliberal global political economy begins with the breakdown of the post-war
Bretton Woods consensus in the early 1970s and the subsequent downturn
in the world economy. It is a significant development in the eventual emergence of events at Seattle as it is part of the attempt by powerful political
and economic interests in the core capitalist states to reverse many of the
gains made by working people around the world in the C20. These gains are
most firmly embedded, perhaps, in the development of welfare states. As the
1980s and 1990s unfolded, so did the attempt to impose these neo-liberal
principles on an ever-wider section of the world's population. This, in turn,

15.

Yes, there is political opposition in Russia and elsewhere in Eastern Europe, but
as yet they do not have the reigns of power. They are also, worryingly, cultural nationalists
of an extreme type.
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can be seen as being a major causal factor underpinning the range of antisystemic protests that have occurred over the past twenty years, culminating in the protests at the WTO summit in Seattle. As mentioned before,
the spontaneity of Seattle was a long time coming. The protests that ensued
in the 1980s and 1990s can be seen as being generated in response to neoliberal political economic changes that have sought to accomplish two main
tasks: first, to restructure both states and capital; second, to establish 'new'
norms of social and economic behaviour such as self-reliance and entrepreneurialism in order to help underpin and provide legitimacy to these
changes.16 These can be seen as manifesting themselves in all of the following, for example: the freeing of capital from labour through the liberalisation
of finance and investment (Sivanandan, 1992); the extension of commodification into ever wider areas of life, including the human body itself; the
robbing of the agricultural history of developing nations through the 'patenting' of seeds; the erosion of welfare states under the guise of 'reform';
the continued exploitation of environmental resources for private profit; the
undermining of communal patterns of land-holding; the erosion of workers
rights; the threat of nuclear conflict throughout the 1980s (Strange, 1997;
Kobrin, 1997; Richards, 1997; Gill, 1995 and 1998; Chomsky, 1999). Taken
together, these political-economic changes represent important diachronic
development in world order that helps to provide the context in which Seattle as a concrete event emerges. As a number of writers are increasingly commenting, the anti-systemic movements can plausibly be viewed as part of
what Polanyi saw as a 'double-movement' in which society seeks to defend
itself against the power of markets to disrupt the very possibility of social
life (Gill, in Hettne, 1995). The idea here is that the concept of a 'market
society' is logically incoherent because markets and societies are organised
along antithetical principles. Capitalist markets encourage acquisitiveness
and the transcendence of private power, while the possibility of social order
depends upon cooperation, friendship, sympathy, mutual aid and the like.
****
The events at Seattle brought together a range of disparate social movements both in terms of the range of issues that animated distinct groups
16.

And so anti-systemic protest continues (Corporate Watch, 2-2000; The Economist).
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and in terms of their geographical spread. As Elizabeth Martinez notes,
there was a conscious effort to ensure representation and participation from
as many parts of the world as possible. For that privileged stratum of the
world's population hooked up to the Internet, virtually instant updates on
information, meetings and events could be obtained. Although some of the
writing on ideas of global consciousness is undoubtedly overstated, it is still
the case that this protest had world-wide political and economic ramifications and which brought together a cross-section of the world's diverse
issue groups and peoples. The importance of Seattle and the WTO in both
symbolic and political-economic terms cannot be overstressed. For the first
time, perhaps, protestors were able to organise meetings and debates not
just amongst themselves but with participants at the WTO. WTO organisers had even arranged public forums to defend themselves from the criticism of the protestors, although as the Seattle press suggested, by and large
the official spokespeople lost their case (Paulson, 24-9-99; Henwood, 12-99;
George, 1-2000).17 Whether this was because of the arguments, the audience or the weight of opposition is not noted! Equally, the protests enabled a
range of disparate groups to discuss, organise and find grounds for solidarity
that they might once have thought unlikely, if not impossible. The significance of Seattle, then, is that having happened once, it could happen again.
The hostility of the business press can in part be reasonably interpreted as
recognition of this fact. Again, though, we need to be careful not to overstate the events at Seattle as leading to a golden age of anti-systemic protests (Byers, 2000; Seabright, 2000). That is still to be determined and there
were many weaknesses and limitations to Seattle, unsurprisingly given the
relative resources at the disposal of the conference organisers as opposed
to the protestors. As Elizabeth Martinez notes, the protestors were still
overwhelmingly white, groups of colour being underrepresented (Martinez, December 2000). The support of the AFL-CIO was largely driven by
the demands of activists as opposed to the leadership who sought concessions from the WTO rather than total opposition to it (Cockburn, 1999;
Zinn, 2000; Luthens, December 1999; Henwood, 12-99; Industrial Worker,
1/2-2000). Already there have been some developments in the U. S. union
community to turn this into a case for protection of U. S. jobs rather than
17.
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an attempt to link with working people around the world (Bernstein, 2000).
This development would represent a significant retreat from the possibilities of Seattle. Thus, the events at Seattle brought together a range of
anti-systemic movements and revealed to them that they do indeed have
the power to challenge the existing institutional framework that structures
world order. The weakness of these anti-systemic movements remains the
same as before, though. Capital and the state have vast resources and greater
mobility and can continually shift their agendas, their timetables, their strategies, in order to outmanoeuvre their anti-systemic opponents. The price
of success for anti-systemic movements will be eternal vigilance. As the
MAI disappears from one agenda it reappears in another under the guise
of WTO proposals. The key counter-factual question that emerges here for
the anti-systemic movements is: to what extent can the existing systems that structure world order accommodate their demands and still remain the same systems? Any
success that the anti-systemic movements achieve will emerge through some
form of global solidarity, and in order to evaluate the potential for such a
development we need to turn to an examination of the systemic properties
and institutions that stand in the way of such a development.
iii. continuity and change in a global age
The anti-systemic movements that have emerged since the late 1960s
and which can be seen to be a central part of the protests at Seattle are
responding to a range of political-economy changes in world order. These
changes are encapsulated in the movement from the Cold War to a period
of global governance, a transition that reflects both continuity and change
in world order. The Cold War served to structure world order for a period
of 50 years during which time a hierarchy of power among the world's
states was institutionalised primarily along East-West lines. Those states
that tried to stay outside of this framework invariably found themselves
dragged into the proxy wars in the Third World that are still a lasting legacy
of the post-war capitalist reconstruction. More generally, the Cold War also
helped to solidify existing global social relations to a degree that those antisystemic movements that were active in this period often found themselves
to be on the receiving end of overt state brutality. Dissidents in Eastern
Europe, nationalists and socialists in South America, Asia and Africa were
subjected to a range of attacks, imprisonment, murder and subversive prac-
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tices by the superpowers and their local elite clients (Chomsky and Herman
1979a, b). The effect of this was a continual challenge to the possibility of
progressive social development. Examples of such struggles are many, from
Hungary in 1956 and Czechoslovakia in 1968 to Guatemala in 1954, Iran
in 1953, and so on. The Cold War offered both the US and its immediate
allies and the Soviet Union the justification for subverting and destroying
progressive social movements under the guise of protecting either the 'free
world' or 'the working classes'. In reality the motivations of each side were
more mundane. Both superpowers and their allied political, economic and
military elites sought to retain and extend their own power wherever possible and for the USA to extend the power of its corporations as actors in the
global economy. Thus, if we are to understand world order as being about
global social relations embedded in the complexities of global capitalism and
the inter-state system, the Cold War was a period where the major institutions and actors sought to solidify and hold back the possibility of progressive social change. The weapons for doing this were varied. Violence was a
norm in much of the Third World while in times of social crisis such as
the revolutionary upheavals of the 1960s and early 1970s the core capitalist
states used violence and subversion on sections of their domestic populations (Churchill, 1990).
Of course, the efforts of states to lock social relations into the structure
of the Cold War was only a limited success. Around the world anti-systemic
movements pushed progressive issues onto the mainstream political agenda
and the rise of new forms of political consciousness around sexism, racism
and the environment increasingly gained ground around the world. Thus,
while the East-West aspect of the Cold War has moved into abeyance, the
ideological threat of communism now largely defeated, there are still important continuities in world order. First, the hierarchy of states and the structure that this exerts over world order persists. If anything, that hierarchy
has been sharpened even further. The Soviet Union (as was) and the former
Eastern European states have been drawn back into a more traditional role
in relation to the G7 core capitalist states, that of supplying raw materials
and cheap labour, often highly skilled. Global governance has amounted in
practice to a world order led by a hegemonic United States that is able to act,
in the words of Madeline Albright, 'multilaterally wherever possible, unilaterally
wherever necessary (Chomsky, 1997: 117). The interests of the United States
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and its immediate allies continue to shape the exercise of massive military
power in world order. 18 Second, the hierarchies of global social relations still
persist. Although anti-sexism and anti-racism have come onto the agenda
of global politics, progress remains massively uneven, hindered around the
world by the persistence of cultural nationalist politics, deepening levels
of inequality and poverty, the erosion of welfare provision, the latter being
especially harsh in developing countries where it is often only minimal
anyway. In this respect, world order remains structured by the hierarchies
of power that shaped the Cold War period. The transition to an era of neoliberal global governance has been a crucial feature of the past two decades,
allowing political and economic elites to construct a global institutional
framework that allows them to discuss and coordinate political and economic policies wherever possible. In practice these developments are both
a response to what a number of writers in the mid-1970s saw as a 'crisis of
democracy', the fact that anti-systemic groups were demanding more democratic control of political and economic decision-making (Crozier, Huntington, et al, 1979). The effect of these moves towards neo-liberal global
governance has been to erode the democratic control that people have over
the institutions that have greatest impact on their daily lives.
The movement from a post-WW2 world order that was largely shaped
by what we can loosely call a Keynesian consensus to one of a revived commitment to neo-classical economic theory, what is often called neo-liberalism, is an important development in world order for a variety of reasons.
First, it represents an important ideological shift in that whereas it was once
considered normal and important for governments to intervene in at least
some sectors of the economy and to provide welfare to those on the receiving
ends of the cyclical crises of capitalism, we have now moved to an era where
such ideas are considered to be heretical at best, foolish at worst (Thomas,
18.

Interestingly, there has been the occasional glimmer of recognition in the
mainstream U. S. academia and media that the rest of the world does not share the
self-perception of the USA's role in world order as that set out by its political elites.
See Newsweek on anti-Americanism, 31-1-2000. As Newsweek's coverage and subsequent
letters page response reveal, critiques of U. S. State and corporate power are often taken
to be anti-Americanism. The failure to recognise this distinction is the knee-jerk response
of well meaning (and less well-meaning liberals) around the world! See Jonathon
Freedland's (1999) recent paean to the USA and its institutions.
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1999). The key here, perhaps, was the global economic crisis of the early
1970s that did so much to discredit the Bretton Woods System and the
Keynesian ideology that helped to justify it. It is now considered normal to
allow markets to be extended into ever-wider areas of social and economic
life where they can effectively regulate themselves through competition and
the discipline of consumers in the marketplace. Second, these changes are in
practical terms a direct attack on working people and on democracy itself, if
by democracy we mean a system in which people are able to exercise some
degree of meaningful influence and control over the institutions and decision-making processes that shape their daily lives. The establishment of the
so-called 'Washington Consensus', embedded in the workings of the major
international financial institutions, serves as a new common-sense orthodoxy for any government wishing to attract inward investment in a liberalised global financial system. To fail to adhere to the prescriptions of the
Washington Consensus is to invite a range of disciplinary mechanisms to be
exercised against your currency, your economy and ultimately your government. This can affect governments of both weak and powerful states alike,
as has been found throughout the past decade in a series of economic crises
that have ripped through the world economy, from the world-wide depression of the late 1980s and early 1990s to the failure of the much lauded
South-East Asian economies in the late 1990s.
Neo-liberal global governance has led to a number of important shifts
in global political economy. First, the entrenching of a mixture of policies of
privatisation, liberalisation, deregulation and protectionism which characterise international trade. Simply put, the core capitalist states have sought
free trade agreements in areas where their companies might win out, such as
financial services, intellectual property rights, and so on, whilst at the same
time practising protectionism in areas where they are potentially vulnerable
to competition, such as agriculture. In theory, neo-liberalism is a commitment to a 'pure' form of market economy and society. In practice, there is
little to suggest that political and economic elites actually want such a universal prescription. On the contrary, what they have sought is a relationship
with state institutions that enables them to enhance their profitability, usually through various forms of public subsidy. Ironically, the Seattle summit
was primarily sponsored by the U. S. firms Microsoft and Boeing, recipients of major federal subsidies for research and development, and yet also
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curiously regarded as standard bearers of the virtues of rigorous free enterprise. 19 Alas, only those figures that occupy the ideological institutions of
the world's free-market think tanks really want free markets, it seems!
Second, state institutions have been under varying degrees of pressure
to 'restructure' themselves and their workforces in order to make themselves
more flexible in the global economy. This has usually meant pursuing such
policies as attempting to cut back on those sections of public expenditure
that do not benefit the rich and powerful, to undermine trade unions, and
to subsidise the employment of the unemployed in the private sector. As
Jacques Maison Rouge, former Chief Officer for European Operations of
IBM and of the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development has
commented, 'the world's political structures are completely obsolete…the critical issue
of our time is the conceptual conflict between the global optimisation of resources and
the independence of nation-states' (Mulgan, 1991: 220). Translated this tells us
that existing political structures stand in the way of economic efficiency. In
practical terms this means that state institutions and governments, those
bodies that are in varying degrees accountable to the general population,
however flawed this might be in practice, are obsolete. This is a quite understandable premise if we recognise that in an era of neo-liberal global governance the criterion for measuring efficiency is the profit accruing to private
firms. Recent eulogies to President Clinton are indicative of this premise,
lauding the fact that 'Americans have never had it so good', whilst at the
same time, according to the U. S. governments own figures, 34.5 million
people in the USA now live in poverty (Kettle, 1999; Apple jnr, 2000). And
this is in an era of heightened market efficiency. Of course, the consistent
neo-liberal response to such apparent contradictions would be to say that
the cause of poverty around the world and in the USA is due to not enough
capitalism and too much government! What people are crying out for, or at
least they should be if they are rational, is the disciplinary purgative of the
free market to rid themselves of any latent inefficiencies. The fact that the
world had had centuries of the expansion of capitalism already and that it
is now scarred with record levels of poverty and deepening inequality is not
sufficient evidence to deter neo-liberal theory. On the contrary, it is merely
proof that capitalism has not gone far enough (The Economist, 12-10-99).
19.

For recent comment on the ‘bad image’ of MNCs see The Economist, (28-1-00).
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Ironically, the latent totalitarianism of the history of post-war capitalism in the Western bloc of the developing world is largely overlooked by its
defenders. In those countries where the general population foolishly picked
the wrong kind of government (Guatemala, say, in 1954) that is, a government concerned with the needs of the local population rather than the needs
of major capitalist investors, the population quite literally had to be forced
to be free. The rational choice is, in practice, to have only one choice! The
history of post-world war two interventions by the USA and its allies in the
Third World is one of continual subversion of those governments that failed
to adhere to pro-capitalist principles (Herman and Chomsky 1979a,b). No
doubt such mistaken choices can be put down to the lack of education on
the part of the general population who failed to appreciate the benefits that
would accrue from the rigours of the market place. Rational choices are all
very well but if people are not smart enough to make the correct ones, then
it is in their interests to be led by the more enlightened. That is the lesson of
the spread of liberal, capitalist, democracy around the world (Blum, 1986).
It has not come about through a global consensus on the 'end of history'. It
is nice to be able to reassure Francis Fukuyama that his sadness at the end
of history is somewhat misplaced.20 Liberal, capitalist, democracy has spread
because its core capitalist proponents have used a variety of undemocratic
and illiberal tactics to promote it. That is the reality of the spread of liberal
capitalist democracy, not the triumph of the 'absolute idea' or some such
metaphysical nonsense, but the extension of the interests and power of
the political, economic and military elites that dominate the core capitalist
countries. This used to be called imperialism but is increasingly called globalisation (Wilkin, 1997: 227-228). It has come about because those peoples
that sought a different path were vigorously forced into line by a variety of
disciplinary mechanisms. It is difficult to find a Third World country in the
Western bloc during the Cold War that did not endure such disciplines.21

20.

Francis Fukuyama, (1989: 18) had this to say …In the post-historical period there will
be neither art nor philosophy, just the perpetual caretaking of the museum of human history.'
21.
The disciplinary mechanisms take the following forms: Direct force/
intervention by the USA and its allies; Direct force by the domestic state institutions
against sections of their domestic population; Subversion of governments in the
Third World by the USA and its allies; Financial attack on Third World States by
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So to that end democratic institutions that might enable people to place
a different value and meaning on efficiency, perhaps things such as a good
society where people can live in dignity, with access to the things that are
needed to live a decent life (health care, education, culture, and so on), are
clearly a potential problem for the efficient working of an economy founded
on quite different principles. Thus around the world democracy amounts
to rational choices for electorates between mainstream political parties who
deviate from the neo-liberal norm more in rhetoric than reality. A good
example of this can be seen in one of the largest economies of the developing world, that of Brazil. The 1980s and 1990s saw a number of fiercely
contested presidential contests between the Workers Party (PT) and the
mainstream Party of the Liberal Front (PFL), Party of the Brazilian Democratic Movement (PMDB) and the Social Democratic Party of Brazil
(PSDB). The Workers Party have been led by Trade Unionist Luis 'lula' da
Silva and have espoused policies that addressed issues of welfare, education,
health care rights for the poor, and the like. In elections in 1989, 1994 and
1998 The Workers Party was attacked mercilessly by Brazil's independent
TV Globo who invariably, in an independent and rational manner, sided
with the parties of big business (Keck, 1992: 24-29 and 1995; Sader and
Silverstein, 1991; NACLA, 1995). 22 Despite the fact that the parties of big
business have been exposed as being hideously corrupt, forcing the resignation of one president, they still remain the rational choice in an era of neoliberal global governance.23 Provided that you understand the first principles
here, which are that profit and power for private companies are the ultimate
public good, then you can make the right choices. If you fail to understand

capitalists and core capitalist states; Sanctions against Third world states imposed by
core capitalist states either unilaterally (US and Cuba) or multilaterally (Iraq/Libya);
Ideological assault on a Third World state (Central America in the 1980s);
Clearly it is possible that at any given time a Third World State might suffer any
combination of these.
22.
Even calling your party 'The Workers Party' is to invite unwanted attention and
trouble! The names of political parties are, of course, significant in terms of political
culture, as we have seen recently in the UK with the re-branding of 'New Labour' under
the Blair administration. See Robin Ramsey (1998).
23.
Lest I be accused of latent eurocentrism here, I am happy to note that corruption
would seem to be endemic to pretty much all political systems around the world.
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this then there are a variety of mechanisms for bringing you around to the
right way of thinking, as countries as far apart as Vietnam and Haiti have
found in the 1980s and 1990s. So we can see that in practice the era of
global governance has both continuities and changes from the period of the
Cold War which, in geo-political terms, preceded it. These continuities and
changes are in part driven by the challenge set ruling elites by anti-systemic
movements in the Cold War period. This is a dynamic system in which
ruling elites have sought to build transnational alliances wherever possible
as a means to develop tactics to preserve the existing hierarchies and institutions that structure world order. As such they remain the major obstacles
to the possibilities of a more just world order that the anti-systemic movements are struggling to bring about. These struggles are increasingly seen as
taking place in what is invariably referred to as 'global civil society.'
There has been a great deal of talk and writing in the course of the past
decade on the idea of global civil society (Cox, 1999; Agarwal, 2000). This
has no doubt been generated by a number of developments in world order:
the end of the Cold War; the rise of a number of issues of popular concern
onto the political agenda, such as human rights and the environment; the
development of communications technology enabling disparate groups to
organise themselves in an unprecedented manner across time and space.

Everywhere from the USA, Germany, Italy, the UK through to Indonesia, China and
Brazil, corruption is part and parcel of political life. Before neo-liberals get too twitchy
here, blaming it on those pesky politicians, it is worth noting that corruption takes two,
invariably commercial and political interests, as the recent scandals affecting Germany
reveal (The Economist 28-1-2000). What is more interesting in many respects is that the
real scandal of politics in the era of neo-liberal global governance is one in which the
interests of private companies are seen as being practically synonymous with the public
interest. This extends into the formal process of elections (for example, see Julian Borger,
7-1-2000). The fact that companies can sponsor the WTO meeting at Seattle, buy
access to ministers and so on, and that this is considered to be normal politics, is quite
breathtaking. This is a process that we saw with NAFTA when the mainstream media
and politicians saw nothing wrong with business 'lobbying' of congress to vote to approve
the treaty, whereas the lobbying by trade unions to represent their members interests
which they saw as being threatened by NAFTA was an affront to the democratic process.
For an account of this see Noam Chomsky (1993); Joyce Nelson, (1995); NACLA (1991).
This ethos says a great deal about the political culture generated by neo-liberal global
governance.
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What is often overlooked in such debates is that in its current form global
civil society has largely been a part of the movement towards an era of neoliberal global governance. As writers such as Lipschutz have noted, global
civil society can be seen as a continual part of human history with the movement of people, ideas and resources around the world (Lipschutz, 1992:
389-420). However, its current form needs to be seen in the context of a century marked by increasing state control over the movement of peoples and
control over the dissemination of information and ideas. The current form
that global civil society takes can be seen as a new development in that it is
a space for activity created by changes in the inter-state system and global
capitalism. The latter is particularly important, as we have seen in the past
25 years the move towards a global entrepreneurial culture that is central
to the neo-liberal vision of the good society (Heelas and Morris, 1991). For
the neo-liberal, global civil society is the realm of the entrepreneur, freed of
the cumbersome hand of state intervention, able to utilise their talents to
take risks, innovate, speculate and fuel the economic growth of the 1980s
and 1990s. The fact that the economic growth of the 1980s and 1990s in
the core capitalist states from which this ideology has emerged has been no
better, and probably a little worse, than it was in the 1950s, and even the
much-despised 1960s and 1970s, is not relevant here.24 Remember, we are
dealing with faith in idealised models, not the empirical world.
Thus as Thomas Carruthers has noted in a recent article in Foreign Policy,
'a well developed civil society can be a natural partner for a successful market economy' (Carothers, 1999-2000). The modern global civil society has emerged
in the wake of the declining East-West structure of the Cold War, and has
reflected the renewed confidence of corporate actors in capitalism and their
ability to exploit the world's resources. In order to do this states have had to

24.

Global economic growth has slowed by roughly 1/2 since the mid-70s, roughly
the period when the neo-liberal agenda was beginning to take-off. See Robin Hahnel,
(1999: 6). As measured by the gini coefficient, global inequality has increased steadily
between countries since the mid-1970s, see Walter Park and David Brat (1995). See 'labor
today', by Jeremy Brecher, Tim Costello and Brendan Smith, Z Magazine online, for an
account of the changing patterns of global inequality and the slowing of global economic
growth since the mid-1970s, at . For recent comment on the ways in which these pressure
are being felt by sections of the US workforce see Michele Conlin (1999). On global
poverty and inequality see Stephen Shalom (1999); and The Economist (7-1-00).
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be persuaded, coerced or cajoled into accepting a series of reforms to their
own activities and to the activities of private corporations who have sought
to take advantage of technological innovations and the emergence of potential markets in the Third World. Thus, as we can see in examples such as the
USA and the UK, in the core capitalist countries the relationship between
government and business has been one of mutual support. Businesses tend
to support those political parties that give them what they want. Surely an
unsurprising fact of political economy. Similarly, governments seek to nurture and protect successful corporations as a means of bringing success to
their national economies and ultimately as a means of preserving their political authority. In this respect global civil society has been the product of
the power of political and economic elites to transform aspects of global
social relations for their own ends. Of course, there is more to global civil
society than this, as Seattle illustrates. The establishment of neo-liberalism
as the global credo leaves it open to the concentrated criticisms of antisystemic movements. Likewise, the proliferation of new forms of communication technology as consumer durables also offers a potential means of
organisation for anti-systemic movements. This was illustrated dramatically in 1994 by the Zapatistas and the Internet propaganda announcing
their resistance to the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA).
Although it must be recognised that global civil society has largely been
constructed by changes in state policy that have allowed corporations to
take advantages of new markets, technology and commodification, it is also
the case that it creates space within which anti-systemic movements can
manoeuvre. Nonetheless, in terms of the means and use of communication
it is important to note that the world's communication infrastructure is
dominated by a news gathering and disseminating hierarchy that is largely
North American and European, pro-capitalist media conglomerates whose
primary interests are profit not the ruthless criticism of all that exists, to
coin a phrase.25 Likewise, the new information technology that has been
developed since the mid-1970s has been utilised by states for surveillance

25.

Christopher Hitchens (1993: 220) has written, 'might it not make sense to regard the
mass communications industry as an area of contestation, in which the ruling class naturally holds
most of the cards, but no definitively predictable or universalisable result can be arranged?'.
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of populations, by the military for conducting 'scientific' warfare, and by
private companies to gather information and build data bases on consumers. This does not mean that the development of global civil society is not
important for the potential success of anti-systemic movements. I want
merely to point out the reality of the obstacles that they face. What we see
here are the complexities and contradictions in world order that allow antisystemic movements the increased space that they need in the post-Cold
War era to develop their agendas and activities.
In many respects the political agenda in this period remains unchanged.
The possibility of progressive change in world order must still address concerns laid down by Enlightenment writers about the grounds for solidarity
and the construction of a rational world order built around the satisfaction
of human needs and the construction of a meaningfully free social orders.
The alternative is a tendency that is worryingly prevalent in much of world
order, a retreat into recidivism and cultural nationalism, erecting the boundaries between people based on the nation-state and the friend-enemy distinction that it bequeaths us.
conclusions: anti-systemic movements–defending
democracy and reconciling differences
The possibility of progressive social change faces many fundamental problems that are both systemic and also specific to particular times
and places. The systemic problems faced by anti-systemic movements are
fairly clear. First global capitalism remains the contradictory system that
was Marx's basic and profound insight. Whilst it has released historically
unprecedented forces of production, producing goods and services in abundance, and has generated untold wealth, it remains a social and economic
system which has shown itself to be unable to resolve certain fundamental
social problems. The most obvious here is the overproduction and underconsumption of goods and services coupled with the uneven spread of development. If, as I think that they are, these are systemic problems generated by
the nature of the social relations that pertain under global capitalism, then it
is difficult to see how they could be resolved without a transformation in the
organisation, production and distribution of resources. This, of course, has
been the basic stuff of political ideology in modernity and I see no obvious
reason to think that this is anything other than a more prescient problem
than ever. The stark irrationalities of capitalist production for profit rather
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Table 1. The World's Priorities? (annual expenditure, $USbn)
Basic education for all
6*
Cosmetics in the USA
8
Water and sanitation for all
9*
Ice cream in Europe
11
Reproductive health for all women
12*
Perfumes in Europe and the USA
12
Basic health and nutrition
13*
Pet foods in Europe and the USA
17
Business entertainment in Japan
35
Cigarettes in Europe
50
Alcoholic drinks in Europe
105
Narcotic drugs in the world
400
Military spending in the world
780
Note: *estimated additional annual cost to achieve universal access to basic social services in
all developing countries (Thomas, 1999: 244)26

than the satisfaction of need can be seen in many ways (see Table 1).
The second systemic issue facing anti-systemic movements is the
continuing legacy of Western political thought and the interstate system.
Traditional conceptions of political solidarity and obligation have tended
to be dominated by the relationship between the citizen and the nationstate (Hutchings, 1999). Internationalism, whether socialist or liberal, has
historically floundered at crucial points when questions of 'national interest'
are at stake. The power of nationalism as an ideology, an imagined community, to bind a group of people together, has proven to be one of the major
obstacles to a lasting internationalism. This is an insight that classical Realists in international relations have taught us and it is a powerful claim. However, developments at Seattle and earlier anti-systemic protests that have
occurred throughout the course of the past three decades are in response

26.

In a way these consumption patterns illustrate Popper's point about unintended
outcomes. The key question for those wishing to challenge such irrational patterns of
resource use and allocation is how to alter them without utilising the kind of centralised
state apparatus that was the undoing of the Soviet system. Given that markets are neither
efficient allocaters nor users of resources, a point made by liberal economists like Paul
Krugman, the key political economy issue for anti-systemic movements is to develop
alternatives. Needless to say this is a huge point that raises questions about the process
of social transformation, among many other things. I am inclined to agree with Howard
Zinn here that lasting social transformation will take time and can only be lasting if it is
built upon grounds that have substantive roots in popular organisations.
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to a series of objective changes that have acted to polarise social relations
around the question of national identity. On the one hand the restructuring
of relations between global capitalism and the inter-state system has seen the
emergence of a continuum between more transnationally minded political
and economic elites and those that remain rooted in particular nation-states
(cultural nationalists) (Carchedi, 1997). At the same time what Seattle and
the anti-systemic movements generally indicate is the development of networks of global solidarity around a range of issues from human rights to the
environment, women's rights, the peace movement and trade unions. These
people in their everyday lives and practices are the potential basis for a transformed world order. At the same time it is glaringly clear that many among
the grassroots population of the world that have suffered from the systemic
outcomes of global capitalism and the inter-state system have lurched into
varied forms of cultural nationalism, which can ultimately manifest itself in
reactionary political movements. This is a tendency that can be seen around
the world from the BJP in India to the newly powerful Freedom Party in
Austria. The obstacles facing anti-systemic movements are immense and
their success will depend upon a range of factors including ultimately the
means by which they seek to carry out their political struggles. In this
respect the battle over the meaning and practice of democracy would appear
to be the real arena of ideological and political conflict in the years ahead.
Is democracy to be increasingly a managed process in which meaningful
choices are minimised in political and economic systems that offer electorates rational choices between parties that are only interested in managing an
existing system rather than transforming it?27 Is democracy to be extended
into the realm of economic organisation so that people can free themselves
from the role of wage-slaves in global capitalism? The possibility of these
ideas emerging onto the political agenda is perhaps most liable to emerge
from the anti-systemic movements as they develop in the years ahead.

27.
Even The Economist (12-2-2000) concedes that Europe's currently dominant
leftist political parties are either severely constrained by capital, are undergoing
ideological transformations into what Wallerstein describes as liberal-socialist parties, or
perhaps a combination of both of them. As the Economist notes, 'All governing centre-left
parties in the euro-zone, constrained by the budgetary rigour imposed by the single currency, now
follow conservative macro-economic policies.
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However, there is a problem here with the concern for democracy. As
an editorial in The Economist asked of the protestors at Seattle, 'are they a
dangerous shift of power to unelected and unaccountable special interest groups?' (The
Economist, 10-12-99). The rise of anti-systemic movements, as Wallerstein
et al, note, is in part a response to the perceived failures of parliamentary
politics to generate lasting progressive social change. The danger here, as The
Economist notes, is that these groups do not operate largely in the realm of
representative democracy, which has tended to shape the institutions of the
world's core capitalist states and is now an increasing phenomenon internationally (Doyle, 1999). This is a complex issue that I do not really have
sufficient space to go into here, so two comments will have to suffice. First,
anti-systemic movements are responding to the failures of representative
democratic institutions, as they see them. Second, the legitimacy of antisystemic movements will depend in part upon their commitment to democratic practices themselves and in the extent to which they want to render
democracy more meaningful and substantive. This last point is a difficult
issue to address in a world increasingly structured by political-economic
institutions and decision-making processes that connect local, national,
regional and global social relations. One of the great writers on democracy
in U. S. social science, Robert Dahl, has noted that if societies become economically polarised, then democracy can suffer, as politics becomes subordinated to the interests of the rich and powerful (Dahl, 1985; Burchill, 12000).
This seems to me to be a profoundly important and actually quite obvious
point. It is worth mentioning here if only because in neo-liberal ideology
it hardly registers as a problem for democracy at all! Returning to the fear
expressed in The Economist editorial that the world is somehow at the mercy
of anti-systemic movements, we can now present a slightly different reading of events at Seattle. As is often the case, what is most interesting here is
what the business press doesn't see as a threat to democracy. For example,
when compared with the power of the equally unelected and unaccountable
corporate interests that paid $9-10 million (US) in 'sponsorship' (a selfless
and public-spirited act, no doubt) one might ask the question where the real
threat to democracy comes from. That, of course, raises difficult questions
for The Economist and its corporate audience. It is a little ironic that trade
unions, for example, organisations that exist to defend and promote the
interests of working people, the general population, are conceptualised as
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'special interests'. This suggests that the interests that working people might
have in such things as a decent wage, education, welfare, health care, and
such, are marginal to the real interests of the global economy, which are synonymous with the interests of the corporations that dominate it: that is, profit for
private institutions. Once that principle is understood then the other points
raised by The Economist, Business Week, and the other ideological institutions
tend to fall into place rather more clearly. As I said at the beginning of this
section the battleground for anti-systemic movements is over the meaning
and practice of democracy. Is democracy increasingly a process for fuelling
power and profit to private corporations, or is it to be something that allows
people to participate in the institutions and decision-making procedures, be
they political or economic, that shape their daily lives? (Held, 1995). This
is the important difference between formal and substantive democracy.
The liberal concern with procedures lends itself towards a formal analysis
of democracy where procedures and institutions exist in order to make
democratic processes theoretically possible, while in practice inequalities of
social power render them largely empty processes. As Dahl notes, societies
split by huge inequalities of wealth tend to be vulnerable to the manipulation of the rich and powerful. Formally, democracy exists, substantively
it is a process in which ordinary people have little opportunity to make a
substantive difference unless they possess the institutions that enable them
to organise collectively to do so. For anti-systemic movements the need is
to make democracy substantive and to challenge the emptiness of formal
liberal democratic procedures. 28 To return to the example of Brazil again, it
is clear that much progress has been made in the country by political and
social movements seeking to challenge the existing structure of politicaleconomic power and in part this has come about through the success of the
Workers Party (among others) in national elections. The formal procedures
of democracy are not irrelevant to social change, far from it. Nor, however, is
there a straightforward relationship between them. The movement towards
progressive social change of the kind that animates anti-systemic move-

28 .
Mike Moore the Director-General of the WTO failed to address this distinction
between formal and substantive democracy at the Seattle summit in his address to the
legislators assembly when he said, ‘I get deeply offended when people say the WTO
is not democratic. Take the case of the Indian ambassador in Geneva. It takes about
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ments will reflect the relationship between systemic properties of global
capitalism and the interstate system as well as the particular and concrete
circumstances of specific places. Indeed, given that formal democracy has
only really been re-established in Brazil since the 1980s after nearly 20 years
of brutal military dictatorship, the growth of social and political movements
around human rights, peasants rights, gender equality, and other anti-systemic issues has been remarkable (Rodrigues, 1995; Tavares, 1995).
Finally, I want to return to the quote that I gave at the beginning of this
paper from Robin Wright who would respond to the carping of anti-sys-

300 million people to elect a government in India. That government survives at the
pleasure of its elected MP’s. The government through its Minister, who is accountable
to cabinet, his Prime Minister, his party, his caucus and to the Parliament and then to
his electors at home and to the wider vote to enable his government to function. That’s
accountability. That’s how it should be. And that is how it is for most countries who are
members of the WTO. The system changes from nation to nation, but the principles of
accountability are the same. The WTO is member driven, thus driven by governments,
congresses and parliaments.’ WTO Press Release, 2-12-99. The problems with Moore’s
defence of the WTO are many but I would draw out three here:
1. All governments do not have equal influence in determining WTO policy. The
WTO is member driven, but not all members were created equal!
2. The chain of accountability Moore outlines is part of what is often referred to as
a ‘democratic deficit’. Crucial political-economic decisions around global trade,
environmental regulation, corporate regulation, labour rights, and so on, are
increasingly made in institutions far-removed from popular control and scrutiny.
There is a lack of what Held has referred to as transparency and openness in these
procedures. To illustrate, the judicial powers of the WTO are a good example
of just the kind of ‘secretive’ aspects of the WTO that Paul Krugman, among
others, says do not exist. The WTO’s dispute settlement mechanism allows
member countries to act on behalf of their own corporations in order to challenge
the laws, policies and programs of another country, claiming that they are violations of WTO rules. This process is settled by a panel of unelected experts who
have the power to hand out economic sanctions in order to force member states
to conform. These hearings all take place in secret (Paul Krugman take note)
and the subsequent documents, hearings and briefs remain confidential. There is
more but this will suffice for the moment.
3. The internal workings of the WTO in its relations with particular members
is primarily shaped by the power and influence of its most powerful blocs, the
so-called quad Group of Japan, Canada, the USA and the European Union. Formally, all members are equal, in practice this is palpably not the case.
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temic movements at Seattle by asking, 'remember universal brotherhood? You
know—concern for the world's poor and downtrodden? As Paul Krugman recently
noted in Slate, free trade gives millions of people a step up the ladder. Yes, that may
mean working in a sweatshop. But these people manifestly prefer that to their prior
condition.' Wright's quote inadvertently goes to the heart of the issues that
separate anti-systemic movements from defenders of the existing world
order. The only options on offer for the poor of the world, according to
Wright, are the opportunity to work in a Western TNC sweatshop or to
remain in even worse poverty. If those are the only options then perhaps
working in the sweatshop is the rational choice. Again, what is more interesting here is the question that is not asked by Robin Wright and those
working in the business press and other ideological institutions: perhaps the
impoverished millions of the current world order would actually prefer something more
than the opportunity to work in a sweatshop. Perhaps they would like the opportunity
to discuss, participate and help determine the conditions that shape their daily lives?
Perhaps, in fact, we all would! Sadly, these would seem not to be the kind of
rational choices open to us, presumably because the costs are too great for
cash-strapped corporations to bear. The task of anti-systemic movements
has and continues to be to ask different questions and to encourage people
to act upon them questions that want to open up debates about the good
society and social justice.
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Rise, Fall, and Semiperipheral Development
in the Andean World-System
Darrell La Lone

T

his paper examines how different power strategies have been played
over the course of the three-thousand year Andean civilization. In
broad terms, the power strategies center on ideological, economic, and military power (Mann 1986; Earle 1997). The case materials show that what we
call “states” are formations that succeed, albeit temporarily, in combining strategies of ideological, economic, and military power. Nonetheless, following
Randall Collins (1981:71), I would argue that coercive power is the sine qua
non for state development. If we start from the power to coerce as a foundation, varying strategies of manipulating economic, ideological, and military power will produce a number of different pathways to varying forms of
organization. Some may be more centralized than others, some may be less
steeply stratified than others, some may have more specialized institutions
than others, some may look more like environmental management systems,
and others may look more like well-organized predatory protection rackets.
Those which were less successful in manipulating these strategies were more
vulnerable to collapse, opening the way for new formations to emerge. As
world-systems approaches would predict, this has often happened on the
peripheries of former core formations.
In common with many discussions of precapitalist world-systems the
central problem I address is that of cycles of rise and fall in Andean civilizations. Such discussion of rise and fall is now well-established in worldsystems theory (Chase-Dunn and Hall 1997), but it has an even longer
ancestry in archaeology and anthropology, where we have a rich literature
on state formation and collapse (Yoffee 1995; Haas, Pozorski and Pozorski
1987; Wright and Johnson 1975; Jones and Kautz 1981; Culbert 1973;
Marcus 1989; Millon 1988; Toland 1987; Carneiro 1970; Service 1975;
Tainter 1988; Yoffee and Cowgill 1988).
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Before moving toward some of the particulars of Andean Civilization,
it may first be useful to preview some of the larger lessons and warnings.
First, our search for origins of “the” state has led us through a number of
hypotheses. One of the most promising of these was the hydraulic hypothesis (Steward-Wittfogel), which made immensely great sense as logic and as
an interpretation of Chinese history in particular (Wittfogel 1957). However, the hydraulic hypothesis has not fared well in empirical archaeological
explorations of state origins (see, for example, (Adams 1966)). This is not
to say that we should trash everything gained from it, but rather that it does
not seem to be an accurate account of the early phases in state development.
Nonetheless, it remains useful as a way of understanding some of the power
strategies available to rulers.
Its most promising successor seemed to be Carneiro’s model for population expansion and internecine conflict in circumscribed spaces. As was the
case with the hydraulic hypothesis, Carneiro’s model has considerable logical power. I comment on it in part because it seems to have been developed
as a way of explaining state formation on the Peruvian coast. What may
not be immediately apparent, though, is that it was not rooted in actual
archaeological data from that region. When we examine the archaeological
data from the Peruvian coast, we may well come back with reasons to question and challenge our confidence in the circumscription model. This is one
example of how archaeological data may well be relevant to understanding
long term change, but the lesson to be drawn is, perhaps, “Not So Fast”!
This then leads us toward further exploration of a more complex relationship between warfare and state formation.
A further issue in state formation and collapse studies in archaeology
underscores the appropriateness of world-systems analysis of rise and fall. A
growing consensus in archaeology is that states are far more fragile than we
might have thought after so much discussion of states as centralized management systems. The attainment of significant degrees of centralization is
gained at considerable cost and against resistance from many sides.
Second, portrayal of states as management systems has been consistent
with an emphasis on the connections between population expansion, intensification of production, environmental degradation and potential collapse,
and pressures toward innovation in productive technologies that may sustain
continuing population growth. Despite the apparent success of ecological
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systems approaches in terms of the elegance of their logic and their fruitfulness in generating research questions, archaeological evidence suggests
a need to reconsider. For example, intensification of production may have
less to do with the subsistence needs of a growing population of commoners than it does with the demands for prestige and wealth items from elites.
Population expansion may not necessarily be a precursor to warfare but a
consequence of warfare as a result of pressure to produce more orders on
the part of elites, and a felt need on the part of commoners to replace sons.
Conceptualizing states as management systems or problem solving organizations masks the inequalities characteristic especially in archaic states.
Third, my discussion of cycles of rise and fall in Andean polities draws
upon insights from world-systems analysis on the importance of semiperipheries, and an important part of the overall dynamic is best understood
from enduring principles of geopolitics. However, I would also acknowledge
extensive independent discussions among archaeologists of cycles of rise
and collapse around the world (see, for example, (Marcus 1998)). But, more
specifically in regard to the Andean evidence, I would underscore another
reason to be cautious. Many of our discussions of strategies in statecraft are
based on the premise that states control contiguous territories. However,
it has long been the case that Andean polities attempted to organize noncontiguous territories.
Ups and Downs in the Andes
Fifty years ago in his seminal paper on “Cultural Causality and Law,”
Julian Steward noted cycles in civilizations of the Americas which fluctuated between small regional polities and much larger social formations
which we have come to call “Horizon Styles” (Steward 1949). This paper
should be particularly intriguing for world-systems scholars because of its
efforts to outline similar patterns of rise and fall in ancient civilizations
around the world. More recently, Gordon Willey (1991) has revisited this
theme in his paper on “Horizontal Integration and Regional Diversity:
an Alternating Process in the Rise of Civilizations.” In this essay, Willey
observes that both in Mesoamerica and in the Andes we find alternations
between horizontal integration and regional diversity. He offers as a thesis
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Table 1 – A Synoptic Chronology for the Central Andes
Dates
Period
Core Politics
World-Systems Interactions
1438-1532 Late Horizon
Inca
Pan-Andean Information,
prestige-goods, political-military,
bulk-goods and labor networks
Regional Information, prestige1000-1438 Late Intermediate
Chimu (North
Coast), Highland goods, political-military, and
bulk-goods networks
"hill-fort
chiefdoms" (e.g.
Wanka, Chanka,
Quechua)
600-1000 Middle Horizon
Wari, Tiwanaku Pan-Highland (and some coastal)
information, prestige-goods,
political-military, bulk-goods
and labor networks
100-600
Early Intermediate
Moche, Nazca
Multi-valley coastal (Moche)
information, prestige-goods,
political-military, and bulkgoods networks
800-100
Early Horizon
Chavin
Highland-based Pan-Andean
CE
information and prestige-goods
networks
1800-800 Initial
Coastal Valleys
Coastal intra-valley information
and bulk-goods networks
3000-1800 Late Preceramic
Coastal Valleys
Coastal intra-valley information
BCE
networks

…that such an alternation of horizontal integration and regional diversity is
a vital, perhaps even a necessary, process in the rise to that social, cultural,
ideological, economic, and political complexity which, taken as a whole, we
refer to as civilization” (Willey:197).

However, Willey’s discussion of his thesis is largely descriptive, and
invites other scholars to fill in more of the causal explanation for why such
alternations occur and why they are such vital processes in civilizations.
The following pages offers a brief outline of these alternating cycles
in Andean civilization. As the discussion is largely for the benefit of nonAndeanists, I will to avoid some of the highly specific and arcane archeological debates between Andeanists. Instead I will attempt to point out some of
the more intriguing points of interest for the world-systems perspective.
the late pre-ceramic (3000–1800 b.c.e.)
The late pre-ceramic is our starting point for the origins of complex
societies in the Andes. During this period along the Peruvian coast we
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find our first evidence of monumental architecture. Some of these first
monumental structures date back to 2500 B.C. E., so that they are roughly
contemporaneous with the building of the pyramids in Egypt. One of the
largest pre-ceramic sites is Aspero, in the Supe Valley on the north coast of
Peru. Starting from about 2800 B.C.E., people at the Aspero site began to
construct a number of large mounds, the largest of which, known as Huaca
de los Idolos and Huaca de los Sacrificios measure some 30 by 50 meters.
Walls were made of large blocks of basaltic rock, and a number of rooms
were constructed on the summits (Morris and Von Hagen 1993:19). El
Paraiso, the largest pre-ceramic site, in the Chillon Valley, dates to about
1800 B.C. E.. Here platform mounds and stone buildings were constructed
out of more than 100,000 tons of quarried stone (Morris and Von Hagen:
39).
What we find particularly interesting in these data is first, that these
very substantial monumental constructions are not associated with substantial residential debris. Second, although subsistence was based on some
farming, there is no evidence for irrigation systems at this time. Third,
although construction on this scale demonstrates significant labor mobilization, there is no evidence that labor mobilization was undertaken in
order to intensify production in response to population increase. Fourth,
although we have substantial labor mobilization, we have little evidence for
social stratification in this era. And, finally, we are led to conclude that these
large structures seem best interpreted as dedicated to public ceremonial purposes.
Some question the usefulness not simply of archaeological data for
understanding long-term change, but also of the value of archaeological
thinking. An old archaeological joke holds that when we don’t know what
something is, we simply say it must be ceremonial. However, what we find
from excavations at Aspero is revealing evidence about construction techniques indicative of labor mobilization for public purposes. Buildings at
Aspero were constructed with the use of bagged fill, a characteristic technique in sites of this era. Rubble was packed into “large open mesh satchels
called shicra, made of coarse sturdy reeds and capable of holding as much as
26 kg of stone” (Moseley 1992:110). This promoted uniform units of construction in two senses: (1) structures were built from a known number of
physical units, and (2) labor contributions could also be calculated in terms
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of such standard units. Although this and similar construction techniques
characterize subsequent Andean public architecture, the bagged fill technique is not found in domestic architecture (Morris and Von Hagen 1993:
38).
The first traces of Andean civilization take the form of ceremonial monuments. The labor force necessary to construct the larger platform mounds
must in many cases have been much larger than the nearby residential populations subsisting on sea resources and small-scale farming. People must
have gathered from a wide area to pool their labor in the service of constructing a monument. And what, we might well ask, is the value of that?
As Earle comments, “one factor common to all monuments… is their ability to be experienced simultaneously by large numbers of individuals” (Earle
1997:155).

As Earle argues, it is such common experiences that shape culture and
culture change, rather than the ideas invoked mystically in the mentalist concept of culture that has for so long plagued anthropology. Monuments, and
the common experiences they inspire, are examples of materialization. Again,
as Earle explains,
Materialization is the transformation of ideas, values, stories, myths, and the
like into physical reality that can take the form of ceremonial events, symbolic
objects, monuments, and writing. It is the process by which culture is created,
codified, and contained. Ideas and objects unite and are inseparable; ideas,
unconnected to the object of world, have no means of being communicated,
experienced, use, and owned. Ideas must be materialized to become social, to
become cultural things. Our ideas are private and powerful for ourselves, but
their materialization brings them into the public arena. (Earle 1997:151)

In the highlands also we find conspicuous Preceramic Period ceremonial sites such as Kotosh, La Galgada, and Huaricoto. Here, as on the coast,
we find public architecture with numerous ritual chambers and remains of
offerings. As on the coast, we have no evidence for dense settlement or social
stratification.
initial period (1800–800 b.c.e.)
The Initial Period (also known as Early Ceramic) is marked by the
appearance of ceramics, significant changes in settlement patterns, and the
development of irrigated agriculture. Settlements moved from the early
coastal settings into valleys allowing for irrigation agriculture. Pottery and
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cloth production on a large scale suggests craft specialization. For the most
part, though, it appears that the gains from agricultural intensification were
invested in bigger and better ceremonial structures. During this period we
find the development of large U-shaped platform mounds that became
characteristic along much of the Peruvian coast. Huge U-Shaped temple
mounds were constructed at sites such as La Florida (in the Rimac Valley),
Garagay (in the Chillon Valley), Cardal (in the Lurin Valley), Las Haldas
(south of the Casma Valley) and Moxeke-Pampa de las Llamas (in the
Casma Valley). At Sechin Alto, the platform mound measures 300 by 250
meters and rises 44 meters high (Morris and Von Hagen 1993:50).
The overall picture suggests that agricultural and labor intensification
was invested in increasingly large ceremonial monuments. We have no evidence for political centralization and only scattered hints of social stratification suggested by a small number of burial offerings (Pozorski and Pozorski
1986). Overall, we find little evidence for trade, warfare, or political interactions between coastal valleys. Each valley appears to be relatively self-sufficient, and the only significant changes in settlement pattern are movements
from the coastline to higher points in the middle and upper valleys. The
spread of the large U-shaped platform mounds along much of the central
and north-central coast shows no indication of political, military, or economic interactions between valleys. Nor do we have reason to suspect ideological interactions, since each center gives every appearance of being a local
cult site.
How, then, might we account for the spread of a similar architectural
form along the Peruvian coast? Two reasons come to mind. One, already
discussed above, is that monuments are important because of “their ability
to be experienced simultaneously by large numbers of individuals” (Earle
1997:155). In this way, monuments provide a focus for shared identity linking numerous small settlements scattered throughout each coastal valley.
A corollary to such identity markers is that they also mark who does not
belong. A highly visible monument also makes an important signal to outsiders concerning its makers’ ability to mobilize substantial amounts of
labor. Again, as Earle puts it,
Monuments convey a simple message of power and wealth (Trigger 1990).
This elemental message comes across regardless of the viewer’s language, age,
gender, or cultural affiliation (Earle 1997:156)
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However, if the monuments of this era convey messages of power and
wealth, we should not assume that power and wealth were politically or
economically centralized. Apart from public monuments, we have none of
the archaeological markers of state societies, and little evidence for the emergence of political or economic elites.
early horizon (800 b.c.e.–100 c.e.)
Toward the beginning of the first millennium B.C.E., many of the
coastal settlements seem to have collapsed. Between 900 and 700 B.C.E.,
construction was halted at the U-shaped complexes in the Lurin Valley and
in many of the other ceremonial complexes of the central coast as well as
along the north-central coast (Burger 1995:184-190). Although our current
evidence concerning the causes of the collapse allows little more than speculation, I am inclined to the argument that demand both for subsistence and
ceremonial construction pushed agricultural intensification toward increasingly higher yields, but coastal production was highly vulnerable to catastrophes (see Wilson 1999:352ff; Wilson 1981). In Peru catastrophes tend
to be customary, taking such dramatically predictable forms as earthquakes,
volcanic eruptions, landslides, massive floods, and of course catastrophes we
term El Niño events. The Early Horizon marks a shift in focus of Andean
civilization from the coast to the highlands, and from localized ceremonial
centers to a pan-Andean cult. And it appears that this first major transformation in the development of Andean civilization emerges from a semiperipheral region.
The Chavin cult is named for its north-central highland type site, Chavin
de Huantar, located at an altitude of over 3000 meters. This site extends for
some 42 hectares, including the 5 hectare temple sector (Morris and Von
Hagen 1993:56). Chavin seems clearly to have been a ceremonial center,
though on a grander scale than its coastal precursors. A resident population
of several thousand people built and served the center, but it seems clear that
the center was not built to serve them. Unlike the coastal platform mounds
which could “be experienced simultaneously by large numbers of individuals” (Earle 1997:155), Chavin offered a different form of cult experience. The
Old Temple is a maze of rooms and passageways allowing access only to
limited numbers of people at a time. Deep within its galleries are monolithic
representations of the principal deities. Access to the cult images, and pre-
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sumably rituals, was exclusive rather than inclusive. It gives every appearance
of a location for exclusive rituals, initiations, and oracular consultations. Yet
this very closed cult became the first to span almost the entire length of the
Andes and to reach down to the coast as well.
Chavin would certainly seem, nestled in its Andean heights, peripheral
to the coastal valley communities. However, I believe the term semiperiphery
is appropriate on several grounds. My usage of the term follows the broad
outline of the terms offered in Chase-Dunn and Hall’s Rise and Demise:
1. A semiperipheral region may be one that mixes both core and peripheral
forms of organization.
2. A semiperipheral region may be spatially located between core and peripheral
regions.
3. A semiperipheral region may be spatially located between two or more competing core regions.
4. Mediating activities between core and peripheral areas may be carried out in
semiperipheral regions.
5. A semiperipheral area may be one in which institutional features are in some
ways intermediate between those forms found in core and periphery (ChaseDunn and Hall 1997:37).

The structures at Chavin, including the U-shaped design of the Old
Temple, would certainly seem familiar to any coastal visitor. However, the
images and iconography of the temples reflect Amazonian tropical forest
animals and stylistic motifs (definition 1). Chavin de Huantar is located
high in the Andes between the coastal core region to the west and the
peripheral tropical forest regions to the east (definition 2). The rituals performed at Chavin and then spread into core regions may well have been of
tropical forest inspiration if not origin and very likely included use of tropical forest hallucinogens (definition 4).
Soon the images and stylistic conventions seen at Chavin de Huantar
would spread throughout much of ancient Peru. Felines, caymans, the
Chavin Staff God, and characteristic Chavin stylistic conventions were
represented on ceramics, textiles, stone, and goldwork found in sites extending from the northern highlands to the south central coast. Our belief that
this was a temple cult and not a military/political/economic movement is
founded on the fact that the characteristic Chavin iconography is devoid
of explicit references to political, military, or economic exploits of any sort.
Chavin presence is expressed in ceramic and textile designs, but not in
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alteration of settlement patterns or any other indicator of invasion from an
expansionistic polity. Andeanists of all theoretical persuasions share consensus that Chavin was a cult.
The expansion of the cult from the highlands to the coast does not take
the form of monumental structures in Chavin style, but instead its presence
is most often shown in portable objects representing Chavin iconography,
and
these objects, judging from their form and decoration, appear to have functioned in ceremonial contexts as ritual paraphernalia or as part of the
costumes of the officiants. Several classes of portable item are believed
to be involved in the preparation and ingestion of hallucinogens (Burger
1988:124).

Apart from their association with a new iconographic tradition, many of
these objects also demonstrate technological innovation. Both textiles and
goldwork were produced in what some have characterized as “revolutionary”
techniques. Textile production in the Chavin horizon underwent an
astonishing range of new techniques and materials first utilized as carriers of
the Chavin designs. In fact, a set of inventions was promulgated whose influence obliterated most of the older textile traditions in the coastal areas, and
which became the foundation for later Peruvian textile evolution (Conklin
1978:1 as cited in Burger 1988:129).

Goldworking also took forms never previously seen, and as the leading
scholar of Andean metallurgy explains the new technologies,
It may be that in the Central Andes gold was used earlier than any other
metal and that its prominence in the archaeological record during the period
of spread and influence of the Chavin cult…reflects a religious and ceremonial bias of the cult for that metal…My feeling is that gold may have had
special symbolic significance for the cult and that certain religious values
ordoctrine were expressed through its use (Lechtman 1980 as cited in Burger
1988:130).

The Early Horizon then represents major transformations in the shape
of Andean civilization. In the Preceramic and Initial periods, settlements
and monumental ceremonial structures developed primarily on the coast.
Little interaction was evident between valleys, but some exchange occurred
between coastal valley settlements and their adjacent highlands. Thus, it
seems appropriate to describe highland regions as semiperipheral. Then,
following the collapse of the coastal communities at the end of the Initial
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Period, the Chavin cult took off from its semiperipheral base to become
the first nearly Pan-Andean core. In what was semiperiphery, we see revolutionary innovations in technology and ideology, and these innovations soon
spread over much of the Peruvian Andes.
Again, I would emphasize that this expansion did not follow from the
expansionistic moves of a centralized polity, nor did it seem to be driven
by economic forces. If, as Andeanists argue, it was a cult, then we might
ask why it had such wide appeal. Why would peoples of the coast or of the
highlands trade their local cults for a foreign cult? Materialists have perhaps
too often been misled by overly stubborn insistence on treating ideology as
“mere” superstructure. As Earle points out,
Ideology is a system of beliefs and ideas presented publicly in ceremonies
and other occasions. It is created and manipulated strategically by social segments, most importantly the ruling elite, to establish and maintain positions
of social power. (Earle 1997:149)

Whatever led to the collapse of so many coastal communities, it seems
reasonable to suspect that the local cults were unsuccessful in forestalling
catastrophe. And,
…if the legitimacy of a center’s cosmology was called into question, so too
would the non-coercive authority of the leaders associated with this sacred
knowledge. Ultimately, this would have undermined the very basis of the
social relations that underlay the productive systems, and the functioning of
these societies as viable units (Burger 1995:189).

Under these circumstances, perhaps a wonderful new cult might help
ease people through times of crisis. However, we can find a better reason for
the appeal of a new foreign cult, and that reason connects directly with the
attempts of social segments to manipulate ideology to establish and maintain positions of social power. Over time, the ceremonies and rituals of the
local cult would no longer serve communities in an egalitarian manner, if
they ever did. If nothing else, with the establishment of new settlements
at a greater distance from the ceremonial monument, people would be less
immediately connected. Inevitably, some people would become disaffected,
and it is precisely to such increasingly marginalized groups that a new foreign cult would appeal. As Elizabeth Colson notes,
The cult with universal claims then serves as a further court of appeals
when a local cult does not satisfy its adherents…This was true in ancient
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Greece where each small city state had its own cult, associated with its fate as
ahuman community, but delegations went to consult the Oracle of Delphi,or
perhaps Dodona, which served the entire classical world for manycenturies.
(Colson 1977:119 as quoted in Burger 1988:114).

Colson’s reference to oracles such as Delphi and Dodona is not in the
least far-fetched in regard to Andean civilization. One of the most ancient
pilgrimage shrines in Andean civilization was the Oracle of Pachacamac,
near Lima. Since it was still functioning at the time of the Spanish Conquest
of Peru, we have ample ethnohistorical material on this Andean oracle. It is
entirely reasonable to see Pachacamac as a parallel to Chavin.
The Chavin cult then offered a new basis for making claims to power.
We may speculate that people who had made a pilgrimage to Chavin
claimed special status. However, I think it is particularly significant that so
many Chavin objects are portable, and that the major technological innovations of Chavin were in textiles and goldworking. This allowed the movement of high value/low bulk items over considerable distances, and the
display of Chavin status items may have been an integral part of new claims
to status and power.
It is, in fact, during the Early Horizon that we begin to see evidence for
social stratification and wealth differentials, and
Significantly, many of the portable examples of Chavin religious art have been
discovered in the rich burials of the upper social stratum. It is likely that these
individuals used the ideology of the Chavin cult to legitimize and naturalize
their wealth and positions of authority; indeed, the iconography of the cult
frequently appears on jewelry and garments that these people wore. (Burger
1995:203)

Where this leaves us, then, is that the rise of a formerly semiperipheral
area to the central core of a pan-Andean cult produced significant transformations in Andean civilization. New technologies did not increase subsistence production, but were directed toward production of prestige items.
Such prestige items were important status markers and promoted competition among rival factions. This ideologically rooted movement initiated
the first extensive long-distance exchange connections in the Andes and
intensified the earliest movements toward control of political and economic
power.
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the early intermediate period (100–750 c.e.)
By the end of the Early Horizon, Chavin de Huantar was no longer an
important ritual center. Following its “collapse,” the focus of Andean civilization shifted again to the coast. Although reasons for Chavin’s decline may be
pondered at length, I see the transition from Early Horizon to Early Intermediate as an unsurprising instance of pulsation in world-systems. Prior to
Chavin’s rise, coastal communities showed little stratification and appeared
to be surprisingly egalitarian in view of their ability to mobilize substantial amounts of labor for community projects such as the large U-shaped
mounds. These were in fact community projects and not directed toward private or elite interests. The rise of the Chavin cult and its impact on securing
status markers heated up incipient factional rivalries. However, claims to
power that rely primarily on status markers and prestige displays are fragile
when not backed up by military and economic power strategies.
The end of the Early Horizon and the beginning of the Early Intermediate mark our first evidence for consolidation of political, military, and economic power as well as ideological power. It is during this period that we
see the emergence of complex chiefdoms and archaic states. These polities
were localized in the coastal valleys, until the Moche state established the
first multi-valley (conquest) state in the Andes. In any event, Chavin opened
the way toward the development of strong local and regional polities along
the coast, and thereby returned the highlands to semiperipheral status.
Chavin and Chavin-inspired coastal communities had not established
coercive force over their regional populations. Relying upon status alone is
not sufficient to compel others to compliance. However, during the late Early
Horizon and in the Early Intermediate, there exists evidence of increasing
inequality in power and wealth in several settings along the Peruvian coast.
In fact, the Peruvian coast became the model for one of our most influential accounts of origins of “the” state—Robert Carneiro’s circumscription
model.
Carneiro’s model begins by hypothesizing a Peruvian coastal valley
populated by small, dispersed, and autonomous villages. As population
grew, villagers adapted by intensifying production and by fissioning into
new locations. In time, the landscape became filled, yet population continued to grow. Since the desert boxed in fertile lands, villages then began to
fight their neighbors over access to land. Formerly egalitarian and autono-
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mous villages would then become subordinate to the victors and chiefdoms
would form. As population continued to grow along with military prowess,
conflict between neighboring chiefdoms would persist until a single polity
dominated the entire valley. States then emerged from such internecine
conflict, and further growth would lead to warfare with neighboring valleys,
ultimately leading to a multivalley state (Carneiro 1970).
Perhaps one reason the model seems so clear and elegant is that it was
constructed in deductive style, and does not in fact come from actual archaeological evidence:
The reconstruction of these events that I present is admittedly inferential, but
I think it is consistent with the archeological evidence (Carneiro 1970:735)

A test of Carneiro’s model would require thorough settlement survey
archaeology of Peruvian valleys. Such survey work has in fact been carried
out, and David Wilson has presented his evaluation of Carneiro’s model in
a number of publications (Wilson 1983; 1987; 1988; 1989; 1997; 1999).
Although Wilson’s work confirms the importance of warfare in the
development of complex society in the Santa Valley, it disputes the model’s
implications for settlement pattern and the development of valley polities.
He found that the earliest agricultural villages in the Santa were not widely
and thinly distributed, but rather grouped in four major aggregations, separated from one another by several kilometers, in the upper and middle parts
of the valley. Each cluster appeared to be autonomous. So far, this would not
seem a major deviation from Carneiro’s model, so we might then expect to
find warfare between sites or between clusters.
However, sites within each cluster are so immediately adjacent that warfare between them would be improbable. Between-cluster warfare would
satisfy Carneiro’s model of internecine conflict, but this too seems improbable in view of the data. First, clusters differ so greatly in population that his
Cluster Two should have disposed of rivals rapidly. Second, both Cluster
Two and Cluster One did not have sufficient irrigable land to support their
populations, and each needed access to valley floor land not only between
clusters Two and Three, but also farther downstream. And, as Wilson
argues, “this clearly would have required cooperation among the clusters, not
just among the sites that constituted them” (Wilson 1999:363). Wilson then
concludes that if warfare was occurring during the Cayhuamarca Period
(1000-350 B.C.E.), and the presence of a number of fortified sites suggest
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it was, then it was most likely not internecine warfare, but rather warfare
between valleys.
On the Andean coast, I would find a model of inter-valley rather than
internecine warfare plausible also because of a persistent tradition of apparently co-operative connections within valleys, as evidenced by the early
construction of monumental works in the absence of any indication of
hierarchy, and by the later tradition of ethnic groups defining themselves in
terms of valleys.
The appearance of fortifications along with increasing valley-wide integration of settlements is one indication that warfare from this point forward
will open the way toward power strategies built on coercion rather than
prestige. This development reaches its culmination in this period with the
emergence of what would seem to be the first indisputable state society in
the Andes—the Moche state.
The most conspicuous site of the Moche Valley is at Cerro Blanco,
where we find the gigantic adobe pyramid platforms known as the Huaca
del Sol and the Huaca de la Luna. The Huaca del Sol measures 340 by 160
meters at its base and rises 40 meters high. Between the two huge platform
mounds, recent excavations have shown dense residential rubble extending
over at least one square kilometer. The summit of the Huaca del Sol also
has extensive occupation debris, and a number of elite burials have also been
found on lower terraces. Smaller amounts of occupation debris were found
on Huaca de la Luna, but it was the site of even richer tombs than Huaca
del Sol. Platforms and courts surrounded by high walls on its summit, and
the remains of sacrificed individuals also indicate that it may have been the
site of important rituals as well as elite residences (Wilson 1999:386-387).
With the Moche state, we are able to make more than simply good inferences about social and political organization based on settlement pattern
data. Moche ceramics offer extraordinary portrayals of every aspect of life:
sexual positions craft workshops, functionaries at work, warfare, sacrificial
rituals, deities. Moche iconography is particularly rich and explicit in its
portrayal of warriors, battle scenes, the taking of captives, and the presentation of prisoners before officials or for sacrifice. We are left with no doubt
whatsoever that Moche elites commanded formidable coercive power in the
form of military force.
Economic power strategies are suggested in the extensive irrigation
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systems that may well have been extended in this time. It is, however, difficult for us to be sure of the dating of the irrigation works, and we should
exercise caution also by avoiding the assumption that such works required
centralized management. But another instance of economic power might
be seen in the massive labor mobilization required to construct the gigantic
pyramids. Alfred Louis Kroeber noticed back in the 1920’s that the Huaca
del Sol was constructed by placing the adobe bricks into vertical columns,
and he suggested that different communities were responsible for a part of
the construction, “each contingent of a community building its own wall or
column” (Kroeber 1930:61 as quoted in Wilson 1999:387). Such a construction technique follows, albeit on a vaster scale, the shicra technique
noted in structures of the Early Preceramic.
Economic power strategies may be seen even more vividly in Moche
crafts. As Wilson notes, “the superb quality of Moche weavings, pottery vessels, and metallurgy strongly suggests that state artisans were engaged fulltime in carrying out their respective craft specialties” (Wilson 1999:391).
Full-time craft specialization is indicated not only by the quality of the
products, but also from representations in Moche art. These include portrayals of numbers of women weaving on backstrap looms, under the apparent supervision of men in elaborate costumes doing no physical labor and
represented on a scale significantly larger than the other figures in the scene
(see Wilson 1999:392, figure 9.17). This makes a good case for state-sponsored craft specialization dedicated to production of wealth or status items.
As we saw earlier with the rise of the Chavin cult, new technologies
were developed not to increase subsistence production or to sustain growing
populations, but rather to provide status markers to support growing social
inequalities. The elaborate clothing and jewels portrayed in Moche art, and
found in Moche tombs, are vivid indicators of a highly stratified society.
Ideological power in the Moche state was not limited to display of exotic
ritual symbols. Perhaps one of the most awe-inspiring rituals portrayed in
Moche (or anywhere!) was the Moche Sacrifice Ceremony. Naked and
bound men are taken to attendants who slit their throats and collect the
blood in goblets. The blood-filled goblets are then presented for drinking
to a figure identified from his military gear as the Warrior Priest. Perhaps
we might dismiss such a blood-curdling scene as a nightmarish fantasy or a
hallucinogenic vision (remember the likelihood of hallucinogens in Andean
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rituals). However, when Walter Alva and his colleagues excavated an intact
tomb at the Sipan site, they found costumes and ritual equipment matching in detail the portrayals of the Warrior Priest. And, yes, they found the
goblets as well (Alva 1988; Alva and Donnan 1993). We then have reason to
believe that the Moche Sacrifice Ceremony was not simply art, but a ritual
that was actually practiced. Certainly such stirring demonstrations of the
power of elites served not only to impress the locals, but also were no doubt
performed in valleys the Moche state conquered.
The combined ideological, economic, and, above all, military power of
the Moche produced the first multi-valley state in the Andes. At its height,
the Moche state (some have called it an empire) incorporated ten valleys
with a combined population estimated on the order of 650,000 persons
(Wilson 1999:390). Wilson’s survey of the Santa Valley identified a number
of features indicating Moche conquest:
• pottery molds for mass production of ceramics in the Moche style
• a pyramidal mound with occupation debris on the summit similar to the
Huaca del Sol, and made with similar construction techniques
• a shift in settlement pattern so that sites were moved away from high, defensible positions down to the valley floor, and fortifications were entirely eliminated
• irrigation canals were extended into the most productive downvalley areas
allowing greater agricultural intensification and production of surpluses presumably for tribute
• a large mural depicting Moche military motifs (Wilson 1999:393-397)

Building upon traditions of valley-wide co-operation established since
the Early Pre-Ceramic, traditions of manipulating materializations of sacred
ideology that became even more elaborated in the Chavin cult, and traditions of inter-valley warfare seen in the late Early Horizon and Early Intermediate, the Moche State combined ideological, economic, and military
power strategies to build a powerful regional state that represented the core
of Andean civilization.
The Late Early Horizon and Early Intermediate then culminated with
the emergence of a polity with coercive power over a vast region of coastal
Peru. But this too came to an end, and once again we see a shift toward a
new power emerging from the highland semiperiphery. We may speculate
about reasons for the Moche collapse. One plausible hypothesis invokes
the all-too-frequent environmental catastrophes that loom in the Andes.
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Michael Moseley notes evidence of flood damage at the Huaca del Sol
and Huaca de la Luna that may be the result of torrential El Nino rains,
which were then followed by a thirty-year drought. Ice core samples from
the Quelccaya ice cap indicate a severe drought from 562 to 594 C.E.. Sand
then choked fields as well as irrigation canals (Moseley 1992:211; Morris
and Von Hagen 1993:84).
Invoking an Andean environmental catastrophe may seem too easy a
solution to the problem of collapse of the coastal state, opening the way for
the emergence of the first highland conquest state. Speculation aside, I think
it is sufficient to suggest that, despite its ability to organize military, economic, and ideological power in ways not previously seen in Andean civilization, the Moche State remained vulnerable. As argued above, the course of
Andean civilization led to increasing integration within each of the coastal
valleys. Labor mobilization for the construction of sometimes gigantic platform mounds does not seem to have been done under the command of
elites, but rather seems to be done under communitarian organization.
When warfare began to play a visible role in shaping polities, it did not
follow the Carneiro model of internecine warfare within valleys, but rather
was rivalry and conflict between valleys. Any crisis in Moche State power
strategies would provide opportunity for the state to fragment into its formerly autonomous provinces.
middle horizon (600–1000 c.e.)
The breakdown of the coastal Moche State (out of consideration for
non-Andeanists, I have omitted discussion of smaller coastal states contemporary with Moche along the central and south central coast), opened the
way yet again for another historic shift. Once again, the highland semiperiphery became the core of Andean civilization as large areas of the Andes
were incorporated into what has been described as the first great empire
of the Andes, the Wari-Tiwanaku “Empire.” The dual name refers to the
two central cities of this era: Wari, 2800 meters high near the modern city
of Ayacucho in Peru’s south central highlands, and Tiwanaku, 3850 meters
high in the Andes near the southern end of Lake Titicaca in what is now
Bolivia.
Tiwanaku was a massive city, extending 2.8 by 1.6 kilometers according to shard scatter, and probably much larger at its height, with an overall
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population estimated at 30,000-40,000 (Kolata 1993:174). The central
structures at its ceremonial core are monumental platforms and enclosures
incorporating the largest monolithic stone sculpture in the Andes. Stone
for the sculptures and construction was quarried as far away as the Copacabana Peninsula on Lake Titicaca and transported by reed boat and overland
skids (Morris and Von Hagen 1993:102). The gigantic stone sculptures and
gateways and the vast patios and enclosures seem designed to mark vast
ceremonial spaces.
Although we may be jumping ahead of our story, the ceremonial spaces
at Tiwanaku may be ancestral to the later Inca use of space to project ideological power. As Morris and Von Hagen argue,
…intriguing parallels exist between the public architecture of Tiwanaku and
that of the Inka a few centuries later. Both emphasized gateways that marked
boundaries between one space and another. The Inka had great concern with
such boundaries and with the movement of people across them. The ceremonial passage from one space or one patio to another may have marked important social and political transformations, and gateways themselves may have
symbolized and legitimized such changes. It seems evident that the public
architecture of Tiwanaku is ancestral to that of the Inka, and thus it is reasonable to suggest some of the same emphasis on ceremonial paths punctuated
by gateways, shrines, and other stopping points along the way. Like the Inka,
Tiwanaku rulers had to convince the people of their power and to guide the
populace through a transformation establishing a new order of elites whose
instructions were to be obeyed (Morris and Von Hagen 1993:103).

Further evidence of the importance of ceremony at Tiwanaku is that the
artistic motifs represented on the massive gateways and sculptures became
so widespread through the Andean highlands as well as the coast that it was
argued that Tiwanaku must have been an expansionistic state, an empire.
Alan Kolata, for example, refers to Tiwanaku as a “predatory state” (Kolata
1993:174) and as an expansionistic empire (Kolata 1993:243ff ). However,
to justify such an inference, we might ask what evidence we find for Tiwanaku impact on distant regions.
Tiwanaku presence in the northern Chilean desert oasis of San Pedro
de Atacama is indicated by ceramics. The Tiwanaku materials are decorated
with religious images characteristic of Tiwanaku’s gateways. The materials
also include drug paraphernalia such as the snuff trays, inhaling tubes, and
spatulas found at Tiwanaku (Kolata 1993:139).
The Omo site, at Moquegua in southern Peru some 300 kilometers
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away from Tiwanaku, was the first clear instance of Tiwanaku ceremonial
architecture at any distance from Tiwanaku itself (Goldstein 1989; Kolata
1993:266ff; Morris and Von Hagen 1993:108; Moseley 1992:224ff ). Here
Paul Goldstein found a large platform mound 120 meters long, but constructed of adobe rather than stone-faced earth. Stepped platforms and a
square sunken enclosure clearly identify the site as Tiwanaku. According
to Kolata, “the designers of the Omo ceremonial complex were well familiar
with the architectural and sculptural tradition of Tiwanaku, and drew their
inspiration directly from Tiwanaku’s central monuments” (Kolata 1993:
268). A large residential area surrounded the platform, and cemeteries
further out indicate a substantial population of likely Tiwanaku origin, as
evidenced by the cranial deformation favored at Tiwanaku (Moseley 1992:
226-227). Kolata characterizes the Omo community as “an agricultural
colony of altiplano origins” (Kolata 1993:263). Other Tiwanaku sites also
“…… seem to have been constructed in sparsely occupied areas, and is very
likely that they were built by peoples from the vicinity of Tiwanaku itself ”
(Morris and Von Hagen 1993:109).
However, I would suggest that such sites are not necessarily evidence
for a Tiwanaku expansionist state, but rather that we are seeing archaeological evidence for Tiwanaku colonies. Ethnohistorical records from the Andes
have shown that a number of Andean highland polities established colonies
in distant environmental zones. (Murra [1972] is the classic discussion of
what he called “vertical archipelagoes”). Through establishing colonies at
distances as far as fifteen days walk, the home community was able to obtain
desired resources without having to resort to trade, and without taking
political control over intervening territories. Ethnohistorical discussion has
contested whether such colonies were established late in Andean civilization, or whether, as Murra argued, they were in fact quite ancient. The
archaeological materials that some cite as evidence for an expansionist Tiwanaku state seem to me to be more likely to be some of our earliest evidence
for long-distance colonies.
Evidence for the “aggressive and predatory” character of the Tiwanaku
polity seems to me rather thin. Iconography at the ceremonial center of
Tiwanaku does include portrayals of trophy heads and sculpture apparently
representing decapitation, and this, apparently, is what Kolata refers to as
“aggressive, martial themes” (1993:134). However, I would ask whether in
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fact we should characterize trophy head themes or headhunting as necessarily “martial.” Headhunting and trophy taking are characteristic of many village societies in the Amazon and in the Andes as well. I would be inclined to
characterize such activities as “raiding,” and I would suggest that headhunting is not a state activity. War, on the other hand, is a state activity, based on
quite different logics and logistics.
Kolata seems to contradict his own characterization of Tiwanaku as an
aggressive predatory state (1993:243) almost immediately after making it:
But, apart from a few exceptions, the expansion of Tiwanaku was not the
product of a militaristic grand strategy worked out self-consciously by the
lords of Tiwanaku and implemented through force-of-arms. Tiwanaku’s
empire was not of the same order of magnitude as that of the Inca, or the
classical empires of the Old World, nor was its expansion primarily the work
of warrior-kings with huge, standing armies ready at an instant to conquer,
intimidate, and oppress local populations. Military stratagems and conscious
efforts to conquer territory played a relatively small role in the movement
of Tiwanaku into foreign territories. Rather, we must think of the state as
a dynamic mosaic of populations linked at times imperfectly by a mosaic
of strategic policies and political relationships devised by Tiwanaku’s elite
interest groups in an almost ad hoc fashion. These political stratagems
responded to local cultural diversity and specific historical contingencies
(Kolata 1993:243)

In other words, Tiwanaku did not project its power through military
means, and at numerous points Kolata argues that coercive force was not
necessary, but rather that “Tiwanaku state religion and imperial ideology
performed much the same work as military conquest, but at significantly
lower cost” (1993:245, 246, 252, 82, 85).
The absence of military motifs, military architecture, or occupation of
previously occupied territories with consequent changes in settlement pattern also speaks to me of something other than a conquest state. What it
does suggest, in my view, is another widespread Andean cult in many ways
reminiscent of the Early Horizon Chavin cult. Tiwanaku iconography in
many cases resembles Chavin, and, as Isbell notes, “there can be little doubt
that Tiahuanacoid iconography belongs to a mythical tradition with its roots
in late Chavin culture” (Isbell 1988:180). The prominence of ceremonial
space and even the spread of drug paraphernalia also seem to echo Chavin.
Again, as Kolata argues, “an essential element of Tiwanaku imperial policy
was the exportation of state cults” (1993:248). Apart from dissemination of
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images of the Gateway God, Tiwanaku craft items were mass-produced for
export to colonies as prestige items and status markers associated with the
religious ideology of Tiwanaku.
Where Tiwanaku also seems to have built upon post-Chavin core civilization is in a mobilization of economic power beyond anything seen in the
Early Horizon. Apart from the massive scale of Tiwanaku, so vast that it
must be characterized as a city rather than simply a ceremonial center, the
Tiwanaku polity transformed agricultural production in a manner comparable to the great coastal irrigation works.
Tiwanaku is situated at a higher altitude than any ancient city in the
world, and its population seems to have been far too large to have been sustained by agricultural techniques typically available at such altitude. However, Tiwanaku relied on extraordinary agricultural techniques to intensify
production. Along the shore of Lake Titicaca, 75 square kilometers of raised
fields constructed on platforms from 5 to 15 meters wide and up to 200
meters long allowed the high yields necessary to sustain a city of Tiwanaku’s
magnitude (Kolata 1993:183ff presents a detailed accounting of Tiwanaku
agricultural technology; see also Moseley 1992:229;Morris and Von Hagen
1993:105).
In sum, I would argue that Tiwanaku built upon the forms of ideological
power spread under the Chavin cult during its time as a highland core region,
and it built upon strategies of economic power expanded in the coastal core
regions. What seems less convincing is that it exercised military power, and
for that reason I am disinclined to speak of a Tiwanaku “empire.” Nonetheless, this discussion of Middle Horizon began with reference to the
Wari-Tiwanaku “Empire,” and I believe that we do find evidence of the combination of ideological, economic, and military power strategies in Wari.
Wari’s urban core, on the eastern edge of the Ayacucho Valley, sprawled
over an area of 3-4 square kilometers with a population on the order of
20,000-30,000 (Moseley 1992:217). Massive stone walls divide Wari into
sectors containing numerous building compounds ranging in size from 40
meters to 100 meters in length, and often reaching two or three stories high
(Isbell 1988:168-169). Such a large and dense population was made possible
because of a very large irrigation system and extensive terracing of steep
slopes to increase the available productive lands. By putting steep slopes into
production for the first time, and by drawing irrigation water from elevated
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springs or streams less vulnerable to irregular rainfall patterns (Moseley
1992:218), Wari economic power strategies represent yet another example of
new technologies appearing in formerly semiperipheral regions.
Ideological power was materialized in Wari’s adoption of some of the
most important religious symbols from Tiwanaku, such as the Gateway
God (which itself may have been derived from the Chavin Staff God). Wari
iconography shares so much with Tiwanaku that they were once thought
to be dual capitals of a single empire. However, one finds a number of significant differences between Tiwanaku and Wari iconography. Tiwanaku
iconography was depicted largely on monumental stone objects, while Wari
iconography was represented primarily on portable objects that could be
taken out to the wider world (Schreiber 1992:280). In contrast to Tiwanaku,
where vast open ceremonial spaces seemed to invite pilgrims to come into
the city, Wari architecture is closed and in many instances bafflingly inaccessible. The message appears to be “You need not come to Wari, but Wari will
come to you!”
Wari’s propensity to extend itself outward is seen in a string of a dozen
major administrative centers outside the Wari heartland, stretching some
1000 kilometers from Cuzco to Cajamarca. Three of these Wari provincial
centers have been excavated sufficiently to give some picture of how Wari
outliers worked. The smallest, Jincamocco, covers about four hectares in
the Carhuarazo Valley, six days away from Wari. Schreiber argues that it
was a major administrative center, and three smaller centers were built on
the other side of the valley. As she writes, “The Wari occupation of this
valley resulted in an alteration of local lifestyles so revolutionary that some
of those changes still affect life there today” (Schreiber 1992:259). It appears
to have been situated along a road extending through Jincamocco to the
coast (Schreiber 1992:261) (Isbell 1988:185).
Two larger centers suggest a forceful Wari presence at great distance
from Wari itself. Viracochapampa, in the highlands near Cajamarca some
700 kilometers north of Wari, is a vast rectangular compound measuring
more than half a kilometer on a side. Within the compound walls enclosing
a space larger than 30 hectares are numerous courts, patios, and structures
surrounding a central plaza (Moseley 1992:223). It is not clear that Viracochapampa can be taken as evidence of military conquest so far north of Wari,
but it does demonstrate Wari’s farthest reach northward (Topic1991).
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Pikillaqta, in the Cuzco Valley some 250 kilometers southeast of Wari,
is the southernmost and largest of the Wari centers. In fact, the extent of
Pikillaqta is as large as the core of Inca Cuzco (McEwan 1991:93). Within
this space we find enormous rectangular compounds and vast warrens of
rooms that appear to have been storage facilities and barracks-like quarters
(Morris and Von Hagen 1993:116; Isbell 1988:185). Following some of the
most recent investigations at Pikillaqta, McEwan concludes:
…Pikillacta represents a very sophisticated, complex product of a highly organized society. It was probably built to house a political and religious elite who
administered the southern highland part of the Huari empire, and to concentrate in one place the economic and political functions together with a
resident local population in order to centralize this provincial administration
(McEwan 1991:118).

Although Wari compounds, particularly Pikillaqta, have been characterized as garrisons , the outer walls at Pikillaqta “lack parapets, ascending
steps, and other features characteristic of fortifications” (Isbell 1988:185)
(for discussion of how we may identify military architecture in the Andes,
see Topic and Topic 1987). Nonetheless, Wari structures were such formidable strongpoints that it seems implausible that they would be vulnerable
to anything less than massive force.
Our most direct view of Wari military organization comes from Cerro
Baul, a 600 meter high mesa in the Moquegua Valley, where we have earlier
encountered the Tiwanaku Omo colony situated some 20 kilometers away.
The route up Cerro Baul was fortified with walls and parapets, and its
summit was covered with a large complex of Wari buildings (Moseley
1992:221). The construction of such a formidable fortified site gives us
some idea of what Wari was capable of when it moved into territory contested by a potentially powerful adversary (Moseley, et al. 1991). Formidable
fortifications in the Moquegua Valley zone where Wari and Tiwanaku seem
to have come in direct confrontation might expectably differ from what we
might see in Wari provincial sites between Pikillaqta and Viracochapampa
where there were no rivals so potentially powerful as Tiwanaku. As Schreiber evaluates the thousand-kilometer string of Wari highland sites and
evidence for sometimes “revolutionary” changes in local lifestyles, she concludes that
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…available data are consistent with the interpretation that Wari was an
imperialist state. It controlled a very large territory, from Cuzco to Cajamarca
in the highlands, and possibly the coast as well. It was a territory that was
ethnically and ecologically diverse. It expanded very rapidly, and lasted perhaps only 150 years. Above all, there is good evidence of direct Wari political
control over a series of discrete regions;… (Schreiber 1992:267)

Whatever we may make of evidence for Wari as a conquest state, I
believe that Wari demonstrated its economic power by reorganizing agricultural production in its provincial sites through terracing, irrigation, and
promotion of maize agriculture. The substantial storage facilities in Wari
sites also indicate formidable surplus production. Wari also projected ideological power, though primarily in the form of imagery taken from Tiwanaku.
Finally, we have some indication that Wari was able to plant sites over a distance on the order of a thousand kilometers, and this in itself suggests that
it was able to handle any objections from the locals. But Tiwanaku and Wari
world collapse.
“After approximately 700 years of growth and colonial expansion, the
Tiwanaku state disappeared as a regional political force in the south-central
Andes between A.D. 1000 and 1100.” (Kolata 1993:284) Collapse of Tiwanaku seems to be closely correlated with yet another Andean environmental disaster. Data from the Quelccaya glacier indicate that a major drought
began around 1000 C.E. and lasted for decades. During the drought, the
canal-based irrigation in the Moquegua Valley and the groundwater-based
irrigation agriculture on the Peruvian and Chilean coasts failed (Kolata
1993:294; Clement and Moseley 1989). The raised ridged fields in the
Tiwanaku heartland were initially less vulnerable to degradation from the
drought, but in time the lowering water table had a devastating impact
there as well. Abandonment of many of the Tiwanaku outliers followed collapse of Tiwanaku’s agricultural base, and cities and urban civilization disappeared in the Titicaca Basin for another 400 years (Kolata 1993:299). The
successors to Tiwanaku retreated into sites, often fortified, where access to
water could be defended.
For the Wari collapse, I would propose another scenario. Wari had been
unable to move toward the Titicaca Basin because of Tiwanaku’s presence
to the south. Wari did try to challenge Tiwanaku in the Moquegua Valley,
as we see at Cerro Baul, but apparently withdrew. Blocked to the south,
Wari moved as far as it could into the Cuzco Basin and as far south from
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there as Sicuani, where it met the northern most extension of Tiwanaku
(evidence: Canas and Canchis were formerly Aymara speakers, according to
Cieza). From the Cuzco region, Wari extended northward along the sierra
as far north as the Cajamarca region. A one thousand kilometer long stretch
would be difficult to sustain without military superiority and good supply
lines. Evidence suggests that Wari built a road system and established storage and rest facilities along the route.
However, already overextended, Wari would also be vulnerable to any
environmental catastrophe. The collapse of Wari, as well as that of Tiwanaku, and, for that matter, of all previous Andean civilizations did not mean
a return to scattered tribal villages. The successor polities continued to
exercise economic, military, and, presumably, ideological power, albeit on a
smaller scale. The small successor polities to the Middle Horizon regional
polities often took the form of hill-fort chiefdoms (see Earle 1997:121),
and such polities were characteristic in the Andes in the Late Intermediate
Period.
late intermediate and the emergence of the inca state
The period following the collapse of the Middle Horizon is known as
the Late Intermediate Period. Once again, the core polities, Wari and Tiwanaku, collapsed and what had been their semiperipheral provinces broke
away and formed what Earle refers to as hill-fort chiefdoms all throughout
the highlands. The Late Intermediate chiefdoms are conspicuous archaeologically for their hilltop fortifications, and the oral traditions carried into
the ethnohistorical literature reinforce the argument that their power was all
but exclusively military. Each chiefdom was led by a sinchi, and documents
from throughout the Andean highlands make it clear that a sinchi was a warrior chief.
In the absence of demographic disparities, and given the simplicity of
the weapons of war, what we would expect to find is a situation of military
stand-off. However, it is out of this situation and this era that we see the
rapid rise of what would become the greatest empire of the Americas, and
certainly one of the most extensive of all ancient empires. Discussion of the
Late Intermediate and the rise of the Inca state is not to be undertaken as a
few concluding pages of a hasty survey of Andean civilization. It is a monumental story, and I wouldn’t dare even to outline it here. However, I would
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conclude with a speculative prospectus for the next part of the story.
Toward the end of the Middle Horizon, Wari, unable to move south,
had moved north and was dangerously overextended. At any point between
Cuzco and Cajamarca, a belligerent chiefdom may have found opportunity
to challenge the Wari presence. One such warrior group who dominated
parts of Ayacucho, Huancavilca, and Andahuaylas were known as the
Chancas. In the scenario I propose, the Chancas were the ones whose challenge dismantled the Wari state. Following victory over Wari, the Chancas
then moved, as had Wari before at Pikillaqta, toward the Cuzco Valley.
This, however, proved a fatal error, or perhaps only bad luck in historical contingency, since, certainly against Chanca expectations and those of
many in Cuzco as well, the Cuzco forces defeated the Chancas. The military
success of Cuzco is the defining moment for the emergence of Cuzco as an
expansionistic state. Following consolidation of the Cuzco region, perhaps
it should not be surprising that the new Inca state would soon move toward
the south. Without the opposition of Wari or Tiwanaku states, Cuzco could
control the entire length of the Vilcanota Valley, and move to take the altiplano regions that were formerly the Tiwanaku heartland.
And what were they after? We have no evidence suggesting that the Inca
restored the vast ancient raised fields. What the Titicaca Basin meant for the
Inca was a vast pastureland and vast herds of camelids. With llamas carrying the loads in supply caravans, the Inca were able to expand upon Wari
techniques of road extension with waystations as points for storage, labor
mobilization, military garrison, and state displays.
From the semiperiphery, the Cuzco Valley, then rose the greatest Empire
of the ancient Americas. Its economic power transformed the Andes both in
the highlands and on the coast as it reorganized agricultural production,
mobilized labor throughout its entire reach, and constructed a vast network of state storage facilities. It skillfully manipulated ideological power as
it imposed new state cults and co-opted local deities. And, most conspicuously, it was able to organize military power on a scale without precedent in
the Andes. As Earle puts it,
The changes accompanying the rapid Inka expansion …involved weaving a
tapestry of power that united the powers of military, economy, and ideology.
Warfare became effective as it became supported by a state financial system
and institutionalized by a state ideology. The destructive power of military
might was fashioned into an effective political source of centralizing power in
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Peru only when it was harnessed and controlled through its articulation with
the other sources of power (Earle 1997:122)

summary and conclusions
Collapse and succession in Andean world-systems follow patterns and
rhythms common to other ancient world-systems. Although they were not
the first to do so, anthropologists and archaeologists have returned to this
problem over the past fifty years (e.g. Steward 1949, Willey 1991, Marcus
1998, Chase-Dunn and Hall 1997).
Particularly powerful hypotheses for regularities in collapse and succession come from an understanding of geopolitical principles. I have argued
in this paper that effective exercise of power requires organization of economic, ideological, and military power. But, following Collins,“the state consists ultimately of military control over a territory” (Collins 1981:71). To
elaborate on this rather stark statement of necessary conditions for a successful state, Collins draws our attention to “the organizational resources
that make up the bases of military power, and the territorial configurations
in which this power is exercised” (Collins 1981:71).
Discussion of the organizational resources underlying military power
is fundamental in current archaeological and anthropological treatments of
complex society (e.g., Earle 1977). What is missing in many works, however, is study of the territorial configurations in which power is exercised.
Once states have filled landscapes, a number of geopolitical principles come
into play without regard to cultural particularities. Some of the issues Collins directs us toward include, weponry, heartland size and wealth, marchland advantages, overxpansion, and technological diffusion (1981:75, 80, 98,
101)
I believe archaeologists and anthropologists may find richer understanding of the organization of power through closer study of what we
have learned from geopolitics and military history. As in chess, the better
we understand the territory, the more likely we are to find meaningful patterns and strategies in the middle and end games. Archaeology, apart from
a flirtation with central place theory, has not deeply explored the geography
of power. As Collins argues, our task is to understand “the organizational
resources that make up the bases of military power, and the territorial configurations in which this power is exercised” (Collins 1981:71). Although
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I have agreed with the argument that without military power a polity has
little chance of success, military power is not the whole story. Leaving the
last word to Earle,
A strong central political institution depends less on any one source of power
than on the interrelationships among the power sources and on its ultimate
grounding in the political economy. (Earle 1997:192)
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Global Incorporation and Cultural
Survival: The Surinamese Maroons at the
Margins of the World-System
Aonghas St-Hilaire
Abstract: The Maroons of Suriname enter the twenty-first century as the
only surviving, culturally and politically autonomous Maroon communities in
the Americas. The paper adopts a world-systems approach to explain the evolution of the Surinamese Maroon nations vis-à-vis the ever expanding Surinamese state and global political economy, with particular attention paid to
the cultural survival of the Maroon nations. Prior to emancipation, limited
colonial integration and mutual fear between the Maroons and Surinamese
coastal society facilitated the development of the Maroon communities as relatively independent nations. Despite the best efforts of colonial authorities
after emancipation, the weak economy and infrastructure of the Surinamese
colony as well as continued mutual fear and distrust enabled the Maroons
to guard their autonomy. However, after the Second World War, a period of
global economic expansion, the rapid development of the Suriname as an
integrated political, economic and cultural unit, and the depletion of and
strain on natural resources in traditional Maroon territory dealt serious
blows to Maroon autonomy. Maroon cultural survival depends on the ability
of the Maroon nations to navigate the rapid changes currently affecting
Maroon society, guarding political autonomy and cultivating the most treasured aspects of their cultural heritage, while participating, albeit peripherally, in modern global capitalism.

O

f all the New World Maroons who struggled to forge independent
communities in opposition to slavery and the harshness of plantation
life, only the Maroons of south-central and southeastern Suriname continue
on as culturally and politically distinct and viable entities through the present day. The Surinamese Maroons still live in relatively thriving independent communities in traditional tribal territory. Elsewhere in the Americas,
Maroon societies were either destroyed or became integrated into the culture and society of the larger ‘host’ nation. Price (1976) asserts that the
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Maroons of Suriname, with over 300 years of independent history, represent the most highly developed independent societies and cultures in the
history of Africans in the Americas. Vestiges of Maroon society hold on tenuously in Jamaica. Assimilation to the culture of the larger Jamaican nation
has eroded the viability of the Jamaican Maroons as a distinct, independent community. In Suriname, however, six Maroon societies maintain linguistic, cultural and political norms that differ considerably from those
of the urbanized and densely populated coastal region. The Saramacca,
Matawai and Kwinti of south-central Suriname, and the Ndjuka, Paramacca and Aluku of the southeastern region remain distinct tribal entities
whose autonomous political status finds support in eighteenth and nineteenth-century peace treaties and in historical relations between the coastal
government centered in Paramaribo and the leaders of the different tribes.
The success of the Surinamese in maintaining autonomous life in the
interior of Suriname belies a long history of attempts by colonial and later
national governments to either destroy the independent Maroons or integrate them into larger Surinamese society. The autonomy of the Maroon
tribal societies is currently threatened by the relative economic prosperity
of the coast and the relative economic scarcity of life in tribal territory.
While the Maroons successfully defended their autonomy during the fledgling years of tribal development and during the period prior to emancipation, efforts to integrate the Maroons into coastal society and the growth
of economic opportunities on the coast, particularly since the end of the
Second World War, have undermined the traditional autonomy of the various tribes. This paper examines the origins of the Surinamese Maroons, the
development of Maroon society before and after emancipation, and the erosion of tribal independence after the Second World War, adopting a worldsystems perspective as the theoretical framework. Of particular interest is
the continued cultural survival of the Maroon tribes as distinct societies
given recent trends toward both global economic integration and the political, social and economic integration of Suriname as a nation. The worldsystems perspective explains the development and evolution of Surinamese
Maroon society in relation to larger intersocietal networks. The genesis
and the cultural survival of the Maroon tribes of Suriname are inextricably
linked with dynamics operating within and through both larger Surinamese
society and the global political economy.
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the world-systems perspective
Since European and later American colonial and capitalist economic
expansion, every region of the world has become integrated into a single
global political economy. World-systems theory calls this global entity the
world-system (Wallerstein 1979; Shannon 1996). From the perspective of
the minority, stateless cultural group, the important idea behind world-systems theory is that a nation or subnational region develops the way it does in
part because of its position in the world-system (Wallerstein 1974). Further
refinement of the concept is provided by Chase-Dunn and Hall (1991) who
define world-systems as, ‘intersocietal networks in which the interaction is
an important condition of the reproduction of the internal structures of the
composite units and importantly affects changes which occur in these local
structures’. World-Systems theory looks at larger societal constellations to
explain local societal change. The evolution of Surinamese Maroon society
depends, therefore, on interaction with larger Surinamese society which, in
turn, is influenced by participation in intersocietal networks at the global
level.
The contemporary world-system is divided into three economic zones:
core, semi-periphery and periphery (Shannon 1996). In the core, i.e. the
industrialized countries of Western Europe, North America and Japan, production is capital intensive, using high-wage labor and the most modern
technologies. In the periphery, where Suriname squarely lies, production
relies on large quantities of relatively low-wage labor. Incorporation into the
world-system is a continuum. Areas not yet included in the world-system
are ‘external arenas.’ In the external arena, social life is typically marked by
pre-capitalist forms of production and economic organization. In the process of incorporation into a larger world-system, external arenas frequently
evolve into contact peripheries first, when outside influences are first felt
within local society, then into marginal peripheries, as local social life grows
increasingly dependent on larger networks of exchange, and finally into
dependent peripheries, at which point traditional forms of economic and
social life largely give way to those of the greater world-system.
Two trends characterize the evolution of the global political economy
since the close of the fifteenth century: the broadening and deepening of
capitalist production. Over the past 500 years, capitalist economic activities
have steadily broadened, spreading into new geographic areas and integrat-
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ing more of the globe into the modern world-system. Also over the last
five centuries, capitalist economic relationships have continually deepened, influencing ever greater aspects of life within societies already in the
world-system. As a result of these trends, money has gained hegemony in
regulating the exchange of goods and the provision of labor, production
has become increasingly mechanized, social and economic relationships
are increasingly regulated by formal, precise, legal arrangements, and communities have seen their traditional self-sufficiency wither away. Shannon
(1996) argues that the contemporary world-system must expand in order to
survive, particularly during periods of economic stagnation and falling rates
of profit. During low points in economic cycles, such as periods of recession,
capital seeks expansion, thereby providing the impetus for the continued
integration of the world-system and for the incorporation of any remaining
external arenas.
For cultural communities like the Surinamese Maroons, who enjoy a
long history of relative autonomy, increased economic interdependence with
coastal Surinamese society and the outside world may seriously undermine
the long-term ability of these communities to survive as culturally and politically distinct entities within Suriname. Historically, the six Maroon tribes
of Suriname have been thriving ‘states within a state’ (Price 1976). Although
never completely independent of coastal Suriname, the Maroons of the
interior have carefully guarded their political and cultural autonomy from
Paramaribo. Prior to the 1940s, the Maroons exhibited many societal features associated with the life in the external arena or with status as independent world-systems, albeit of small size and limited geographic extension.
Wallerstein (1984) treats stateless societies that are not a part of the modern
world-system as mini-systems, characterized by the production of basic
subsistence goods within a single cultural community. The more discrete the
economic, political and social boundaries of the Maroon tribal communities, the more correctly they may be regarded as mini-systems, independent
of the larger Surinamese national and global political economies. Additionally, to the extent that the Maroon tribes maintain status as discrete minisystems, or entities operating in the external arena, the long-term cultural
survival and viability of these unique communities are enhanced.
Chase-Dunn and Hall (1997) suggest that a mini-system tends toward
discreteness if ‘essential’ interactions are carried out within a single cultural
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entity. If, however, interactions commonly cross cultures, the single cultural
community is part of a larger world-system. Interactions occur through different networks of exchange. Bulk goods networks provide for the provision and exchange of food and raw materials. Marriage networks provide
for marital linkages across component communities of a mini-system. Military and political networks encompass interactions through international
or intercommunal relations, diplomacy and military conflict. Prestige goods
networks and information networks constitute further determinants of
system limits or fluidness. Procurement treks for food, raw materials and
prestige goods delineate the boundaries of the mini-system. The exchange
of brides and grooms similarly help delineate systemic boundaries. Conflict,
in the form of disputes, raids, line wars, battles and retaliatory attacks also
serve to fix systemic boundaries. Finally, the flow of information across composite units of exchange networks within a system aid in determining the
systemic discreteness of a single cultural entity.
Integrated into the world-system as a peripheral region, Suriname has
historically been a ‘borderline society’, evolving at the outer limits of European cultural influence (Lier 1977). The Maroons, at the margins of an
already peripheral Suriname, have developed as distinct societies even further removed from the spheres of European cultural influence. Shared culture, however, is not a determinant of world-systems boundaries. Wallerstein
(1979) defines the world-system as a multicultural network of exchange
of necessities. Today there is only one global civilization or world-system.
The world-system is based on connectedness, not uniformity. Communities whose people interact intensively, significantly and continuously belong
to the same civilization, even when their cultures are dissimilar and their
interactions are generally hostile (Wilkinson 1987). Nonetheless, there exist
cultural characteristics that tend toward uniformity in the contemporary
world-system. American pop culture, for example, disseminated by the U.S.
film and music industries, now enjoys unrivaled influence throughout the
world. In addition, the culture of industrial and technological modernity
finds adherents among elite groups in all corners of the globe, encouraging
the diffusion of a global consumer-oriented culture in the core, semi-periphery and periphery of the world-system.
Status groups, or social groupings whose solidarity is derived from a
shared cultural identification constitute influential actors within the net-
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works of interaction in the world-system (Shannon 1996). Status groups
are typically composed of members of the elites or highest classes of society. Status groups, through their control of capital, the media and national
administrations, disproportionately influence the creation and maintenance
of social norms. Sustained interaction between communities in the core
and communities in the periphery affect cultural definitions of superiority
and inferiority (Chase-Dunn and Hall 1993). As the interaction of social
unequals intensifies, the cultural property of core status groups tends to gain
in prestige and in numbers of adherents. Status groups in the periphery
tend to model cultural behavior after status groups in the core, affecting the
socio-cultural development of their respective national societies. In this process, the cultural property of human communities living outside the circles
of power tends to be denigrated and is often associated with ignorance, barbarity and the primitive.
System boundaries are blurred or destroyed as interaction between two
or more societies heightens. The nature of relations between two or more
human communities coming in greater contact with each other influences
the role of each community’s respective culture in the emerging common
world-system. This is particularly true for stateless cultural communities.
In exploring the nature of intergroup relations and the emerging status of
each group’s respective culture, important questions to ask include; 1) Is
systemic expansion achieved through conquest or some other means?, 2) Is
local or long-distance trade increasing across cultural boundaries?, 3) Do
more urbanized societies dominate or exploit hinterland societies? and, 4)
How does urbanization spread? (Chase-Dunn and Hall 1997). Generally,
when two or more societies of differential degrees of complexity, size and
urbanization meet, an intersocietal hierarchy emerges in which members of
less complex, small and rural communities come to constitute the lowest
social rungs of the forming world-system. As the Surinamese Maroons
increasingly integrate into larger Surinamese society, it is expected that their
culture, suffering low status and social denigration at the national level,
will undergo disproportionate challenges to change and pressures toward
extinction vis-à-vis coastal Surinamese society. In the process of integration
within the global political economy, stateless minority cultural groups lack
the institutional support to recreate traditional cultural norms in the face of
competition with nation-wide social institutions. National integration gen-
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erally translates into the assimilation of stateless minorities to the dominant
national culture.
the contrasting cases of jamaica and brazil
Marronage was a common response of enslaved Africans throughout
the Americas to the inhumanity of plantation life. In the early 1600s, under
the Spanish, there already existed Maroon communities in the mountains
of Jamaica. However, it was not until the British captured and colonized
the island from 1652 onward that marronage grew to large-scale proportions. Plantation masters, with the backing of colonial authorities and their
own private military forces, expended considerable resources to subdue the
early Maroons. Nevertheless, by the 1680s and 1690, formidable bands of
Maroons were well established in the Blue Mountains of eastern Jamaica
and in the Cockpit Country of northwestern Jamaica. Efforts to destroy
the Maroon communities bore little fruit. By the 1720s, the Maroons’ numbers and organizational capacity had grown to such strength that the Jamaican plantocracy and colonial authorities lived in a state of continual anxiety
and fear (Sherlock and Bennett 1998). Unable to conquer the Maroons
and under increased threat of Maroon attack, colonial authorities were
forced to sign peace treaties; first with Cudjoe, leader of the Cockpit Country Maroons, in 1739, and then with Quao, chief of the Blue Mountain
Maroons, in 1740. Under the terms of the treaties, colonial authorities were
to cease all military action against the Maroons and, for their part, the
Maroons were to stop their attacks on the plantations and to refuse to
harbor any new runaway slaves. More than 50 years of peace followed the
treaties (Black 1983).
After the treaties of 1739 and 1740, as a result of the cutting off of flows
of new recruits, cultural divergence between the Maroons in the mountainous interior and the slaves of the coastal plantations advanced most
significantly (Bilby 1994). However, with emancipation in 1838, the legal
distinctions between the Maroons and the slaves disappeared, a factor working against the maintenance of a separate Maroon cultural identity. After
1838, contact between the Maroons and ex-slaves increased. Greater numbers of Maroons migrated to the coast and many ex-slaves took up settlement in or near the established Maroon communities (Black 1983). Over
the next century, the Jamaican peasantry expanded into the areas bordering
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traditional Maroon territories and soon outnumbered the Maroons. As a
result, cultural differences between the Maroons and other Jamaicans gradually eroded, leading some observers to the conclusion of eventual assimilation of Jamaican Maroons to mainstream Jamaican culture (Martin 1973;
Bilby 1994). At present, Maroons and the rural Jamaicans living with or
next to them speak the same language and follow virtually the same cultural practices. A distinct Maroon identity lingers on primarily due to the
persistence of historical consciousness among many of the older Maroons
(Martin 1973).
In Brazil, economically dependent on the plantation system and slave
labor early in its history, the number of blacks reached 10,000 by 1580
(Parris 1976). Runaway slaves established the first Maroon settlements, or
quilombos, in 1575 (Sherlock and Bennett 1998). Quilombos, persisting in various forms through the eighteenth century, came into existence on the geographic margins of plantation society throughout Brazil. Palmares, by far
the largest and longest surviving of all Brazilian quilombos, controlled 27,000
square kilometers of territory, was composed of more than 1500 households, and had a population between 18,000 and 20,000 at its height (Russell-Wood 1982). In 1603, fearful of the presence of a thriving, politically
independent ex-slave colony so close to the lucrative plantations, the governor general of Brazil sent an expedition to destroy Palmares and to bring its
residents into subjugation. The attempt was a dismal failure (Parris 1976).
It was not until 1697, after an intensive campaign initiated in 1691 by forces
supported by the colonial government, that Palmares was finally destroyed.
Other, smaller quilombos, however, were organized by runaway slaves during
the century following the destruction of Palmares, providing refuge to those
unable or unwilling to endure the rigors of enslavement on the plantations.
Nonetheless, the quilombos of Brazil never gained formal recognition from
colonial authorities. Extensive trade, via intermediary free settlers known
as moradores, enabled the Brazilian Maroon communities to survive. By the
nineteenth century, however, quilombos became extinct. In the 1800s, the
presence of large numbers of free people of color, many of whom aided runaway slaves, obviated the need for quilombo-based living.
In contrast with the Surinamese Maroons, the Maroons of Brazil and,
to a lesser extent, those of Jamaica, failed to maintain their status as distinct
cultural and political entities. In Brazil, the quilombos vanished early in the
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nineteenth century. Although Africans have had an enormous impact on
the development of the national culture of Brazil, there survive no autonomous or semi-autonomous Maroon-descended communities. The culture
of resistence that the quilombos represented is extant in Brazil. Runaway Brazilian slaves never succeeded in pulling themselves from the periphery of the
world-system and recreating social life in an external arena. From 1739 until
1838, however, the Jamaican Maroons maintained semi-autonomous communities geographically and socially removed from the coastal plantations,
although with some limited individual contact with colonial society. Nevertheless, after 1838 the Jamaican Maroon communities gradually assimilated
to the cultural norms of the larger Jamaican nation. Bilby (1994) affirms
that the Surinamese Maroons have been able to maintain their isolation
and independence much more so than the Jamaican Maroons. Few people
in Suriname doubt the cultural distinctiveness of the Surinamese Maroons.
In terms of cultural, political and social autonomy, contemporary Surinamese Maroons resemble the Jamaican Maroons of the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries and perhaps, to a lesser degree, the seventeenthcentury Maroons of Palmares.
surinamese maroon culture
Today there are nearly 60,000 Maroons in Suriname. Of this number,
approximately 25,000 belong to the Saramacca tribe, 25,000 belong to the
Ndjuka tribe, 2,500 are Matawai, 2,500 are Aluku (who also live in French
Guiana), over 2,000 are Paramacca, and a mere 500 form the Kwinti tribe
(Hoogbergen 1990). Price (1975) asserts that each of the six Maroon tribes
of Suriname uses a distinct language, follows a distinct diet, has its own
type of dress, and displays unique patterns of marriage, residence and wagelabor migration to the coast. Cultural differences notwithstanding, when
the granman, or paramount chiefs, of each tribe went on a trip to West Africa
financed by the Dutch government, they marveled at the many cultural similarities between the various Surinamese Maroon tribes, on the one hand,
and the African communities they visited, on the other (Groot 1974). Leerschool-Liong (1980) states that the culture of all six Maroon groups is similar. The six tribes are kept separate through tight individual political and
social institutions. Hoogbergen (1990), however, maintains that each tribe
is considerably different from the others in terms of language, religion and
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marriage patterns, but are similar to the others in terms of agricultural
system and political structure. In spite of some common cultural ground,
the different tribes have historically not maintained extensive social contact
with each other, preferring instead exclusive intra-tribal social relations
(Kahn 1931). In fact, there is evidence of inter-tribal hostility, particularly
between the Ndjuka and the Paramacca (LeNoir 1973) and between the
Ndjuka and the Aluku (Bilby 1991).
Each tribe, except the tiny Kwinti, has its own granman and formal government. The granman are generally regarded and treated as kings (Price
1976). Each tribe is broken down into clans called the lo. The lo is a matrilineage whose members can trace back to a common female ancestor. The
paramount chief, or granman, of each tribe is chosen from within the different lo of the tribe (Goslinga 1990). Most Maroon villages are culturally
homogeneous, typically being inhabited by members of the same lo. Kabiten,
or headsmen, have lower rank than the granman and are the villages’ most
important political leaders. The tribal granman appoint the various village
kabiten in consultation with village elders (Bilby 1991). The Ndjuka have 14
lo, the Saramacca 12, the Matawai 4, the Paramacca 4, the Aluku 7 and the
Kwinti 2 (Hoogbergen 1990). The lo is further broken down into smaller
matrilineages called the bee or bere. The bee or bere enjoys greater solidarity
and a deeper sense of belonging than the lo ( Jozefzoon 1959). Traditionally,
Maroons get their primary social identity, their rights to land and associated
resources and their many social obligations from clan membership, primarily through the bee or bere and secondarily through the lo. Membership in the
bee or bere may vary from 50 to 200 (Thoden van Velzen 1990).
The function of the granman is often combined with that of high priest
(Groot 1974). In fact, Maroon religion and political authority are inextricably linked with each other. Maroon traditional religion is African-derived,
with positive and protective higher spirits and less reliable lower spirits
that can take possession of human beings (Hoogbergen 1990). Grangado, or
Supreme God, plays an important role in intertribal relations. Obia, similar
to the Christian concept of the Holy Spirit, protects the Maroons in day-today life and was particulary important during the early days of escape and
survival in the forest. Maroons cannot impose themselves on their natural
environment at will, but must seek permission from and cooperation with
the proper spirits (Leerschool-Liong 1980). In Maroon worship there exist
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strong feelings of a living bond with ancestors (Helman 1978). Jorka, or spirits of the deceased, are subordinate to Grangado and are reached in communication through rituals honoring them. There is today some fluidity
between the religious practices of the urban Creoles and the Maroons of
the interior. Many urban Creoles, although self-identified as Christian,
also adhere to Winti, African- derived religious practices sharing features
with various Maroon religious practices (Helman 1978; Spijkerboer 1986).
Also, over the past 200 years, the efforts of Moravian and Roman Catholic
missionaries have succeeded in converting many Matawai, Paramacca and
Kwinti to Christianity. Nonetheless, religious practice in these tribes remains
a syncretic blend of traditional Maroon religion and the rites of Christianity
(Leerschool-Liong 1980). Among the other tribes, few Ndjuka, Aluku and
Saramacca have converted to Christianity despite two centuries of missionary activity in tribal territory (Hoogbergen 1990; Thoden van Velzen and
Wetering 1991).
In terms of language, the Saramacca and Matawai of the south-central
region speak a common Creole, but sufficiently different from Sranan, the
Creole lingua franca of coastal Suriname, to render the two mutually unintelligible. These two Maroon groups are historically related to each other
(Green 1974). Their language, like many West African languages, makes
use of tones to distinguish morphemes and, unlike Sranan, has a large proportion of Portuguese and African-derived lexical items (Voorhoeve 1971;
Daeleman 1972). The Ndjuka, Paramacca and Aluku of the southeast also
share a common language that differs considerably from Sranan (Hoogbergen 1990). Nonetheless, speakers of Ndjuka, Paramacca or Aluku and
coastal speakers of Sranan can communicate with relative ease, as the languages are sufficiently related. Strong linguistic and cultural differences exist
between the Maroon tribes of the southeast and the Maroon tribes of
south-central Suriname (Voorhoeve 1971). The Kwinti language is different from all other Surinamese Creoles as far as the development of liquids
is concerned (Smith and Huttar 1984). Price (1976) holds that the linguistic system of the Kwinti is not yet sufficiently described. Voorhoeve (1971),
however, places the Kwinti in the same linguistic group as the Matawai
and the Saramacca. The differences between the languages spoken by the
Sarammacca and the Matawai and among those spoken by the Ndjuka,
Paramacca and Aluku are only of dialectical nature (Plag 1993). Histori-
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cally, the Maroons made exclusive use of their languages within tribal territory, resorting to Sranan only for extra-tribal communication (Kahn 1931).
Maroon medicine relies on local herbs and plant oils in the treatment of
dysentery, colds and the flu. Much of Maroon medicinal knowledge is borrowed from the Amerindians who must have shared the information with
Maroons fleeing the plantations centuries ago (Helman 1978). In terms of
agriculture and food, the Maroons generally produce only enough for themselves, not showing great interest in market trade with the coast (Mitrasing
1979). Manioc or cassava is the staple crop. There is also some local production of sugar-cane, cotton, peppers, okra, sweet potatoes, peas, beans, peanuts, plantains, yams, corn and rice. Fishing and hunting provide protein
sources to supplement the mainly vegetarian diet (Groot 1977). Maroon
women tend to live together and take care of the agricultural plots, while
Maroon men are more ambulatory, fishing, hunting and migrating to the
coast for work (Hoogbergen 1990). Women also collect fruit grown on
lemon, banana, plantain, mango, nut palm, coconut and other fruit trees
planted in the village. Among the Matawai, in addition to cultivating garden
plots, women also do most of the fishing (Green 1974). Throughout the
Maroon tribal territories, plots yield food around the year, but must be
abandoned after two or three years due to soil depletion (Groot 1974).
All Maroon groups are matrilinear in structure. Marriage tends to be
exogamous by lo, but within the same tribe. The practice of taking brides
(or husbands) from different lo serves to reinforce intra-tribal cooperation
and solidarity. Maroon men usually take more than one wife, provided the
women live in different villages of the tribe and the men can provide for
them (Groot 1974). Women tend to spend a much greater portion of their
lives in Maroon tribal territory than men. It is increasingly common for
men from all tribes to spend a large part of their lives outside Maroon territory, most often along the coast of Suriname or French Guiana, in search of
temporary, semi-permanent or permanent work. The Ndjuka, living along a
navigable river, have a long tradition of contact with coastal society in search
of wage earnings and for the acquisition of additional provisions (Groot
1969). Saramacca men also have a long tradition of migration to the coast.
The material culture of the tribal Saramacca includes both locally produced
goods and goods acquired by men on the coast (Price 1975). Members of
all Maroon tribes make regular excursions to Paramaribo or other urban
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centers of coastal Suriname and French Guiana for rice, flour, biscuits, salt,
sugar, alcohol and canned goods. Within tribal territory, money has historically played a marginal role. Goods have traditionally been bartered and services have historically been paid in goods (Groot 1974). However, in recent
years money has entered many tribal villages as a medium of exchange
(LeNoir 1973), replacing kin-based modes of distribution with market-oriented modes and signaling a shift toward greater uniformity with coastal
society and the larger world-system. Migratory wage labor thus at once sustains and corrodes Maroon distinctiveness.
origins of the surinamese maroons
The six Maroon tribes make historical claims to a large part of Surinamese national territory (Mitrasing 1979). These claims are an historical
continuation of the Maroons’ original insertion into and subsequent partial
withdrawal from the global political economy of the seventeenth, eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries in which enslaved Africans were forced to
endure untold suffering and humiliation in order to produce sugar, molasses
and rum for European consumption. Of Suriname’s African slaves, approximately 13.5 per cent originated from the Windward Coast (Ivory Coast to
Gambia), 18.5 per cent from the Gold Coast (Ghana), 37 per cent from the
Slave Coast (Bay of Benin to the Bight of Biafra), and 31 per cent from
Loango (Gabon and Congo) (Bakker et al. 1993). The English were the first
Europeans to successfully establish a plantation economy in Suriname in
1651. The Dutch replaced the English as the colonial rulers of Suriname
in 1667. For the first 100 years of Suriname’s existence as a plantation
economy, more than 90 per cent of all slaves were born in Africa. High
mortality rates among the slaves due to the brutal living conditions of the
plantations required a continual stream of freshly captured African slaves.
Between 1668 and 1823, approximately 300,000 to 325,000 African slaves
were brought to Suriname. However, at the end of this period there were
only 50,000 people of African descent in Suriname (Price 1976).
Partly in response to the suffering of plantation life and partly in
response to the accessibility of great tracts of forested land, slaves escaped
and formed bands in the jungle near the plantations as early as 1651
(Kahn 1931). Hoogbergen (1990) states that the geography of Suriname
is extremely suitable for offering shelter to Maroons. By 1667 there were
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already several hundred Africans living along Para Creek (LeNoir 1973).
During the 1670s a civilian militia was created to destroy the emerging
Maroon settlements, but attained limited success (Price 1983). In 1679
Governor Heinsius estimated the number of runaway Maroons in the forest
at 700 to 800. Throughout the 1680s most slaves ran away singly or in
groups of two or three (Price 1976). The first mass escape that would lead to
the formation of the Matjau clan of the Saramacca tribe took place in 1690
(Bakker et al. 1993). These and the other early runaway slaves who would
later become the Saramacca people were nearly all born in Africa, although
from many different African nations (Price 1976). This may account for
the high rate of Africanisms in Saramacca speech. Judging by similarities in
language, the Matawai tribe was formed under similar circumstances. Most
Saramacca and Matawai are descended from Maroons escaping before 1710
(Bakker et al. 1993). These African-born Maroons would often refuse to
accept fleeing Surinamese-born slaves into their communities. Most African-born slaves cultivated small gardens in the forest near the plantations
before escaping. Once having run away, the Maroons maintained kibrikondre,
or hidden gardens, in which extra food was grown in case of attack by colonial authorities (Hoogbergen 1990).
By the beginning of the eighteenth century the Maroon population
had rocketed to between 5000 and 6000 individuals (Price 1976; Groot
1977). New Maroon groups with identities distinct from the Saramacca
and Matawai came into existence. Based on the similarities between the language spoken by the Ndjuka, Paramacca and Aluku and the coastal Creole
language, these Maroon groups were likely formed at a later date and by
a higher percentage of Surinamese-born slaves than the Saramacca and
Matawai. Even during the early days, the Maroon groups had little communication with each other (Groot 1977). Marronage had become so widespread that Governor Coutier (1717-1721) implemented a policy requiring
the execution of captured runaways in the hope of discouraging other slaves
from fleeing the plantations (Thomson 1903). Nonetheless, the Maroons
constituted little threat to the colony until around 1728 when the Maroons,
whose numbers were rapidly growing, began intensive attacks on the plantations (Stedman 1796). Men, who made up 90 per cent of the original
Maroons, raided the plantations for guns, gunpowder, machetes and women
(Herskovitz and Herskovitz 1934). Within colonial society, the fear of
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Maroon attacks became so great that many planters left the plantations for
the safety of Paramaribo (Thomson 1903). In an attempt to neutralize the
threat of the Maroons and stem the flow of fleeing slaves, colonial authorities enlisted 500 volunteers to patrol the plantations and to subjugate the
raiding Maroons (Stedman 1796). Despite the efforts of colonial authorities, the Maroon raids on and the flight of slaves from the plantations continued.
the peace treaties: sovereignty won
During the first century of their existence, the Maroons had not only
successfully defended their hard-fought liberty, but had also threatened to
shut down the local plantation economy. From the very beginning, the Surinamese Maroons refused to participate in the emerging world-system on
English and later Dutch terms. Because of their reliance on plantation raids
for weaponry and due to military conflict with colonial authorities, the
Maroons are clearly a part of the global political economy of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. However, the Surinamese Maroons, more
than any other African-American population, negotiated with remarkable
strength their participation in the emerging world order. War expeditions
against the Maroons were expensive and difficult and rarely succeeded
in capturing more than a handful of runaway slaves (Groot 1977). The
strength of the Maroons grew to the point that, through their frequent
attacks on the plantations, they often led the colony to the brink of disaster
and heightened the fear and insecurity of the colonists (Lier 1977). Faced
with very bleak prospects of subduing the Maroons, Dutch colonial officials
deemed it in the best interest of the colony to make peace with the different Maroon groups, thereby recognizing their right to exist as independent
societies.
In the earliest days of the colony, runaway African and Amerindian
slaves attacked the plantations. In 1683 peace was made with the Amerindians, releasing them from forced, unpaid servitude. In 1684 a peace treaty was
signed with the earliest Maroons (Mitrasing 1979). However, slaves continued to run away from the plantations. During the eighteenth century, after
more than 50 years of arduous and exhausting expeditions, colonial authorities decided to make peace with the three main Maroon groups and thereby
cut their losses. Maroon distrust of colonial society complicated the peace-
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making process (Groot 1977). Nonetheless, peace treaties were successfully
brought to term with the Ndjuka in 1760, the Saramacca in 1762 and
the Matawai in 1767. The peace treaties stipulated that the established
Maroons would turn over any subsequent runaway slaves. However, in practice the Maroons did not always do this (Hoogbergen 1990). The colonial
government encouraged the Maroons’ voluntary isolation in upriver, inland
communities to protect the colony from future attacks. A pass system was
implemented to limit the numbers of Maroons leaving tribal territory in
the interior for the coast. This policy maintained its force until 1845. The
Dutch stationed a posthouder, a diplomatic representative of the colony, in
each of the Maroon tribal territories to facilitate relations between the colonial government and the Maroons (Groot 1977).
The peace treaties of the 1760s, however, did not stem the flow of runaway slaves to interior Suriname, despite the fact that established Maroon
communities frequently did not welcome them and that recapture often
meant death by execution. Runaway slaves founded three new Maroon
tribes in the late eighteenth century with little or no help from the already
organized Ndjuka, Saramacca and Matawai. The newly formed Aluku,
Paramacca and Kwinti groups became havens for runaway slaves. The Aluku
were a particularly fierce military force with which coastal society had to
contend. Military hostilities between the Aluku and the Dutch lasted from
1769 to 1793 (Groot 1977). Most of the Aluku were either killed or driven
into French Guiana. In 1791 a treaty placed the surviving Surinamese Aluku
under the supervision of the Ndjuka (Chin and Buddingh 1987). The
destruction and pacification of the Aluku marked the end of the Maroons
as a disruptive element in coastal society (Goslinga 1990). The Paramacca
and Kwinti were placed in protectorate relationships with the preexisting
Maroon tribes, establishing a loose framework of indirect rule (Price 1976).
For the Aluku, it was not until 1860, some 80 years after they had moved
to French Guiana, that the Dutch recognized them as a free people (Bilby
1991).
Eighteenth-century treaties notwithstanding, the Dutch authorities,
fearful of renewed Maroon attacks and the continued flight of runaway
slaves, felt the need to renew existing treaties in 1835, 1837 and 1838, fixing
the limits between the Maroon tribal territories and coastal society and
reinforcing stipulations concerning runaway slaves (Groot 1977). There was
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a constant flow of runaways until around 1830. Between 1712 and 1830,
Maroons represented approximately ten per cent of the total slave population of Suriname (Groot 1969). Maroon interpretation of history results
in the belief of the Maroon tribes as sovereign nations. Maroons believe
that colonial authorities had been unable to subdue them and had to offer
peace for this reason (Groot 1977). The Saramacca, with a long history of
struggle for independence, are particularly protective of their autonomous
status. They fought for close to 100 years for the right to live freely before
the Dutch finally made peace with them in 1762, a full centruy before the
emancipation of coastal slaves (Price 1995). During the years before emancipation, the Maroons tended to hold to a belief in their moral and military
superiority over the Dutch and coastal slaves, leading a relatively isolated
existence in the interior of Suriname. Maroon tribal societies developed as
states within a state until well into the nineteenth century (Price 1975).
Nonetheless, the Maroons did maintain limited contact with coastal society
for the procurement of particular goods deemed essential to Maroon life but
not found or produced in Maroon territory.
emancipation: maintenance of sovereignty
The Dutch abolished slavery in 1863. Emancipation brought new challenges to the Maroon tribes’ historic status as sovereign nations. First and
foremost among these challenges were ideas of change emanating from
Europe. During the Industrial Revolution, the colonial powers of northwest
Europe underwent great societal changes. Business and governmental leaders of the industrializing European polities intensified efforts to integrate
all elements of their national populations into single, unified and smoothly
running national economies. In addition, the French Revolution provided
the ideological framework from which to push for the cultural and linguistic homogenization of ethnically and regionally diverse national populations
(Oommen 1997). This concept of national development was exported to
the colonies. In Suriname, authorities made Dutch-only education compulsory throughout the colony in 1876, reversing centuries of colonial policy
discouraging assimilation to Dutch. The Dutch hoped to transform Suriname into an overseas Dutch- speaking province of the Netherlands. Communal, familial and individual attachments to non-Dutch languages and
cultures were regarded as obstacles to progress in the circles of Surinamese
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officialdom and high society. The language and culture of coastal Creoles, as
the former slaves came to call themselves, suffered considerable social stigmatization and marginalization during this period. Assimilation to Dutch
became the group ideal of urban Creoles and, later, of the East Indians
and Javanese as well (Ramsoedh 1995). The autonomous Maroon societies,
speaking various Creole languages and observing traditional cultural practices, were no longer viewed with fear, but were increasingly seen as undesirable holdovers from a primitive and uncivilized past.
In contrast with the rise of an influential industrial capitalist class in the
Netherlands, Suriname’s plantocracy of the seventeenth and eighteenth century remained a powerful influence in local society until around 1910. The
premise of white superiority went virtually unchallenged until after 1945
(Goslinga 1979). After emancipation coastal Creoles were ingrained with
racist thinking, holding to the notion of straight hair, light skin and speaking
Dutch as good and desirable (Voorhoeve 1971). Accordingly, dark-skinned,
Creole-speaking Maroons were held in a negative light by the urban Creoles (Kahn 1931). From about 1845, the Surinamese colonial government
started taking steps to reverse nearly a century of policy encouraging the
isolation of the Maroons. At this time, faced with an imminent labor shortage on the plantations, governmental officials consolidated relations with
the Maroons, hoping to lure them from their woodland homes to settle in
cultivated areas along the coast (Groot 1977). On the economic front, the
period immediately following emancipation ushered in new work opportunities for Maroon men. Colonial officials came to see the vast interior of
Suriname for its developmental potential, opening up the region to lumber
interests and gold mining. Work in large-scale logging operations and river
transport services became major sources of income for the Maroons through
the Second World War (Price 1975). This work brought the Maroons into
greater contact with the coastal population and exposed the Maroons to the
prejudice against them in coastal society.
In response to the expanding Surinamese state, the Maroons experienced some pressure to adapt. However, the Maroons largely dictated the
terms of their incorporation into the world-system, as they had done for
nearly two centuries. Christianity provided an initial means of contact with
the outside world (LeNoir 1973). Efforts by missionaries to Christianize
the Maroons were designed to make the Maroons ‘useful members of soci-
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ety’ and facilitate their integration into Surinamese society (Groot 1977).
However, the post-1845 efforts by Christian missionaries were of limited
success. Of those Maroons who accepted Christianity, most integrated
Christian practice with their traditional beliefs or kept the two separate
(Goslinga 1990). Although mandatory Dutch-only education was implemented in 1876, its enforcement remained lax or non-existent in the rural
districts and the interior of Suriname. By the early 1900s, however, colonial
authorities attempted to integrate the Maroons into Surinamese society
through formal education, encouraging missionaries to set up schools in
tribal territory. The government also offered medical and agricultural aid.
The Maroons kept their children out of the former and refused the latter.
After failed governmental attempts toward integration, the Maroons were
left alone until after the Second World War (Goslinga 1990).
The efforts by colonial administrators to integrate the Maroons into
Surinamese society failed for a variety of reasons. A profound distrust based
on the Maroons’ historical memory of slavery and persecution by colonial
authorities prevented acceptance of governmental overtures. The Maroons
feared that the government aimed at taking away their independence. A conflict of perceptions contributed to the failure. The Maroons interpreted the
peace treaties as setting out the guidelines for freedom and tribal independence, while colonial authorities interpreted these same treaties as merely a
means to prevent Maroon attacks and limit the number of runaway slaves.
The Maroons and colonial authorities failed to come to a mutual understanding, misjudging each other’s motives and lacking an appreciation for
each other’s cultures and ways of life. Finally, the colonial government made
decisions and took action without consulting the Maroons. The Maroons,
on the other hand, resorted to the historical practice of defending their
autonomy and discouraging any interference by government officials from
the outset, thereby preempting any negotiations toward compromise (Kahn
1931; Groot 1977; Goslinga 1990). According to Kahn (1931), despite the
best attempts by the Dutch to the contrary, the Maroons continued to live as
they had during the previous century, albeit with additional goods acquired
on the coast from wages earned in logging and river transport. Although the
Dutch claimed sovereignty over the Maroon tribal territories, the Maroons
paid no taxes, enjoyed virtually unlimited range of the interior, and led village and tribal life as they deemed fit. For all practical purposes, the sovereignty of the Dutch over the Maroons was nominal at best.
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world war ii and its aftermath: accelerated change
The period following the Second World War witnessed great social
transformations in both the world and Suriname. World War II was followed by an extended span of economic expansion, bringing the trappings
of modernity to the four corners of the globe. The global political economy
became increasingly integrated, with fewer and fewer regions of the world
left untouched by the unprecedented world-wide change. Suriname, riding
on the waves of global economic prosperity, experienced its own economic
upturn, with a burst of local economic activity not seen since the early nineteenth century. With the local boom came road building, the construction
of airfields and an hydroelectric dam as well as the mining of bauxite, now
Suriname’s principal earner of foreign reserves. Opportunities for unskilled
labor abounded. Also during this period, the Maroons were experiencing
substantial demographic growth. Their numbers had grown from a mere
8,000 in 1863 to 18,500 in 1923, and again to 22,000 in 1946 (Goslinga
1990). In response to both increased work opportunities within coastal society and increased environmental pressure and strain within the tribal homelands, larger numbers of Maroon men went to Paramaribo to earn a wage,
making more frequent and lengthier trips to the coast than historically had
ever been the case (Groot 1974). After 1945, the migration of men to the
city in search of a wage became common cultural practice among all Maroon
groups (Groot 1969).
After the Second World War, colonial authorities renewed efforts to
expand and extend Dutch-language education (Karsten 1987). Dutchlanguage education was seen as the key to national unity, modernity and
sustainable economic development. During the post-1945 period, nationwide assimilation to Dutch increased markedly, particularly in greater Paramaribo where more and more of the national population lived. In 1947 only
40 per cent of the national population lived in greater Paramaribo (Hellinga
1955). By the 1990s this figure had risen to over two-thirds. The Surinamese government relied on and supported Moravian and Roman Catholic
missionaries to spread education to the Maroons. In 1963 there were 35
missionary-run schools in the tribal homelands. Groot (1974), however,
asserts that most of what is taught is later lost for lack of use. A very large
percentage of Maroons remain illiterate. In more recent years, the Summer
Institute of Linguistics and local missionaries have stepped up efforts to
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teach literacy in the Maroons’ native languages in addition to Dutch (Bakker
et al. 1993; Dwarkasing 1994). The recent literacy programs have the catechization of the Maroons as their primary goal, thereby perpetuating a
centuries-old missionary tradition of striving to bring Christianity to the
Maroons.
Price (1975) states that prior to the 1960s, Western medicine, schools
and Christianity made almost no inroads into Maroon tribal life and the
authority of the tribal granman remained strong. Late in the 1950s, however, the national government established a series of police posts within the
Maroon homelands. Between 1958 and 1961, the Surinamese government
supported the construction of the Afobaka Dam on the Suriname River due
south of Paramaribo, flooding a large portion of Maroon territory. Approximately one-half of traditional Saramacca territory was flooded by the dam
(Price 1983). The dam was designed to produce hydroelectric energy to
meet the needs of foreign bauxite mining interests in order to transform
bauxite ore into aluminum for export. The hydro-electric project, designed
and implemented without consultation with or the consent of the Maroons,
displaced 5,000 to 6,000 Saramacca and Ndjuka, forcing the relocation of
21 Saramacca and five Ndjuka villages (Mitrasing 1979; Leerschool-Liong
1980). The dam exposed the Maroons, particularly those Saramacca living
north of the newly created lake, to greater contact with the urban life of
Paramaribo. North of the dam, the government built special planned villages for the thousands displaced by the lake (Price 1976).
In addition, the introduction of outboard motors reduced the traveling
time between the Maroon homelands and Paramaribo. Airstrips were created throughout Maroon territory in the 1960s, allowing the Maroons and
coastal residents to breach the great expanse of land separating most interior
villages from the coast in less than an hour. The Maroons also experienced
a demographic boom in the 1960s and 1970s. According to the Surinamese
censuses of 1964 and 1971, the total population of Maroons living in Suriname climbed from 27,700 to 39,500, or 42 per cent (Dew 1978). The great
population growth caused some shortages of basic necessities in the interior,
encouraging further migration to the coast (Groot 1977). During the 1960s
and 1970s, many Maroons moved to greater Paramaribo, primarily to the
low-income margins of the city, as conditions in the interior deteriorated,
transportation linking the interior and the coast improved and opportunities
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in the city expanded (Dew 1990). Since the 1960s, Maroons have become
an important part of the labor force at the bauxite mining companies of
Suralco and Billition and in greater Paramaribo. Urbanized Maroons have
even become a minor force in national politics. However, tribal granman, to
the extent of their ability, discourage Maroon participation in national politics, seeking to maintain group identity and solidarity through traditional
tribal structures and relationships (Dew 1994).
contemporary tribal society: breakdown or cultural
adaptation?
Despite the changes in the global political economy, Suriname and the
Maroon homelands during the 1960s and 1970s, Mitrasing (1979) observed
that the Maroons, ‘are still living in an African atmosphere and under
archaic conditions, in spite many years of missionary activities, support and
enlightenment’. Along a similar vein, Kobben (1968) noted that the Ndjuka
maintain strong defense mechanisms against acculturation. External governmental interference has been insufficient to break Ndjuka resistance to
change. Price (1976), however, asserts that the Maroons are facing intense
pressures for sociocultural change, realizing that their traditional strategy of
maintaining isolation holds little promise for the future. Counter and Evans
(1981) point to the exhaustion of natural resources and the expansion of
Western civilization to areas once isolated as threats to the cultural survival
of the Maroons. The Maroons, in this view, are losing control over their
lives and livelihood. There are a number of signs pointing to the influence
of external governmental interference. Maroons now must pay a national
income tax, although many do not earn enough income for this requirement
to affect them, and the elderly and disabled receive small welfare payments
(LeNoir 1973). The national government also provides paid employment
for some Maroons within tribal territory. However, the Maroons are now
liable for national military conscription. In addition, the national government, hoping to influence tribal politics, offer the granman of each tribe a
salary, an outboard motor and a house in Paramaribo (Groot 1974). Green
(1974) suggests that growing governmental largesse has increased the
dependence of tribal Maroons on external actors.
The hope of integrating the Maroons into Surinamese society has been
the primary motivating factor behind the largesse of the national government. The effects of external governmental interference are compounded
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by changing cultural patterns within the Maroon societies themselves. The
migration of Maroon men to the coast for work has profoundly affected
Maroon tribal society. Among the Matawai, for example, fertility is low
because of the high absenteeism of males (Beet 1978). In the 1960s and
early 1970s, there was a rapid depopulation of Matawai villages. In 1964
only 44 Matawai lived in Paramaribo. By 1972 this number had risen to over
1,000. More Matawai now live along the coast, principally in Paramaribo,
than within Matawai tribal territory. Furthermore, Matawai men with semipermanent jobs in Paramaribo tend to bring their wives and children with
them, reducing the likelihood of returning to the Matawai homeland. Even
as early as the 1970s, Saramacca and Matawai men spent, on average, over
two-thirds of their lives out of tribal territory, engaged in paid employment
on the coast (Green 1974; Price 1975). Elst (1975) expresses concern that
Kwinti society is on the verge of disintegration and suggests that elevating
the tribal chief to the nationally recognized status of granman and exercising
the right to exclude non-Kwinti people from Kwinti villages would boost
the long-term survivability of the Kwinti as a distinct cultural community.
Among all Maroon tribes, as time progresses, Maroon men tend to stay
away for longer periods. As a result, village and family ties become more
tenuous. With a lack of men in the villages, problems arise with jungle clearance, house and boat building, and the fulfillment of marital, religious and
administrative duties in the tribes (Groot 1977). In Maroon villages, particularly along the lower rivers, young men and boys are nearly all absent. The
longer they spend on the coast, the more acculturated they become, losing
respect for tribal elders and traditional Maroon ways. Many elders express
the view that it is better for village life that many of these men remain on
the coast (Counter and Evans 1981). Nonetheless, the depopulation of
Maroon villages has become a serious problem (Price 1976). The Maroons
are becoming an increasingly urban people. In 1964, approximately 2,400
or 8.7 per cent of all Maroons lived outside tribal territory (Dew 1978).
At Surinamese national independence in 1975 tens of thousands of East
Indians and Creoles left Paramaribo for the Netherlands, abandoning many
small properties. Many Maroons moved into greater Paramaribo, buying
up houses, shops and taxis at very low prices and establishing themselves
permanently in the city (Thoden van Velzen 1990). In 1986 and 1987 the
violence of a civil war between the national government and the Saramacca,
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Paramacca and Ndjuka in the interior further depopulated Maroon villages,
sending thousands of refugees to Paramaribo and French Guiana for safety.
By 1992 Maroons constituted 4.6 per cent of the total population of greater
Paramaribo (Bruijne and Schalkwijk 1994). Hoogbergen (1990) estimates
that of the approximately 50,000 Maroons in Suriname, 15,000, or 30 per
cent, live in greater Paramaribo.
As the national Maroon population shifts to greater Paramaribo, the
pressures toward acculturation intensify. Among these pressures are deeply
rooted prejudice and discrimination against the Maroons in Paramaribo.
Urban Creoles often regard the Maroons as ‘half-naked primitives’ (Dew
1994). Counter and Evans (1981) observed that a firmly entrenched color
hierarchy divides the urban population of African descent into desirable
lighter-skinned folk and undesirable darker-skinned folk. Urban Creoles,
who tend toward mixed racial ancestries, often look down on the darkerskinned Maroons as backward and uncivilized. The urban population’s negative attitudes toward the Maroons tends to marginalize them in urban
society. The Maroons sit at the bottom of Suriname’s social hierarchy
(Mitrasing 1979). Even lower class urban Creoles, who have the greatest
contact with urban Maroons, look down on them. Attitudes among welleducated urban Creoles toward the Maroons typically range from very
paternalistic to deeply disdainful (Price 1995). Low social class, lack of
family connections, ethnic prejudice and low levels of education have barred
the Maroons access to many jobs in the public sector, Suriname’s largest
employer (Thoden van Velzen 1990). Faced with such intense societal disadvantage, the Maroons, generally with low or non-existent proficiency in
Dutch due to limited exposure to education, speak Sranan in public to
conceal their Maroon origins (Westmaas 1983). In a 1992 representative
sample of households in greater Paramaribo, Bruijne and Schalkwijk (1994)
found that of all urban Maroons, 57.9 per cent consider Sranan their primary home language, while 18.2 per cent have adopted Dutch for this function. Only 23.9 per cent maintain a Maroon language as the main language
of the home.
Despite an unmistakable trend of assimilation to Sranan and Dutch
among urbanized Maroons, there are signs of some resistance to complete
acculturation. The traditional Maroon distrust of outsiders has historically
served to reinforce group solidarity. Groot (1977) observed more than two
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decades ago that in the city, Maroons tend to keep to themselves, avoiding
social contact with both people of other races and Maroons of other tribes.
They prefer to maintain close contact with tribal kin. Urban Maroons
maintain their mother tongue if they have frequent and extended contact
with family and tribal members in the city or in the homelands (Westmaas
1983). As a counterweight to the prejudice Maroons face on the coast, the
Maroons are very knowledgeable and proud of their history (Price 1975;
Counter and Evans 1981). Tribal Maroons have historically harbored a
sense of cultural superiority vis-à-vis coastal blacks, regarding the Creoles
as disgracefully de-cultured. This attitude also applies within the different Maroon tribes. Upriver Paramacca, for example, consider themselves
more culturally authentic or pure than their downriver tribal counterparts
(LeNoir 1973). Whether or not tight intra-group solidarity and attitudes of
cultural superiority will ensure the long-term survival of the Maroon tribes
as culturally distinct and viable communities, however, depends largely on
the future direction of the path of integration that the Maroons seem destined to follow.
conclusion
Since their initial incorporation into the contemporary world-system
in the seventeenth century, the Surinamese Maroons have had to struggle
for their communal survival. The early global political economy was predicated on their subjugation or destruction. Nonetheless, despite the odds
against them, the Maroons succeeded in creating autonomous societies at
the margins of the world-system. Although never creating completely selfsufficient external arena societies, always depending on the coast for some
of their economic needs, the Maroons did extricate themselves from the
subservient, forced labor conditions on the peripheralized coast to establish
themselves as politically sovereign and culturally independent nations with
which the Dutch and Surinamese authorities had to reckon. The Maroons’
evolution since initial incorporation has proceeded in tandem with changes
both in Suriname and within the world-system. The trend toward greater
integration among all component parts of the global political economy has
proceeded at an unabated and increasingly rapid pace. Nonetheless, emancipation and the drive toward national integration in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries failed to break down tribal culture and politi-
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cal organization. It was not until the post-1945 period that the Maroons
began to feel the growing pressure to adapt to a changing, tightly integrated
economic world. Historically, lying in what might be characterized as the
external arena of interior Suriname, the Maroons were able to guard their
autonomy. The post-World War II period, however, witnessed unprecedented, heightened integration of the global political economy, integration that inevitably began to alter life in Maroon tribal territory. Capitalist
economic relations both expanded to previously remote geographic regions
and deepened within already integrated regions of the world. Today, the
trajectory of continual global integration has resulted in a world-system in
which no human communities, not even the historically isolated Surinamese Maroons, remain untouched and unaffected.
In terms of networks linking the tribes to the larger world-system, the
Maroons have never been entirely isolated from coastal society. Traditionally, the Maroons provided for their subsistence food needs through the
cultivation of gardens and through fishing and hunting. The Maroons supplemented their locally garnered food with products from the coast. However, the degree of reliance on the coast has increased drastically since the
end of WWII, deeply affecting cultural reproduction in traditional Maroon
society. The Maroons have also always been part of the larger world-system
through military and political networks. The Maroons gained political recognition of their sovereignty only after many years of military struggle. The
government of Suriname attempted to exert greater political control over
the Maroons after emancipation, but failed in this endeavor until the 1960s
and 1970s when governmental interference began to undermine traditional
social structures among some Maroon groups. With the flight of workingage men to the coast in the post-1945 period, prestige goods networks linking the tribal Maroons and coastal society grew in strength. Manufactured
goods, including transistor radios, became items of prestige among tribal
Maroons. With the establishment of electric generators in Maroon territory by the national government in the 1960s, the Maroons’ information
networks expanded to include Paramaribo and the wider world. The past 30
years in the Maroon homelands have seen a deepening of the integration of
Maroon society with Surinamese coastal society.
As Suriname has integrated as a national entity, local languages and
cultures have lost ground to assimilation to Dutch, particularly in greater
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Paramaribo where the vast majority of the national population now lives. Of
Suriname’s ethnic groups, the Maroons are least integrated into Suriname
and the larger world-system. Of all ethnic groups, the Maroons have the
lowest numbers of family members living abroad, the lowest rates of traveling
abroad and the lowest mastery of the Dutch and English languages. Nonetheless, as the population of Maroons shifts increasingly from the interior to
the coast, the pressures to assimilate to urban cultural norms and practices
undermine the Maroon cultures and languages. The historic status groups
of Suriname, the Dutch, and their successors, the Dutch-speaking Creoles,
have successfully modeled the cultural formation of the nation. Historically,
coastal society has looked down on the Maroons, denigrating their culture
as backwards and uncivilized. As intergroup relations multiply through the
integration of the Surinamese state and the disintegration of tribal society,
the Maroons and their cultural property stand to lose much of their historic
vitality. The growing influence of greater Paramaribo over the Surinamese
hinterland is occurring both through the heightened interference of the
national government in the tribal territories and through the large numbers
of Maroons taking up residence in the city. While the six Maroon tribes
of Suriname have historically enjoyed the status of states within a state, or
independent nations of the external arena, they are gradually being demoted,
through the steady erosion of their traditional autonomy, to minority ethnic
groups within a multi-ethnic Suriname.
The future of the Surinamese Maroons as culturally distinct and viable
societies depends on the continued ability of tribal leadership to successfully
guard the political sovereignty of the tribes against the encroachment of
the national government. This future also depends on the decisions of the
Maroons, particularly urbanized Maroons, about the role of their tribal culture in every day life. Already, many urban Maroons, in the face of negative
stereotypes and discrimination, have chosen to assimilate to urban Creole or
Surinamese-Dutch culture, abandoning their unique cultural background
as an antiquated relic. However, a minority of urbanized Maroons have
opted to nurture ties with tribal kin in the city and in the homeland, adapting traditional Maroon culture to urban living. With an unprecedented
number of Maroons living in Paramaribo, Maroons remaining in the tribal
territories have greater contact with coastal culture. Tribal Maroons make
more frequent trips to the coast, where family and village members offer
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homes in which to stay, and Maroons having spent extended time on the
coast make visits or migrate back permanently to their villages of origin. The
opportunities for cultural exchange abound. The danger for the cultural survival of the tribal Maroons lies in rejecting traditional Maroon culture as an
obstacle to future prosperity. The optimal path of integration for Maroon
cultural survival will combine the best of traditional Maroon ways of being
and doing with advantageous cultural innovations emanating from outside
the tribal homelands. At the world-systemic level, there is little indication of
any reversal of the longstanding trends toward global economic integration.
The isolation and autarky of previous generations no longer hold nor appeal
to most Maroons. Maroon cultural survival hangs on the Maroons’ willingness and ability to adapt to newly acquired, rapidly evolving, and multifaceted roles as tribal, national, and global citizens.
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Commentary
Marx and the Historical Ecology of Capital Accumulation on a World
Scale: A Comment on Alf Hornborg’s “Ecosystems and World Systems:
Accumulation as an Ecological Process.”*
Jason W. Moore

A

lf Hornborg says many useful things in his article, “Ecosystems and
World Systems: Accumulation as an Ecological Process.” His effort to
“ground the notion of capital accumulation in the physical realities of ecology and thermodynamics” is a much-needed corrective to nature-blind studies of capitalism. At a more paradigmatic level, his dismay at the “analytical
disjuncture of ecology and economics” in modern social science is right on
target (1998: 169). Yet, despite the article’s laudable intent, Hornborg goes
astray by imputing to Marx a focus on labor that excludes the “physical realities” of labor reproduction, world trade, or imperialism. Hornborg is right
to urge a synthesis of ecological and economic studies, but wrong in his call
to “supplement” the labor theory of value with a “resource-oriented…concept
of exploitation” (1998: 173). Even if Marx did not grapple with a global ecological crisis of contemporary standards, he was remarkably sensitive to ecological processes as they shaped, and were shaped by, capital accumulation;
indeed, Marx studied intensively the works of the leading soil chemists of
his day, foremost among them Justus von Liebig. Particularly in the first and
third volumes of Capital, Marx provides a compelling framework for comprehending the nature-society dialectic under capitalism. Far from demanding a turn to theoretical eclecticism, as Hornborg would have us do, Marx’s
holistic approach to the ecology of capital accumulation deserves to be

*I would like to thank John Bellamy Foster, and especially Diana Carol Moore
Gildea, for comments on this essay.
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developed by students of world-historical social change. This approach illuminates the ways in which capital accumulation, the exploitation of labor
power and workers’ agency, and ecological transformation are mutually relational and formative moments of world capitalist development.
Hornborg criticizes Marx for failing “to see that exploitation could also
take the form of draining another society’s natural resources.” Moreover,
Marx “put his faith…in the global, emancipatory potential of the industrial
machine” (1998: 172). Marx’s narrow focus on labor and industry prevented
him from developing an analysis in which labor exploitation and resource
exploitation are seen as two sides of the same (dialectical) coin.
Is this an accurate representation of Marx’s analysis of the relationship
between capitalism and the natural environment? I think not.
Far from failing to see the imperialist exploitation of natural resources,
Marx accorded it a central place in his chapter on “the general law of capitalist accumulation” (1977: ch. 25): “Ireland is at present merely an agricultural
district of England which happens to be divided by a wide stretch of water
from the country for which it provides corn, wool, cattle, and industrial
and military recruits” (1977: 860). In a footnote, he observes that “for a century and a half England has indirectly exported the soil of Ireland, without
even allowing its cultivators the means for replacing the constituents of the
exhausted soil” (ibid: n. 23).
Did Marx’s focus on the development of large-scale industry blind him
to the ecological transformations that followed in its wake? Hardly! This
was the man who argued that the development of industrial capital “evinced
itself in such energetic destruction of the forests that everything done by
it conversely for their preservation and restoration appears infinitesimal”
(1967: 244). Marx begins his discussion of the capitalist labor process with
a discussion of the relationship between human labor and nature. “Labor is,”
Marx writes, “first of all, a process between man and nature” (1977: 283).
Marx takes this analysis much further. He places his analysis of the
ecological destructiveness of industry at the conclusion of the chapter of
“Machinery and Large-Scale Industry” (1977: ch. 15). This is no accident.
For Marx, the simultaneous degradation of the worker and the soil is systematically connected by capitalism:
Capitalist production disturbs the metabolic interaction between man and
the earth,. i.e. it prevents the return to the soil of its constituent elements con-
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sumed by man in the form of food and clothing; hence it hinders the operation
of the eternal [sic] natural conditions for the lasting fertility of the soil…In
modern agriculture, as in urban industry, the increase in the productivity
and the mobility of labour is purchased at the cost of laying waste and debilitating labour-power itself. Moreover, all progress in capitalist agriculture is
a progress in the art, not only of robbing the workers, but of robbing the
soil; all progress in increasing the fertility of the soil for a given time is a progress towards ruining the more long-lasting sources of that fertility…Capitalist
production, therefore, only develops the techniques and the degree of combination of the social process of production by simultaneously undermining
the original sources of all wealth ó the soil and the workers (Marx, 1977:
637-638).

In Capital III, Marx continues:
Large-scale industry and industrially pursued agriculture have the same
effect. If they are originally distinguished by the fact that the former lays
waste and ruins labour-power and thus the natural power of man, whereas the
latter does the same to the natural power of the soil, they link up in the later
course of development, since the industrial system applied to agriculture that
enervates the workers there, while industry and trade for their part provide
agriculture with the means for exhausting the soil (Marx, 1981: 950)

This was not only a national process of ecological transformation. Marx
devotes a considerable portion of Capital III to the study of agriculture,
ground rent, and relative soil productivity. Again he returns to the ecology
of the town-country division of labor:
Large landed property reduces the agricultural population to an ever decreasing minimum and confronts it with an ever growing industrial population
crammed together in large towns; in this way it produces conditions that provoke an irreparable rift in the interdependent process of social metabolism, a
metabolism prescribed the natural laws of life itself. The result of this is a squandering of the soil, which is carried by trade far beyond the bounds of a single country
(Marx, 1981: 949, emphasis added).

Hornborg calls for integrating economics and ecology, but what of sociology? The “accumulation process” is not merely the accumulation of capital
and the transformation of the environment, it is the production of new
social relations and new class forces. This neglect of agency is certainly not
a weakness of Hornborg alone; it afflicts most studies of long-run, largescale change (see Moore, 1997). It is, however, a weakness that flows from
Hornborg’s equation of capital with “material infrastructure” (1998: 173)
—that is, a thing rather than a social relation. Just as Hornborg invites
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us to consider how different, say, English history might have been without
the natural resources of the periphery, we might consider how class struggles from below shaped British capitalist development. This world-historical connection between ecological degradation and class formation (and the
ensuing class struggles) is no mere abstraction. Sidney Mintz (1986) perceptively notes that sugar was the crucial “drug food” of the industrial revolution, providing cheap, low-cost calories to the growing industrial proletariat
in the 18th and 19th centuries. It is no secret that this sugar was grown on
plantations that wreaked havoc with the natural environment. The environmental devastation effected by the sugar plantation system led to declining
productivity throughout the early modern era, and continually spurred the
expansion of the capitalist world-economy to new areas—from the Atlantic islands, to Brazil, to the small and then the large Caribbean islands. As
a result, vast new supplies of labor power were necessary, which slave traders procured (Moore, forthcoming). The case of sugar shows how class formation in the core (the industrial proletariat) and periphery (slaves) on the
one hand, and ecological transformation on the other, are closely bound
moments of world scale capital accumulation.
Marx’s approach permits a holistic analysis which illuminates the dialectical connections between capital accumulation, the exploitation of labor
power, and environmental degradation. From Marx’s perspective, the ceaseless accumulation of capital requires the ceaseless expansion of the proletariat (Harvey, 1982)—clearly a problematic necessity on a planet with fine
boundaries and limits. The ceaseless expansion of the proletariat lowers the
costs of doing business over the short run but raises them over the long run,
as the options for non-wage income decline and workers’ bargaining power
increases. As the wage bill rises, capitalists seek out new wage workers in the
countryside. This is only possible by reorganizing agriculture along increasingly capitalist lines. In this way the endless accumulation of capital leads
to the endless proletarianization of labor power, which in turn leads to the
continual pressure to widen and deepen the division of labor between town
and country. This growing rift between town and country has profound ecological consequences. As Marx argues forcefully, the capitalist separation of
town and country undercuts the cycling of nutrients, thereby pushing local
ecosystems to the breaking point. This “irreparable rift in the interdependent process of social metabolism” (Marx, op. cit.) has by the end of the 20th
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century achieved new heights (Foster and Magdoff, 1998).
The problems of nutrient cycling under capitalism are exacerbated by
the imperative to increase agricultural productivity, which is functionally
necessary to feed the growing proletariat at a reasonable cost (lest high food
prices drive up wages) and practically necessary for the direct producers,
who must compete on the market. This rising agricultural productivity is
achieved through “the radical simplification of the natural ecological order in
the number of species found in an area and the intricacy of their interconnections” (Worster, 1990: 1101). Such radical simplification—or “specialization” in the language of bourgeois economics—is possible not only from
the extension of the capitalist world market but equally through bitter class
struggles, which Marx analyzes in terms of primitive accumulation (1977:
Part VII). Once in place, such simplification—and intensification—of agricultural production is reinforced by the imperatives of capitalist competition. Never mind that the sharp increases in productivity achieved by
capitalist agriculture are temporary, and that in the long run the rising costs
of capital inputs and declining soil fertility begin to outweigh productivity
increases.
Marx’s analysis of capital accumulation, labor, and the natural environment permits a holistic analysis which ties together the looming crises
of world capitalism today—the deepening inequality between core and
periphery, the growing militancy of workers’ movements, and the global
ecological crisis. The theory of capital accumulation I am advocating illuminates how ceaseless capital accumulation necessitates the expansion and
increased exploitation of the proletariat, which in turn necessitates the
expanded and intensified exploitation of the natural environment through
successive transformation of the world division of labor. It may be true that
environmental destruction was a major cause of capitalist spatial expansion,
but this is merely a shorthand way of saying that the declining productivity of
labor on a given piece of sufficiently degraded land has begun to yield returns
that are below the average rate of profit, and therefore uncompetitive in capitalist terms (Moore, forthcoming). In certain times and places, capital may
be more interested in exploiting the natural environment than manufacturing commodities, but this hardly necessitates a concept of dual exploitation
(labor and the environment) as Hornborg recommends. If two “concepts”
of exploitation are justified, why not three, or five, or ten? Such theoretical
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eclecticism will not do. Capital accumulation has many faces but only one
logic—expand or die. It exploits the environment only through the exploitation of labor power. In so doing, capital has created the conditions for new
kinds of working class social movements—such as the environmental justice movement (Bullard, 1993; Hoftrichter, 1993)—that oppose this logic
in its many forms.
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Cynthia M. Hewitt
Out of One, Many Africas, edited by William G. Martin and Michael
O. West, lays out the current historical juncture in the study of Africa as
an academic discipline. The volume provides broad coverage of the historic development of African studies. It presents the context of scholarly
work connected with the most peripheralized region of the world: lack
of resources precluding indigenous self-expression, struggles over definitions of insider and outsider, and over control of research funding agendas.
Martin and West begin by introducing the contemporary scholarly factions,
several representatives of which they brought together as participants in a
1994 annual symposium at the University of Illinois. The goal then and for
this volume remains the same: to advance a dialogue that will help refocus
African Studies.
Part I of the volume comprises two selections on the origins of the
Africanist establishment apart from and in conflict with the Pan-African/
Africanity tradition; which is also described. The Africanist establishment
was comprised of a large contingent of British and French colonial administrators, anthropologists, and journalists who first began to conceive of
Africans as having a society and history with the ending of colonialism.
When the U.S. emerged post-WWII as hegemonic, it tapped these scholars to create its own version of African Studies as a form of area studies.
These programs of African Studies resisted being subsumed under existing
departments and insisted on separation of African people’s movements on
the continent from those around the diaspora, which became the axial point
of their clash with African American approaches.
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Elliot Skinner describes the development of black scholars throughout
the American, Caribbean and European-based diaspora, and Africa. They
challenged racist paradigms purporting African or black inferiority on multiple dimensions, and sought to “vindicate” the race. Skinner distinguishes
this Africanity scholarly tradition, which comprises the collection of scholarly theory and analysis reflecting the unitary nature of the African cultural
tradition among various outposts of African world, from an Afrocentrist
approach, which is concerned with rehabilitating and reorienting the selfconception of African-heritage people.
In Part II, Martin and West recount the story of the clash of these forces
within the framework of the African Studies Association (ASA), formed
in 1958. Prior to the 1950s, white scholars who sought a collegial environment operated within the institutional framework of African American college departments and journals, however, once the Africanist enterprise got
underway, the white scholars tended to jettison their erstwhile companions,
and monopolized the new bountiful stream of funding for research. The
Black Power movement brought to the table a new force of black college students and young graduates with demands for inclusion. The editors chronicle how they were eventually defeated in a series of maneuvers of the African
Studies Association, in the role of chief professional gate-keeping organization. Martin and West point out that while the Black Power movement
became history, the Afrocentric, Africanity, and African cultural focus of
diaspora studies instead took on popular life and continues to grow in
vibrancy. This they illustrate by reference to the Africa-centered symbolic
universe of the reggae, hip hop, and rap music traditions; the discourse on
culture, identity and destiny throughout the black diaspora; and organizational development of Pan-African politics and business. They write:
Significantly, Africanists have mostly watched the Afrocentrist-Eurocentrist debate from the sidelines, both on and off campus…. However,
increasing numbers of students–now predominantly black but also white,
Latino/a, and Asian–are insisting on African materials that speak to Africa’s
historical and contemporary relationships with Europe and North America.
Such demands offer significant opportunities for the expansion of African
courses, curricula, and faculty. Nonetheless, committed as they are to the
separation of the African diaspora and touchy about the predominantly
white character of their enterprise, especially at the highest levels, African-
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ists have utterly failed to understand these concerns, let alone address them.
(p. 10).
Another dimension is the class struggle among scholars of Africa over
the political orientation of African studies. Horace Campbell describes the
U.S. intelligence agencies funding of scholarly work on Africa as part of a
“low-intensity warfare” program to prevent the emergence of anti-capitalist
African politics, while African universities withered under the repressive
neocolonial regimes this ideological campaign supported. While many Africanists focus on Africa as a developmental failure due to local praetorianism
and parasitic despotism, Campbell suggests these crises are rooted in conditions created by colonialism and fostered by this support from the West.
A final dimension is the emergence of independent research initiatives in
Africa seeking to rely on discovery of indigenous paradigms for knowledge
and rejecting subordination to experts located abroad. Zenebeworke Tadesse
and Micere Githae Mugo describe how African scholars have achieved some
stability through organizing independent research centers, such as CODESERIA (Council for the Development of Economic and Social Research in
Africa), SARIPS (Southern Africa Regional Institute for Policy Studies),
and AAWORD (Association of African Women for Research and Development). Further, African theorists have begun elaborating new paradigms
for universal knowledge, moving beyond a focus on explaining traditional
African thought.
Part III presents four examples of new paradigmatic directions coming
from the vibrant African diaspora scholarly world. Jacques Depelchin critiques explanations of the emergence of the world-system which fail to focus
on the cost to African people of the system at all points of its existence.
C. Tsehloane Keto reflects on the importance of allowing African scholars
the space to develop forms of knowledge without being constricted to produce knowledge couched in terms of universalism. The political economy
of civil society and ethnicity theorized by Mahmood Mamdani provides an
example of new paradigms that seek to account for the modern dilemmas
facing African societies in theoretical frameworks that allow identification
of major actors and institutional structures which aid and frustrate social
change.
Above all the question being raised by this collection is “African studies for whom?” The rejection of the “Black Atlantic” movement is seen
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by Martin and West as likely to lead ultimately to the demise of African
Studies through Africanists’ refusal to embrace the constituency as they
exist. This crisis is also connected to the demise of neocolonial connections
between government, private funding sources, and academic programs. So
this may be the good to come of this juncture. The bad is clearly the defunding of research and increasing difficulty in providing training and development of Africa-focused faculty and researchers.
The result is the omission of the African experience from much of
world-systems and other analyses whose intent is global, for lack of information. Until the new development which this collection foreshadows takes
hold, theorizing about world inequality, development, and contradictions
of capitalism ends up in a triage mode, where the most extreme cases are
simply omitted. So the beauty may be found in the emerging continental
African self-expression, as a tender shoot among the forests of social science paradigms weathering the storm of changing educational conceptions.
Finally, we may look to this kernel of empowerment in Africa to broaden
and emerge and raise a base under our life preserver efforts in the diaspora
to provide knowledge of Africa and Africans. Perhaps our most important
mission will be to make available opportunities for African students and
researchers, to include their research and theory in journals we control, and
to support African journals.
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